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Jim Harris drops by to check out
MilTech's new installation.

•

The P-400 is the Finest Professional Sound System Available

If price were no object, the P-400 would still be the best performing and most
reliable system on the market. "THE BOSS" is the best choice at any price.

MILTECH, INC., 51 High Street, Milford, CT 06460
In Conn. 1-877-2871

1-800-227-1139
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ing the feet on the floor, not doing movements
the caller didn't call and more. When a set
breaks down the caller says, "Give me two
lines." He does not say, "Mill around for a
while, then eventually get into two lines," but
this is exactly what happens. He should say,
"Quickly go home, then the head couples
slide to the right to make two lines." If new
Letters of interest to readers
appear in this section. Send
dancers were smooth and lost only a minimum
your comments to the editor
of time on a breakdown, they would be just as
giving full name and address.
much fun to dance with as experienced
Unsigned letters are ignored.
dancers. One time we were passing through a
San Joaquin town and visited a group where
the dancers were so smooth we thought they
had been dancing for years. We were surDear Editor:
I especially have been pleased with your prised to learn they had been dancing only
method of record reviews. I haven't been four months. Oh how we wished their caller/
stung with a bad choice yet using your record teacher could be in our area.
report. I also appreciate the Workshop secKenneth Maxwell
tion. Keep up the good work.
Paradise, California
Dear Editor:
John Glennie
With so many nutritious snacks available,
Niagara Falls, Ontario
Dear Editor:
we don't need to promote snacks high in salt,
We note comments regarding experienced sugar and other additives which can be probdancers who do not like to dance with newer lems to many dancers, as in your "Refreshdancers. We believe this is partly the fault of ment Time column in February. The most
the caller/teacher. Many caller/teachers are popular snacks at our dances are fresh fruit,
so anxious to cover so many patterns that they fresh vegetables and sandwiches. Dips with a
don't spend enough time on the things that yogurt or sour cream base are available for
really make dancing enjoyable, such as: Keep- those who wish them. These snacks seem to
ing time to the music, correct hand positions, disappear and the cookies, cakes and candy
palms touching instead of thumb gripping,
Please see LETTERS, page 63
touching hands in the middle of a line, keep-
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FUN
VALLEY
SQUARE DANCE RESORT
2,000,160 acres to play on
South Fork, Colorado

George & Louise
Van Courtlandt

The 1984 Fall Schedule
August 19 - 25
Sleepy Browning, Jayton, TX
Jerry Story, Fairfield, IA

September 16 - 22
Wayne Baldwin, McKinney, TX
Wade Driver, Houston, TX

August 26 - September 1
Allen Garrett, Tyler, TX
Randy Baldrige, Joplin, MO
Norman & Helen Teague

September 23 - 29
Wade Driver, Houston, TX
Pat Barbour, Montgomery, TX
September 30 - October 6
Randy Dibble, Redding, CA
Jerry Bradley, Medford, OR
Art & Jimmie Kebort,
Sacramento, CA

September 2 - 8
Lem Gravelle, Jennings, LA
Tony Oxendine, Sumter, NC
Sonny & Charlotte Ezelle,
Longview, TX

October 7 - 12
Rocky Strickland, Duncanville, TX
Don Reeves, Lubbock, TX
Mickey & Lee Graham, Amarillo, TX

September 9 - 15
Lem Gravelle, Jennings, LA
Bill Wright, San Antonio, TX
George & Louise Van Courtlandt,
Lafayette, LA

WATCH
Us
GROW!

Lem Gravelle

Sonny &
Charlotte Ezelle

Bill Wright

Mickie &
Lee Grimm

Art &
Jimmie Kebort

Jerry Bradley

This fine lineup of callers offer the newest movements. Daily workshops and nightly
dancing are only part of the well rounded activities you can enjoy.
Trout fishing, paddleboats, mini-golf, and horseback riding are a few of the activities
you can enjoy. Along with our new "Lake Walk Gift Shops" to browse through, Fun
Valley will offer a complete line of Square Dance Apparel presented by Pat & Kim
Barbour.
Watch as we barbeque "Texas" style on a big outdoor pit. Your mouth will water
t
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banks of the lake on our sidewalk patio, or eat inside our newly remodeled dining room.
Fun Valley has all the makings for a Fun and well rounded vacation!! Come join us for
western hospitality.
For reservations call or write:
FUN VALLEY RESERVATIONS
Oct. 1
23 Fairway Oaks Blvd.,
May 1
to May 1
Abilene, Tx. 79606
to Oct. 1
phone (915) 695-2498

Box 208
So. Fork, Co. 81154
phone (303) 873-5566

PRAIRIE STAFF CALLERS

Renny Mann

Johnnie Scott

Chuck Donahue

Ilk
Sam Mitchell

PR 1070 LIGHT OF MY LIFE, Tommie St. John hit by Johnnie
PR 1069 SLOW BURN by Al, T.G. Sheppard #1
PR 1068 YOU PRETTY BABY & YOUR SWEET LOVE by Chuck
PR 1067 BAD REPUTATION by Al
PR 1065 NICKELODEON RAG by Renny

Recordings

MOUNTAIN STAFF CALLERS

Eddie Milian

idocak
Mark Clausing

Tom Trainor
MR 37
MR 36
MR 35
MR 34
MR 33

Recordings

Craig Rowe

Vern Weese

Phil Kozlowski

AUCTIONEER, Leroy Van Dyke #1 by Phil
DANCE EVERY DANCE WITH YOU, Kendalls Hit by Vern
BETWEEN THIS TIME & THE NEXT TIME, Gene Watson Hit by
HURRICANE, Leon Everette Hit by Mark
Tom
WANTED MAN, Ronny McDowell #1 by Craig

DESERT STAFF CALLERS

Troy Ray

Art Tangen

Recordings

Randy Baldridge

Hal Dodson

Bill Reynolds

DR 15 STAND BY MY WINDOW, Jim Reeves Hit by Hal
DR 14 HOW LUCKY by Jim
DR 13 PARADISE TONIGHT, Mickey & Charlie Hit by Art
DR 12 LAST TRAIN, Boxcar Willie Hit by Art
DR 11 JOSE CUERVO, Shelley West #1 by Hal

OCEAN WAVE ARTISTS

Greg Edison

OCIIA

Bobby Hilliard

Recordings

Grace Wheatley Bob Householter Don Van Veldhuizen John Litzenberger
OR 9 10 GUITARS by Greg—Oldie
OR 8 GRANDMA'S FEATHER BED by Don—John Denver Hit
OR 7 SQUARE DANCE POLKA by Bobby—Roy Clark Hit
OR 6 COMMON MAN by Bob
OR 5 LOVELY LOVELY WORLD by Grace

1170 2nd Street, Penrose, CO 81240 • (303) 372-6879
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CHRIS VEAR
WADE DRIVER
PAT BARBOUR
HARMON & BETTY JORRITSMA
JOHNNIE WYKOFF
IRV & BETTY EASTERDAY

JAN 6
thru
JAN 13, 1985
On the M.S. Tropicale from Los Angeles
to Puerto Vallarta/Mazatlan/Cabo San Lucas
For Free Brochure or Further Information, Please Call or Write

OBER CRUISE CENTER/CVI TOURS
Washington, D.C.'s Oldest independent Travel Agency—Established 1920
FAIRFAX, VIRGINIA 22032
4036 WILLIAMSBURG COURT
TELEX: 4991882 ITT
TOLL FREE: 800/368-3527 In D.C. AREA: 385-6800
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but 34 years ago
this summer we set out on a new venture
— something entirely different — something that was to set a pattern for the future.
We planned a Vacation Institute.
The year was 1951. Lloyd Shaw, Herb
Greggerson and a handful of other leaders had
sponsored schools for callers and teachers.
Scattered about were a number of folk dance
camps that included some American dancing.
Square dancing, in California, had reached
boom proportions and classes where you
could learn "all there was to know about
square dancing in seven lessons" enrolled 25
squares or more on opening night.
Sets In Order (now SQUARE DANCING
Magazine) was in its third year of publication
and clubs with names like Double Elbow, Do
Si Do and Rip 'n Snort were popping up
everywhere. It seemed only natural, with this
overwhelming emergence, that a week's vacation, geared to square dancing, might just
succeed — at least it was worth a try.
In 1951, there were still those who thought
that square dancing was a "flash in the pan" —a
fad that might, at best, last only one more
year. Of course these were probably the same
people who prophesied that heavier-than-air
craft would never fly and that sound and pictures would never travel the air waves. Anyway, the thought of a vacation for square
dancers, produced by square dancers and in a
setting conducive to a square dance program
seemed to have merit. So we planned it.
The one-person staff was out. Instead, we
brought together a composite of talent —
leaders in squares, leaders in rounds and a
top-notch folk singer tossed in for good measure. The place was important and we had just
T HARDLY SEEMS POSSIBLE,
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the Utopia in mind. During college days, we
had attended conferences at a spot in California, on a peninsula just north of Carmel and
Pebble Beach, called Asilomar (loose translation from the French: refuge by the sea). The
facility was perfect, just a few feet from the
rocky shoreline of the Pacific with rustic buildings scattered around the sand dunes, and all
this just a few hours from San Francisco Bay to
the north or Los Angeles to the south.
That first Asilomar was a rare experience.
We had hoped for an initial sign-up of 150
dancers, predominently from California. We
registered 180 from many states and from
Canada. The Vacation Institute was born and
since then many thousands only 200 at one
time) have come to share in the friendly good
times. We still have our week each July and
we've added a weekend and a week-long session the end of January and early February.
Our staffs are made up of leaders in specialized fields and faculty rosters of the past read
like a who's who of square dancing.
Why this nostalgia? Primarily, because as
you read this, we're getting set for Summer
'84 which starts on July 22nd. We're filled to
capacity and the 200 dancers include about 40
first-timers from New Zealand. Probably one
of the reasons we like to talk about Asilomar is
because with each successive session we're as
excited as we were in planning the first, 34
years ago. We hope, someday, you'll come out
here and join us.

Business as Usual
somewhat like Mark
Twain when he cabled from London:
"The reports of my death are somewhat exaggerated." He was, of course, alive and well,
but somehow an erroneous rumor was fostered about his demise.
This past spring we, too, began hearing
strange reports and we'd like to dispel! them
here and now. We have an idea that a comment we made about desiring to cut back on
our personal work load and take life a bit easier
may have been the premise that led to a wrong
conclusion that the magazine was about to
cease.
We look forward to many more years as part
of the activity and, as a matter of fact, are up to
our proverbial elbows in a number of projects.

W

E ARE FEELING
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It would be nice, though, if there were someone knowledgeable about square dancing, the
publication business and general business
procedures who might like to share the fun
with us. (And in case you think we're kidding
when we say "fun" we're not! Along with the
work over the years have come the most satisfying series of experiences imaginable. We
wouldn't change places with anyone.)
For some time we've hoped there might be
an individual, about the age we were when we
started the magazine 36 years ago, who would
have the interest, enthusiasm and knowledge
to join us in our venture. Should that someone
be found, it would allow us to cut back on our
time. We're quite serious about this and

This month
LINEUP

The FD of the USA Situation
the giant square dance at
our Nation's capitol as been held and the
special hearing before members of the Congressional committee will have been completed. Now were waiting for the next step.
Will the committee recommend a YES vote?
Will the Bill be passed and will Square Dancing actually be recognized as the Folk Dance
of the USA? Patience is the name of the game.
Stay tuned in.
S YOU READ THIS

Another Year For Callerlab
c LIGHTLY MORE than 14 years ago, a handful
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should you be interested, and should you
share our love for square dancing — write and
tell us something about yourself.
Anyway, we suspect that's where the
rumor might have started. Let us assure you,
it is "somewhat exaggerated!"

3 of callers, all members of the Square

Dance Hall of Fame, gathered for a series of
meetings at Asilomar, with the prime purpose
of hammering out a professional organization
for callers around the world.
For the four years that followed, these individuals worked quietly, deciding among
themselves just when the time was right for
opening up the organization to others and setting directions that would have a positive impact on the future of this activity. In 1974,
more than 100 callers, all personally invited
by members of the nucleus group, attended
the first Callerlab Convention in St. Louis,
Missouri.
From that point on, what has happened to
Callerlab has become a part of square dance
history. For the first time, young developing
callers had the opportunity to sit down and
discuss the future goals of square dancing on
an equal basis with the seasoned callers in the
activity.
From the beginning, the underlying purpose of this international callers' group was to
seek ways to develop leadership with the purpose of strengthening the square dance activity and providing greater pleasure for the
square dancer.
Certainly it was not all a primrose path.

Please see CALLERLAB, page 82
SQUARE DANCING, July, 1984
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KC-135
..Stratotanker assigned to the 97th Bombardment Wing at Blytheville Air Force Base,
Arkansas, takes offin the early morning hours.
Its destination is to
rendezvous with and
aerially refuel aircraft
from bombers to fighters. Navigator of one
of these tankers is Captain Tom Duryea.
Later that same day at
his "command" spot
behind the microphone at the Blytheville Air Force Base,
Tom Duryea, now "navigates" the directions
for six squares of dancers.
Torn, together with his wife, Connie, are
among hundreds of couples attached to the
military who have discovered the added dimension of pleasure that square dancing
brings to an often restrictive military life.
"It's difficult for anyone who has not been
STRATEGIC AIR COMMAND

Caller Tom
Duryea and
Connie (above,
left and right)
keep things moving at the dances.
Tom (left) in his
day uniform
tends to Air Force
duties.
Photos
Courtesy of
Us. Air
Force
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assigned to overseas duty to understand what
square dancing has meant to us." We've heard
this statement many times from members of
the armed forces stationed abroad and from
their dependents. "Before our friends coaxed
us to take square dance
lessons at the N. C.O.
club at the base just
outside of Casablanca
in North Africa, recreation all too frequently meant an
evening of cocktails
and gossip — something that can get old
very quickly. Once we became a part of square
dancing on the base, our lives changed. Our
circle of friends became exciting and stimulating and we found ourselves living from one
square dance event to the next. And that
wasn't all. When we were transferred you can
imagine how pleased we were to find that our
new duty station also had an ongoing class and
a healthy square dance club."
This month we also salute Bob Shiver (see
Caller of the Month, page 62) who, as a
member of the US Air Force, started his career of square dancing, and also our round
dance couple, Hershel and Treva Graves (see
Paging the Roundancer, page 40) with a background in the US Air Force, and, all of the
many dancers, callers and leaders who have
helped to build a strong square dance activity
in military establishments around the world.
We tip our hats, and say — well done!
9

PROMOTION ONE

It's Time to Start Thinking

FALL CLASSES
L,
OR MANY OF YOU, the recruiting program for

..L1coming square dance classes is an all-year
affair. During the past nine months you've
been turning over names and addresses of
prospective class members to your class caller
or your club's new-dancer recruiting chairman (if you have one). It may be that your club
has a supply of printed "interest" cards which
club members carry with them to be filled out
with names and addresses of interested individuals. Something of this nature makes recruiting a very natural on-going action. At the
same time, you may have a flyer or a small card
announcing class times and dates or possibly
your members carry with them copies of the
"Viewer Doer" four-page flyer which are
available through this magazine (see opposite
page).
Recruiting is just one part of the planning
phase. This is the opportune time for your
club representatives and your caller/teacher
to get together and discuss the coming class.
Does the caller work best with helpers (angels) or does he prefer to work without them?
If he or she would like helpers, perhaps you
should set down some guidelines so that anyone coming in to lend a hand during the class
sessions will know what is most advantageous
to the person responsible for doing the teaching.
When you open up the class to new recruits, are you fully mindful of your responsibility as a club member, club officer or the
teacher of such a group? In the first place, you
are making certain promises to those who
come in. Chances are you are not saying to any
of them that club dancing that follows the
several months of class work will be open to
only certain ones who shape up to the satisfaction of the club. To do this would defeat the
very spirit of the activity. The goals should be
10

to have enough flexibility when setting the
class time to satisfy those who are attracted by
our promises and are looking for a fun,
friendly, low cost recreation.
While you may never have thought of it in
these terms, consider all the members of the
new class as VIPs —Very Important
People—who are giving you their trust, who
are not coming into the class to be embarrassed, but are looking for those very features
they have been promised. Sometimes just a
little bit of extra patience, a little effort on the
part of those who are experienced dancers will
make the "lights go on" that much quicker.

Encourage Slow Learners
It's sometimes difficult to hold an otherwise
fast-moving class back slightly while a few
slow-learners catch up but think of it this way:
You'll never know what wonderful club members these people will be without giving them
the chance to learn with the others. This is
your only opportunity with this particular
group of people to turn the majority into
dancers. To discourage any of them now is like
signing a warrant to stop them from ever becoming a part of square dancing. Don't risk it.
You and the other members of the club have
worked too hard to bring this new group together. For that reason, isn't it worth it on
some occasions to meet with the couple who
seems to be catching on more slowly and, on a
nonclass night, get together in one of your
homes and practice, with records, the things
the caller has already taught? Who knows,
that little extra effort may be all that is necessary to help them make the grade.
All these things need to be thought out in
advance, before classes start this year. September is only a little over a month away and,
before it begins is a good time to look toward
the future.
SQUARE DANCING, July, 1984

AMERICAN SQUARE DANCING...
Tnn AV

THE MARVELOUS THINGS about
IL/ square dancing is that although it is a
traditional American activity, it is as mod• • • •NOWA
em es
today
and
as
fresh
and
as
chatpatterned
her
costume to have just a hint
lenging as tornorraw. It is also a great of the
nostalgic quality of the gowns worn
relaxer to help combat the pressures and by her great grandmother as she danced
tensions of our present time
years ago. The gentleman square dancer
Today's square dance bears little resemtoday who may be tired of his drab, conblance to the old-time dance
- anddance
fat very
good reasons Whil e the square
or ventronal office wear, has an oppertunie•
10 dress in clothing that takes on a bit
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or small and sometimes uncomfortable the "Western" appearance and is not only
comfortable, but attractive as well.
meeting places, today's square dancing
its everlasting credit, square dancing
takes place in some of our cities' most is To
a couple acti v i ty and i
per fect,.
s the -Singles
beautiful structures, in church auditoriums, recreation for married couples_
in parks and recreation buildings and in should have a partner in
ordergroups
to particiair-conditioned private halls. Like the rest pate, although there are many
deof the country itself, square dancing has signed for "singles only". In some areas
grown out of the barn,
square dancing involves the entire family
A square of dancers is made up of four and it is not unusual to see four generations
couples. This is the same today as it
was represented in a single square. One thing
years ago. However, it used to be that the that contributes to the wholesome character
caller - the man who calls out the "sig. of square dancing is that
oneThose
of its few
nals" for the dancers to follow - with all taboos is alcoholic beverage-5.
his antique nasal twang could only
who
be heard enjoy a drink manage without it on the
by a relatively few people. Today, thanks evening of a square dance.
to electronic ingenuity and the modern public address system, one caller can
clearly and distinctly by hundredsbe
ofheard
clan- today owes its rebirth to Dr. Lloyd Shaw
of Colorado who in the years just before
oars at the same time. No longer are his
and after World War II helped pave the
calls difficult for the dancer to understand.
way for an American acaivity that all could
Where mare the squeaky fiddle and tunes enjoy. Today the square
dance club is the
like "Turkey In The Straw' signified the
hub of the square dance activity. As the
typical barn dance, today more than 35 new dancer learns to dance,
specialized recording companies turn out
the significance of the club idea.
he also learns
perfect accompaniment for the modern
As he progresses with his dancing he will
square dancer. The popular tunes of yester•
find that the frosting
on the cake" comes
ti
day are, for the most part, replaced by the
in many w ays. There are local jamborees
popular tunes of today and you'll find yourand
festivals at which hundreds of dancers
self moving comfortably and effortlessly to
from his area participate. Perhaps he will
the beat of the best of the contemp orory tunes os take
part in one csf the annual National
well as ever-popular classics.
Square Dance Conventions that attract many
Square dancers today are justifiably
thousands of dancers from all parts of the
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If you're an artist
design your own
recruiting flyer, Or,
use ours.

more square dance callers active at the
present time look back with pride at their
early counterparts who 'prompted" Or
"cued" each new square dance call. To a
degree the modern square dance miss has

with square dancers to other lands, or he
may enjoy a weekend or a week - long vacation institute in beautiful surroundings with
square dance callers and teachers and participants from everywhere as his dancing
cont -v, Iwo. m.
companio ns. He will find that square dan,topary
ico.462
i.,,,LHRetanson
nni.r1
- CA .166441 sa
cing is a Learn here - dance everywhere"
pus St
proposition. Dancing styles and calls are
eats,tor meta an sieseet reenate. Planted
much the same the world over

AN ATTRACTIVE FLYER that "sells" the idea of becoming a square dancer, is one method
of recruiting new class members. In this "Viewer-Doer" personalized flyer are the four
pages you see here. Clearly printed and folded into a handy 6'/2" by 81
/2", size, they're
handy for members to carry with them or to mail to prospects. These are available from
SIOASDS (see page 107)

ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS
PEOPLE OFTEN ASK...

er-soled shoes and the man
fee and refreshments, will case oround $1.50 comfortably fitting,
th
full-skirted dress and
by has a pair of slacks and a long sleeved sport
per person (more or less). Add to this' the low-heele-d,
lea
shirt. That's
how you begin. Of course, as
enjoyed
you learn to dance it's fun to dress up a bit
that here is a sport
more, Unlike golf, however, where there is
great value
and wife TOGETHER.
the expense of clubs etc. or in bowling voit'n
husband
to
special shoes, bowling ball, etc., there is
we h a ve
Question: What equipment do
Answer: Nothing. That s if the lady has a nothing like that involved in square dancing.
buy?

CAPSULE
Question: Who square dances?
Answer: You'd be surprised. Your next
door neighbor, your doctor, the grocer
down the street, housewives, professional
people, retired men and women, students.
Square dancing is enjoyed in cities large
and small in every state of the United
States, in all provinces of Canada, and in
more than 45 countries overseas. It's truly
The Great American Pastime, but it's enjoyed by friendly people everywhere.
Question; Am I too old to square dance?
Answer: What is it they say - you're only as
old as you feel? Actually, there are active
square dancers in their 70's and Be's. There
are also some who are very young and
dance in schools. Two prime age brackets
are particularly notable in Square dancing.
One is the group of "young marrieds'', folks
lust stetting out together in life and looking
for friendly activities they can enjoy TOGETHER, while at the same time developing
a wonderful, lasting circle of friends. The
other big group is the "retired"", amazing as
that may seem. You should see the fun these
people get from their dancing. No to
answer your question, you're lust the right
age now for square dancing, whatever that
age may be
Question: My husband has never don
room dancing and says
feel awk

and conspicuous if lie square dances.
Answer! Nonsense) Although you may have
to do the "encouraging" the first time or
two, watch out. Experience has proven that
the man in the family is the one who really
gets bitten by the square dance bug. Per
haps this is because men don't look upon
square dancing as a dance, but rather as

sport Actually, that's what Sports Illustrated
calls it - a SPORT, not a dance.
Question: How much time is involved in
square dancing?
Answer: That's pretty much up to you. You
may decide that you want to squeeze square
dancing into en already busy schedule. Or,
you may want to be like some of your
friends who belong to several square dance
clubs_ You should, if possible, at least in the
beginning, count on a minimum of once e
week while you are learning to square
dance.

VODAY'S SQUARE DANCING IN A
dance in squares of eight dancers (4 men and 4 ladies).
for one square to dance comfortably is in the neighbodnood

• You
The space required
of
144
square
feet.
You
also
dance
in circles and in lines but it's still part of Squarepancing.
lasting around 15 minutes and thee rest a bit.

•

•

become familiar with the Basic Language.
by
ess a rule you dance a
you the calls or directions of the person up et
simply follow
•
e While learning to square dance
youHe's the altar and you'll find that he' a very important
the front of the hall.
From that time on,
contribution to your square dancing pleasure_
So you see, there's really nothing too complicated about ail of this. hlow le a
good tints to consider square dancing as a fun-hobby 4or you•
•

Question: How does one learn?
Answer: IT used to be that you would learn
all that there was to know about square
dancing r n the first 15 minutes and then just
dance the rest of the evening along with
everybody else. That was before square
dancing became the fascinating, challenging
pastime that it is today. Now a new dancer
oins a "learners club" and, under the direction of his caller/teacher, meets once a week
having fun as he learns. In the first ten
weeks he is taught the 50 basic movements
that he'll use from that point on It's certainly possible to learn more, for there is a
world of fun in prospect But the initial ten
weeks will prove to you that you can be-

Use this space to announce the
starting date and location of the
new class. Plenty of room
ea
for contact names
and phone numbers.
out

HOW TO GET STARTED
Class start at different times during
interested in being
be
year and if you'd
ready to
the es
notified when the next series is
square dance
begin tust call or write the
"contact" listed below. Don't wait —
you'll be surprised how much enioyrnent
is in store for you

YOUR SQUARE DANCE "CONTACT":

BEN & SUE ViE.NLEY
1650 MAPLE. STREET
1
SMITHBERG, MO 6432
Phone: (417) 920-1616

PROMOTION TWO
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It's time to
Plan for

SQUARE DANCE MONTH

the impact on the community and non-dancing public if all square
dance oriented activities were to concentrate
their promotional efforts during one single
period of time. The impact could be as effective as though some Madison Avenue firm had
been assigned the several million dollar task of
publicizing the activity. If every square
dancer personally shares in the promotion, we
would have tens of thousands of public relations oriented men and women saying to
others, "This is the folk dance of America. It's
what we enjoy. Come and be a part of it!"
Years ago, over the course of any given
year, there were dozens of square dance
weeks, observed at different times, all across
the country. Usually these were tied into a
local festival or convention and served as an
individual choice for just one community.
Then it was discussed among square dance
leaders that if the efforts of square dancers
everywhere were combined and a single period was set aside, as square dance week,
when demonstrations, television shows, open
houses could all be concentrated into that
same week, that this sudden salvo of square
dancing stood a good chance of attracting maximum attention.
Following several months of study
throughout North America, it was decided
that at some point in the middle of September, just before beginner classes were to start,
would be the right timing. The idea caught on
and Square Dance Week has been with us for
the past dozen years or so.
The third week in September, starting with
the third Monday and ending the following
Sunday, was agreed upon and the first observance in 1970 saw more than 40 States and
Canadian Provinces taking part. Many state
governors, provincial premiers, local mayors,
boards of supervisors, all added to the impact
TMAGINE, IF YOU WILL
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by making official proclamations.
In the months following the initial experiment, it was determined that sufficient attention had been raised and enough new dancers
had been coaxed into classes that the program
was a success and would be continued. And so
it has been to more or lesser degrees over the
years.
New Time Frame
Two years ago Legacy, a major communications group for square dancing, which has
among its trustees representatives of every
phase of the activity, took on the responsibility for coordinating Square Dance Week.
After considerable study, it was agreed that
because of seasonal inconsistencies, square
dance classes started at different times mostly
through the month of September or early October, and the concept of settling on a specific
week was not entirely satisfactory because in
many places it was either too early or too late
to do any good. However, by selecting the
whole month of September as Square Dance
Month the time frame could suit every area.
And so, starting on Saturday, September 1,
and running through Sunday, September 30,
square dancers are invited to share in this
giant promotion, plan special events and seek
proclamations and official recognition from
state and provincial leaders and other community heads. It's a good idea to put requests
in now to perform on local television and to
look for ways to involve the community in a
first-hand taste of this nation's traditional
dance.
Now is a good time to start working on your
own posters and flyers, so be on the lookout
for artistic types within your club. Here (opposite) is an idea for a poster which can be
enlarged and mass produced as soft paper
flyers or on heavier card stock for posting in
store windows, etc. It is not copyrighted.
SQUARE DANCING, July, 1984
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That
seems 2 B the Question
A

ago when square dancing was just in the incubator and very
little resembled the dancing being done today, most dances were taught by individuals,
usually dancing masters when available, and
then memorized by the dancers. At a party or
a formal ball, dancers received programs
which announced the dances to be included.
There might be a brace of quadrilles, a couple
dance or two, certainly a grand march and
frequently a Paul Jones or some mixer.
Because the dancers already knew what to
do, the musicians would sound a fanfare to
signal the start of a dance. Or, some bewigged
individual might, in a loud and penetrating
voice, announce "Ladies and gentlemen—
The Club Quadrille!" If you wished to dance,
you would find your predetermined partner
quickly and move out onto the dance floor and
be ready to go.
At first there may have only been a handful
of quadrilles and Lancers to learn but then, as
people are wont to do (even today), somebody
invented a new dance or a different variation
until pretty soon, instead of just one set of
routines for the Lancers, for example, with its
five customary parts, there developed a second Lancers also with five parts. Now came
the problem.
The Birth of the Caller
People didn't dance as frequently as they
do today, and it was easy for one routine to he
confused with another. The end result was
that somewhere along the line, that stately
gentleman who hadpreviously restricted his
announcements to what the next dance would
be, now found himself reminding or cueing
the dancers as to the traffic pattern while the
dance progressed. The cues were simple—
just enough to be reminders. In the instance
of a several-part quadrille, the prompter's
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NUMBER OF YEARS

voice would come in loud and clear with the
name of the next section.
Possibly, if no one had ever created additional dances and new terminology, the role of
prompter and later that of caller may never
have evolved. Because the activity has never
stood still and the number of dances has
increased, so has the importance of the role of
the caller.
In the pre-electronic days before the
advent of the modern public address system,
calls were frequently brief commands the
dancers could hear and understand. Eventually, the caller worked in patter to add an extra
cadence for the dancers to move to and for his
own amusement.
Big pig rootin' out a little tater row
Granny will your dog bite? No, chile, no

In instances when the hall was filled and
the caller, standing on a box or chair and calling (or shouting) his loudest, still could not be
heard by everyone, each square would have
its own caller. As you can well imagine, this
created a fairly noisy state of confusion.
With the availability of good sound systems, the techniques of calling took a sudden
and decisive step forward. Now, everyone in
the hall could hear, and, as a result, calls became more complicated. Memorized calling,
where the dancers as well as the callers knew
exactly what was to come next, gave way to
contemporary styles of extemporaneous calling. As a rule, callers would start on the first
beat of a musical phrase.
Because many of the new terms were
combinations of other basics, callers frequently got into the habit of calling the
movement, then prompting each segment as
anadditional reminder to the dancers. In the
SQUARE DANCING, July, 1984

learning stages, this was particularly useful.
CALLING THE ROUNDS
As an example, when the two head couples
Once a person has learned the basic
would step into the center to make an ocean
round dance terminology, it is quite possiwave, the caller might call swing thru and
ble to follow well-timed cues, much in the
then prompt "turn right hand half, centers
way that the dancer might follow the calls
turn by the left hand half."
or prompts of a caller. To achieve this, the
Sometimes, the overprompting of calls
individual at the microphone must have the
causes confusion. Take relay the deucey as an
ability to prompt at just the right moment,
example. Once the caller gives the command,
not too early, not too late.
the dancers have 20 beats to complete the
movement comfortably. In his teaching, the goes through at first, when a complete
caller, mindful that the dancers have not yet prompting is necessary; then, as the dance is
committed the entire traffic pattern to mem- practiced, fewer prompts are needed. Evenory, may prompt them to keep them moving. tually, just signaling a change of couplepositioning may be all that is necessary until
Turn right a half .. . turn left three quarters finally all the prompting is eliminated.
(move up)
In other instances, some callers and cuers
Turn right a half . . . turn left a half
will prompt only the first time through, then
Turn right a half . . turn left three quarters
build up the music volume letting the dancers
More up to the wave
dance the balance of the record without any
While this is helpful to the newcomer, the further interference.
Prompting Procedures for Contras
"helper-calls" may not be necessary once the
If you've discovered the fun that comes
dancers have all learned the movements. The
dancer who understands the procedure of re- with dancing quadrilles and contras, then you
ceiving commands for a future movement know that, as in the case of the rounds, you are
while still involved in following a call that has dancing to the phrase of the music. This simalready been given may tend to interrupt a ply means that the caller or suer prompts you
lengthy movement like relay the deucey by in the last beats of a phrase so that you are
interpreting the "helper-calls" as new and dif- ready to step out on count one of the next
ferent commands he is to follow, and thereby phrase. In learning a contra, the prompter will
usually give you the calls in detail like this:
creating a breakdown.

Prompting Other Forms
With round dancing there are two schools
of thought. On the one hand are those who
have been taught to do a round dance routine
and who expect prompts that will serve as
reminders of what to do next. Not only are
these appreciated by the person in the learning stages but, with so many hundreds of
round dance routines being danced today,
some dancers prefer to "turn off their brains
and just relax in the knowledge that they are
going to get prompts that will allow them to
sail through the dances without goofing.
On the other hand those who round dance
frequently, and especially when doing familiar round dance routines, appreciate the opportunity to just dance to the music without
any interference of spoken cues. This is particularly true in instances where they have
had sufficient time to practice the dance and
are thoroughly familiar with the routine.
Of course, there are phases which a dancer
SQUARE DANCING, July, 1984

—, Actives do sa do in the center
, With the one below swing and
whirl

—

Then, once you are rolling, he may cut the
same calls down to this:
,

Actives do sa do
Swing below

Finally, once you have the hang of it, the
prompter may simply be quiet and let you
dance.
If you are accustomed to dancing on the
beat but not on the phrase, this may come as a
surprise to you. You may even at first feel the
caller is confused when he switches to this
off-phrase type of prompting. However, as
you become involved in the whole spectrum
of square dancing, you will come to recognize
that prompting in one form or another is indeed an art and a valuable part of the dance
experience.
❑ ❑ ❑
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UP-DATE TIME
for your
Caller
Teacher Manual
This is your first up-date sheet and is provided for those who work with
the SIOASDS CTM. The manual is constructed in looseleaf form so that
as changes occur your copy of the Manual may be altered accordingly.
Each new copy of the CTM will include an UP-DATE sheet. Please note
these changes in your copy.
ZOOM (42) was previously ZOOM FAMILY (42). SUBSTITUTE (CTM pages 183-184) has been
eliminated. (You can remove them from your Manual entirely or store them in the rear of
your binder.)
TOUCH ONE QUARTER (47) was previously part of the TOUCH FAMILY (46).
The term Touch (only) when used alone added sound-alike confusion.
(Drills using the call touch on CTM page 193 can be omitted at this point.)
TURN BACK FAMILY (13)
(a) U Turn Back
(b) Gents or Ladies Backtrack
(Not italicized so it can now be
taught in this order.)

Couple Backtrack (13b) has been
eliminated and the single file type of
turn back put in its place. (Revise the
wording and diagrams on page 80 or your
CTM.)

DIVIDE (14b) is now to be italicized so that it may be taught later.

GRAND SQUARE (20) having previously been (25) now follows right and left thru. (Change your
CTM numbers accordingly to show revised numbering.)
21. STAR THRU
22. CIRCLE TO A LINE
23. BEND THE LINE

24. ALL AROUND YOUR
LEFT HAND LADY
25. SEE SAW YOUR TAW

SWEEP A QUARTER (44) Previously this was basic 52 in the Mainstream Program. It now follows
FLUTTERWHEEL (43). Note the new numbering:
45. VEER LEFT/RIGHT
46. TRADE BY
47. TOUCH ONE QUARTER

48. CIRCULATE
49. FERRIS WHEEL
Note: This makes the Basic Program 1-49,
and Mainstream 1-68

This method of up-dating the Caller/Teacher Manual is both practical and effective. Once the
printingq will rPflPrt thpqA rtnngAR Fnr
irriant iop!io of the nfivi have hPPn pxhai
information on the CTM, please see the announcement on page 93.

REPORTS FROM THE
APRIL 1984 CONVENTION
rrHE RECENT Callerlab Convention was the
scene of much activity relative to the various basics programs. There were significantly
few changes which would seem to indicate
that Callerlab members and the dancers are
finding the existing programs progressively
easier to live with. Here are some of the
changes.
It was voted to delete the crossing rule from
the definitions of all Callerlab programs from
the Basic through Challenge Programs. The
definitions for cross run and cross fold should
have been adjusted to reflect a right shoulder
passing action.
The revised definition for cross run therefore has the last sentence to read as follows:

When the active dancers are both facing in
the same direction, they move forward in a
semi-circle, pass each other and then run
into the vacated spot on the far side.
The revised definition for cross fold therefore has the last sentence to read as follows:

When the dancers are both facing in the
same direction, they move forward in a
semi-circle, pass each other and then fold
toward the inactive dancer.
It is noted that the change will not affect the
definition of cross trail thru which continues to
read: "Starting formation—Facing cou-

ples. Dancers pass thru. The right hand
dancer crosses in front of partner to the left
while the left hand dancer crosses behind
partner to the right. The ending position of
the dancers is dependent upon the next
call." As indicated here by the definition, the
movement is a-left shoulder pass.
Mainstream Program Changes
Several changes were made on the Mainstream program. For a complete rundown,
see the facing page which was designed to be a
quick update method for the Caller/Teacher
Manual.
SQUARE DANCING, July, 1984

The Freeze is On
With these changes, Callerlab has frozen
the Basic Program for a period of four years
with no changes to be made until the Callerlab
Convention in 1988. The Mainstream Program is adopted for a period of four years but
during this period, Mainstream Quarterly Selection calls which meet appropriate criteria
may be added to the Mainstream Program. No
other changes may be made until the
Callerlab Convention in 1988.
Changes in the Plus Program
The following Plus teaching order as approved in Philadelphia last year on a one year
trial basis has now been accepted on a permanent basis. You will note that the call LINEAR
CYCLE which was dropped from the Mainstream Quarterly Selection list has been
added to the Plus list and placed between
Teacup Chain and Ping Pong Circulate in the
following suggested teaching order.
The Callerlab Plus Program
(as of April 189 1984)
Teacup Chain
Linear cycle
Ping pong circulate
Load the boat
Extend (the tag)
Coordinate
Anything and spread
Spin chain the gears
Track II
Anything and roll
Follow your neighbor
Explode family (from waves only)
A. the wave
B. and anything
Relay the deucey
Remake the thar
Diamond circulate
Single circle to a wave
Trade the wave
Flip the diamond
Grand swing thru
17

Crossfire
All eight spin the top
Triple scoot
Chase right
Dixie grand
Peel the top
Three-quarter tag the line
Triple trade
Turn and left thru

*Here are a few suggestions for uses of Anything and Roll. Note: This does not indicate
that these variations must be used. Callerlab
only suggests that they be considered.
Star thru and roll
California twirl and roll
Run family and roll
Trade family and roll (not couples)
Touch one-quarter and roll
Spin the top and roll
Cast off three-quarters
(waves only) and roll
Slide thru and roll
Fold family and roll
Peel off and roll
Fan the top and roll
Single hinge and roll
Flip the diamond and roll
Peel the top and roll
Trade the wave and roll

first. If conducting a PLUS workshop, please
use only PLUS CALLS. If conducting a workshop for Plus Dancers who want more, please
label the workshop appropriately. Do not rush
the dancers through the lists but rather allow
them to enjoy the experience of variations
within this list. Check the definitions before
attempting to teach from this list. Please do
not rush into the next grouping of calls."
Changes having to do with the Advanced
dancing programs will be reported in the Advanced column of this magazine. It was further resolved that (1) to help promote smooth
square dancing as it pertains to music and
body flow, Callerlab now adopts on a permanent basis the timing of the Plus Basics
worked out over a period of three years and it
was further resolved that Callerlab adopt the
Plus program styling terms as permanent styling guidelines. On this latter, the Chairman of
the styling committee urged that "For the
purpose of unity, the styling committee recommends that all Callerlab members make a
conscientious effort to include styling as a
significant part of the teaching program."

Additional Resolutions
The round dance committee of Callerlab
will be issuing, on a one year trial basis, an
easy square dancer's "Round of the Quarter
which will be published in Direction or
Guidelines newsletters. Those present at the
meeting in Chicago also agreed that the period for initial Callerlab accreditation be
changed from five to six years.
"

In its memo to callers, Callerlab states:
"Please limit your calls to the advertised program. Do not use a call from a list other than
advertised unless you walk it or workshop it

Quarterly Selection Programs

REVISED
putting a rein on an almost
..uncontrolled flood of new movements
continually coming into the activity, Callerlab
a few years ago instigated a Quarterly Selection program for Mainstream square dancing.
The concept of this program, was to suggest
one, two or no Quarterly Selections for each
three-month period, starting in January. This
means that a maximum of eight Quarterlies
might be introduced in any given year. Eventually it was thought wise to eliminate the
summer quarter (July, August, September)
S A MEANS OF
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which lowered the potential number of Quarterlies to six in a given year.
In time, both the Plus and the Al programs
opted for Quarterlies and, while the basic
intent was fine, it became obvious that, when
combining the three programs for those who
had reached this intensity of dancing, the field
would once again be loaded with new movements. The growing concern has brought
about suggestions for an improved program
which, if fully implemented, would provide
Please see QUARTERLIES, page 86
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THE BOOKSHELF

New Publication
•

"Out of Sight"
OUT OF SIGHT by Don Beck 176 W. Acton
Rd., Stowe, Massachusetts 01775, $20 per
copy, plus $1 postage and handling

On page 209 of
1 this informative text, "Think and enjoy so
your dancers can enjoy without too much
thinking" sums up the attitude Beck takes on
the entire concept of sight calling. Subtitled
"A Text on Mental Image Choreography for
Square Dance Callers" it is based on the
concept that adlib choreography, followed
mentally, is possible by the average caller.
In his comments on the book, veteran
caller, Bill Peters, had this to say, "This text is
not on sight calling. The book is on Mental
Image Calling which is a different system and
it is, in my view, the best book ever written on
the subject. It's very, very clear and very
nicely done. It has its share of humor and
treats it very well. Don Beck puts mental
image calling in the proper perspective and
shows its relevance and value and does a very
nice job on the actual method of how to go
about doing it.
"Mental image calling requires the caller,
with every single command he calls, to keep
mental track of whether the call effected a
partner change or not. in other Words, if you
do a right and left thru, you don't change
partners. In Beck's book that's shown as an 0.
If you do a lady's chain that's an X and, that call
does change partners. Every call falls into one
of the categories Don lists in his book. Either
rTHE AUTHOR'S FINAL REMARKS
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it .does change partners or it does net and one
of the things you have to do is keep track and
be sure you cancel out. In other words if you
start out with one partner, no matter how
many calls you call, you keep track so that you
can tell if you change partners or not."
The hook is dedicated to the late Jay King,
of whom the author says, "I owe very much to
the late Dr. Julius King, who started my ball of
understanding rolling in the direction it eventually took. Jay, through his book, The Fundamentals of Hash Calling, and through his
many hours of listening to my interpretations
of what he thought he had written helped me
see there was more to calling than just memorizing material. He started me on the road to
thinking about choreography and showed inc
the door to the fascinating world of choreographic logic and creativity. He helped me to
see that it was still a state-of-the-art science
and that it was okay to think beyond what
others had written. . ."
A section of what is in this book titled "Introduction to Mental Image Choreography,"
previously appeared in SQUARE DANCING
magazine in February, 1978.
Broken into short chapters, the book is well
written and should prove helpful to those
callers wishing to grasp a more thorough
knowledge on mental image choreography.
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My How the
Outlook Changed
by Dick Brown, Bellevue, Nebraska
A few years ago, Dick Brown wrote an article on the dancers' side of square

dancing. From the "other side of the mike" he painted a fairly rosy picture of the
the caller while pointing out a few places where the activity could be improved.
Basically, he felt things were going pretty well. When his wife, Jan, became ill
and was no longer able to dance, a decided change took place in Dick's dance
habits. As a less frequent, partnerless dancer he began to see things differently.
E HAD BEEN SQUARE DANCING 25 years and still getting to about three
dances a week when it happened. Jan's increasing problem with
walking and dancing was finally diagnosed—multiple sclerosis. She
came out of the hospital with a prescribed regimen plus physical limitations
that stopped our dancing right in our tracks.
What to do? Our lives were wrapped up in square dancing and all of our
friends were involved too. We did what everybody does —adjusted our lives to
the new situation. The members of our "home" club (a couples-only club) of 20
years very graciously continued to accept us, even though only one could
dance. I left the high-frequency dancer ranks and joined the once-or-twice-amonth group. Jan did more socializing and I became an infrequent single
dancer.
Let me tell you, the view is all different from my new position in square
dancing. For the first time in many years, I have approached a dance with
apprehension concerning what figures the caller was going to throw in for
excitement. Now that I am out scouting for partners from all corners of the hail,
that subtle sense of confidence gained by dancing with close friends is missing.
Things are not nearly so secure and pleasant in a square with six or seven
strangers and you're not sure about your ability to stay up with the calls.
A few months ago, I was thinking about square dancing when it hit me —I
was in the same situation that confronts most new dancers. For the first time in
25 years, I could feel many of the pressures a new dancer feels but with some
perspective. As of that moment, I approached -square dancing a little differently.
We had been active in various leadership roles from club to LEGACY and
spent probably hundreds of hours writing, talking and thinking about dropouts. However, I must confess, I wasn't doing much about the conditions that
cause dropouts except writing, talking and thinking about them. Let me assure
you that square dancing has a new worker out in the trenches —in the middle of
shattered squares, holding shaking hands with all the smiles and affection that
can be generated by a genuine appreciation of the situation.
Square dancing is a group activity and new members look hard for signs of
acceptance (or rejection). I make sure they know I accept them and enjoyed the
dance regardless of the chaotic conditions sometimes created by "load the

W
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boat" or other complex figures. In fact, my goals have-changed from successful
accomplishment of a difficult rhythmic dance to just having fun. I laugh a lot
more.
With my less frequent dancing and the change in goals, I have found the
number of figures called at a dance simply isn't important. Getting out,
socializing and dancing together make the evening.
Over the years, we have been involved in several conventions and festivals.
One of the things we learned not to forget about was arrangements for singles. I
didn't understand why but I knew some people would raise their voices if we
forgot. Now I understand. When a single at a couples' dance scans the nonmovers for a partner as the music starts, he or she doesn't know why a
prospective partner is sitting one out: is it the "he" or the "she" that is tired?
Now I sigh with relief when I can find a single because I know I'm not imposing
on anyone. Singles do need a place to meet at large dances; it's hell scouting the
bleachers and hallways for a partner.
I'm a very lucky person to have Jan for a partner in living. She is still very
much my partner in square dancing activities. It is just that now she can't
square up with the rest of us. Other people have remissions and we're waiting
for Jan's to come along. Meanwhile, I've had the opportunity to regain the
beginner's perspective and like it. It feels good to be accepted by strangers and
getting goofed up is fun again.
❑ ❑❑

You Are Our Best Salesperson!
riOMING SOON is

the year of the big PUSH, the time for a drive for new subscribers — a
chance to earn dollars for you, your club or organization and an opportunity to help
us grow.
Anyone who subscribes and reads SQUARE DANCING knows of its value to the
dance enthusiast, the caller, the leader. Sad though it may be, there are thousands,
even tens of thousands of people, who do not subscribe and perhaps greater numbers
who have never heard of us. We would like you to help us remedy the situation.
In addition to upping our "reward" to those who introduce the magazine to their
square dancing friends, we will be announcing some great new subscrition drives for
the coming fall season.
Let's face it, no one reaches more potential
readers than you. Those who dance with you
in your clubs and in the clubs you visit, those
who come to your festivals, roundups and
conventions and those who will be square
dancing for the first time this fall in new classes — all will be fair game for your selling
talents. There'll be rewards for every sub
turned in, plus special incentive and sweepstakes awards for those who are lucky in drawings and for those of you who manage to sell
the greatest number of subscriptions. Incidentally, the giant sweepstakes award last
winter won Phil Aranguena, Elko, Nevada, a
SQUARE DANCING, July, 1984

$1,200 Clinton sound system. Not bad. Just
look around you in your own clubs and classes
and at the thousands who attend your festivals. Certainly there must be many who are
not presently subscribing. If you're interested
in being a part of this program, send us a
postcard. Of course, if you are already signed
up in either our Sales Reps or our Callerlab
Subscription Programs, no need to write.
We'll keep you informed.

YOU are our major source in gaining new
subscribers. We appreciate your help in
spreading the word.
❑❑❑
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The RED BOOT Boys, Mike Hoose, Johnny Jones, Don Williamson and Wayne McDonald
kick up a storm with their "live" performance at the recent Callerlab Convention.

Personal Appearances
they open new doors
for recording artists
had
I. ended at the Callerlab convention in
Chicago. The various dinner speakers had
added mainly serious messages and the 800
callers and partners who filled the huge dining
complex were ready for a change of pace. Sudenly the big (western) band sounds brought
everyone to attention. On a special stage
erected in one corner, four members of the
Red Boot label kicked off a half-hour concert
that virtually brought down the ceiling and
brought the audience to its feet.
This was the first many had ever heard of
the entertainment capsules that are becoming
the "in-thing" with a number of the labels.
And why not? If you listen to some of the
singing calls by the featured callers on a number of the labels today, you can recognize that,
in addition to being technically fine as callers,
many of the artists possess talents that would
compete favorably with some of the country
western singing stars.
HE FIRST DAY OF BUSINESS MEETINGS
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In the last few years special dances, sometimes involving a complete weekend, feature
the calling staff of one of today's square dance
labels. Dividing the workshop and evening
calling responsibilities, the combined efforts
of the recording callers provide the dancing.
Then, when the big dance Saturday evening is
over and it's time for refreshments, the
dancers relax and listen as their callers become entertainers and put on a full scale, professional show.

Versatility Plus
One thing that struck us as we were swept
up by the show in Chicago was the versatility
of the quartet. The variety of their programming, swinging from original tunes to old favorites, from patriotic songs to gospel tunes
led us to believe that, possibly, these callers
had found an outlet for other talents they possessed which, had it not been for the field of
square dancing, might never have been allowed to develop.
❑

❑

❑
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What do I expect
of

Angels?
by Bill Killey, Park Forest, Illinois

me what I expect
from angels, or tell me that they feel they
are not good enough dancers to be angels.
This is often said about five seconds before I'm
ready to start another tip, so I never have time
to respond properly. I decided to think it
through and put my ideas down in writing.
The first thing I expect is that angels will be
friendly. Angels should mix with student

D

ANCERS FREQUENTLY ASK

Bill
and
Margaret
Killey

Bill and Margaret Killey were introduced to square dancing at a one-night
stand in 1972. This led to a 75-basics beginner class and then in 1975 Bill got the "bug"
and took up calling. Callers colleges with
Harold Bausch, Dick Han and Bill Peters
all added to his knowledge. This year he
became a full member of Callerlab by attending the Convention in Chicago. Bill
calls for three clubs, teaches three beginner classes a year and one Plus workshop.
He is an active member of C. U. E. (Callers
United to Educate), his local callers association. The Killeys work together as a team
and both hold down full-time jobs in addition to calling and dancing.
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dancers during the tips and between tips. Occasionally student dancers will take lessons
with more than one club. The club they decide to join will be the one that they find most
friendly, the people with whom they enjoy
being. Later in their dancing life, these
dancers may join clubs on the basis of program
(formerly level) the talent of the caller, the
proficiency of the members, etc. , but at this
moment, the new dancers select their club on
its friendliness.
Watch for the dancer or couple who always
sits away from the crowd, perhaps behind a
table (which acts as a shield for them), or a long
ways away from the refreshments. The couple
who gets their refreshments and quickly sits
down without chatting with others is probably
shy and needs your friendship. The couple
who is always last to get up for a tip probably
feels they are not being accepted by the group
(both angels and students), possibly because
they are not good dancers. These people need
your friendship.
,

Mixing Important
I also like my angels to mix with the students during the dancing, to take a student as
a partner, without being reminded. Some
people suggest the use of various gimmicks to
mix angels and students (have all the angels
form a ring and then have the students pick up
an angel for a tip, etc.). I don't believe in
forcing dancers to do something they don't
want to do. I feel that once the angels know
how I would like them to help, they will be
willing to mix without gimmicks or constant
reminding.
Mixing with students doesn't mean just
being partners with the "good" dancers (or the
good looking ones!). It also means being part23

ners with those who have trouble remembering left from right. The fact is —the poorer the
dancer—the more they need your help and
friendship, especially during the early weeks
of lessons. You may find that a particular couple does not like to be split up;they prefer
dancing with their spouse. OK, let them, but
give them company in their square.
Angels' Ability
Now what about the dancing ability of the
angels? I expect that the angels will have
learned how to listen, and that is all I really
want. Experienced dancers can help better if
they listen to the instructions given to the
students. I don't expect the angels to be
teachers. Angels can help the new students
better by pointing to where the students
should go than they can by pushing or pulling
them.

THE PAST.....

THE FUTURE...

H

the word, legacy, means? If you check your local dictionary you will find it defined (in part) as "a
gift. . . something received from. . .a predecessor. ." And that is exactly what the trustees of Legacy aim for. They have charged
themselves with the responsibility of continuing communication within the square dance
activity and perpetuating it so as to leave the
best of the past and the present to the future.
Legacy encompasses all the component
parts of the square dancing hobby, i.e.,
dancers, callers, cuers, leaders, publications,
record producers, suppliers, conventions,
foundations, special interest groups. The
members of Legacy, known as trustees, meet
biennially to discuss leadership, propose solutions for problems, analyze the activity and
provide support where it is needed.
Legacy is probably most visible through
these on-going projects: (1) An every-otheryear survey of square dancing, nation-wide.
(Results of the last survey have been reported
in depth in this magazine.) A new survey will
24

AVE YOU EVER THOUGHT what

And all angels know that callers don't want
talk while the caller is talking or calling. Angels can help get this point across to the students by signalling to them to be quiet also.
And all angles know that callers don't want
the angels to do any nonstandard movements
that have not been taught —no two-handed
left allemandes, no waist swing do sa dos, no
hip bumps, no twirls, etc. These unorthodox
moves only confuse the new dancers.
In summary, "What Do I Expect of Angels":
Be friendly.
Mix with students.
Guide them with signals, no pushing or
pulling.
Don't confuse them with gimmicky moves.
Most important of all: BE FRIENDLY.

Y

a very
unusual
organization

be taken this fall. If you or your club have not
participated in this in the past, be sure to fill
out one of the questionnaires this year and be
counted. (2) Mini-Legacies which are encouraged by the parent-organization and are short
leadership courses sponsored by a local association. Legacy maintains a talent bank of trustees capable of conducting such events. (3)
Square Dance Month (formerly Square Dance
Week) will be September and promotional
ideas for this period may be obtained by writing Harvey and Gerry Hanggi, Chairmen, 395
West Minnesota Ave., Roseville, Minnesota
55113. (4) Maintaining a Hot Line in six different sections of the United States where contact will bring a follow-up communication
within the square dance world.
A recent program started by Legacy is a
Dancer Answer List. Individuals who have
been a part of square dancing for some time
have offered their telephone numbers and are
available when you need help. If they don't
have an answer, they will make suggestions
where you might find one.
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For further information about Legacy,
what it is and what it does, contact the Executive Secretaries, Don and Vera Chestnut,
2149 Dahlk Circle, Verona, Wisconsin 53593.
Legacy's Dancer Answer List
(please keep for reference)
United States
Alabama Mel Estes 205/553-4355
Alaska George loanin 907/333-8022
Arizona Harriet Miles Kellen 602/832-2025
Arkansas Nadine Higgins 501/664-3910
California Bob Osgood 213/652-7434
Colorado Herb Egender 303/755-8161
Connecticut Jim Harris 203/887-0232
Dist. of Col. Paul Hartman 301/946-5241
Florida Chet Vetter 813/754-5758
Georgia Dan Martin 404/736-2440
Hawaii Naaman Moorehouse 808/488-4513
Idaho Bill Brandon 208/523-0389
Illinois Mary LaBahn 312/423-9222
Indiana Ted Valle 317/473-9637
Kansas Sam Clements 316/684-8824
Kentucky Stew Shacklette 502/422-2421
Louisiana Jim Joly 504/885-0973
Maine Hillie Bailey 207/843-7871
Maryland Peter J. Zukauskas 301/879-1842
Massachusetts Red Bates 617/566-8672
Michigan Jack Cook 616/456-9823
Minnesota Gerry Hanggi 612/484-3725
Mississippi Gordon Goss 601/825-6831
Missouri Bo Semith 618/288-9838
Montana Ray Granger 406/273-0141

Nebraska Dick Brown 402/291-1162
Nevada Bob Smith 702/322-8012
New Hampshire Joe Casey 603/742-9225
New Jersey Peg Tirrell 201/568-5857
New Mexico Bill Litchman 505/247-3927
New York Bill Jenkins 518/251-2835
North Carolina Sam Rader 704/867-5718
North Dakota Virgil McCann 701/599-2285
Ohio Cathie Burdick 419/433-2188 or 433-5043
Oklahoma Howard Thornton 405/732-0566
Oregon Jimmy Carney 503/773-8055
Pennsylvania John Kaltenthaler 717/646-8411
Rhode Island Dick Leger 401/253-3242
South Carolina Tom Heyward 803/249-3235
South Dakota Glen Zea 605/332-7536
Tennessee Bill Crawford 901/743-8405
Texas Vivian McCannon 512/826-2982
Utah Walt Cole 801/392-9078
Vermont Ethel Alley 802/773-2561
Virginia Clyde Homan 804/461-7851
Washington Bob McNutt 509/588-3275
Wisconsin Vera Chestnut 608/845-6622

Canada
Alberta Phil Rutter 403/523-3124
British Columbia Vic Harris 604/534-6464
Manitoba Thor Sigurdson 204/373-2851
New Brunswick Ches MacKay 506/382-8703
Northwest Ter. Bob Fyfe 403/873-2558
Nova Scotia John Essex 902/861-1559
Ontario Bill Cooper 416/277-2489
Prince Edward Is. Murray Mayhew 902/894-3338
Quebec Allan Marjerison 514/697-3442
Saskatchewan Terry Mallard 306/374-5250

Coming To The Olympics?
heading for Southern Cali". fornia the end of this month may be wondering whether to toss in western shirts, a
petticoat or two and dancing slippers. By all
means, do. The welcome mat will be out for
square dancers coming from all parts of the
world. Here are the addresses and telephone
numbers of some square dance publications in
the area which include directories of where to
dance: California Square Dancer, The Blue
Book, PO Box 5972, El Monte, CA (818) 4429944; Open Squares, 10518 Long Beach
Blvd. , Lynwood, CA 90262-(213) 564-2325;
Local Square, 17061 Montura Drive. , San
Diego, CA 92128-(714) 271-7324.
Next month's issue of SQUARE DANCING
will have a complete updated list of Information Volunteers. In the meantime, take note of
these halls active most nights of the week!
Elaine's, 11128 Balboa Blvd., Granada
rr HOSE OF YOU
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Hills, 91344-(818) 363-0131-Elaine Young.
MacDonald's Barn, North Hollywood, c/o
Ray Rose, 13440 Erwin St. , Van Nuys, 91407(818) 994-6327.
Pioneer Town, Santa Ana, c/o Joyce Doss,
9702 Bolsa #10, Westminster 92683-(714)
547-3587.
Country Corral, 12041 Beach Blvd., Stanton, 90680 (714) 892-1902. Bob Cottington
Come Visit Us

Of course while you're in the area pay us a
visit. We'd enjoy meeting you and showing
you around the place. The Hall of Fame is on
display as are other exhibits. Just be aware if
you do come over that, as a working operation,
the place may look like a cyclone has just hit it.
Our office hours are usually nine to five, Monday thru Friday. Our office number (213)
652-7434. Just to make sure that it's business
as usual, give us a call before dropping in.
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REFRESHMENT TIME

Healthy Snacks for Hungry Dancers (or)
How to Shake a Leg
Plus
A Pound or Two
Stuffed Snow Peas

by Barbara McDonald,
Los Angeles, California

H

red, white and blue; let's
try something new. Crisp vegetable appetizers are springing up. If you're tired of
serving and eating heavy-duty, poundproducing goodies, welcome dancers with
vegetables. Leave those chips in the pantry
and serve vegetables and/or fruit at your next
dance.
Recipes like Stuffed Snow Peas, Dilled
Baby Carrots and Tomato Bites will set a colorful spread and feed a crowd — healthfully, as
well as inexpensively. For example, the recipe for Cheesy Cucumber Slices yields 41/2
dozen appetizers, all for the price of three
cucumbers, a little cheese and seasonings.
And, as a bonus, each of these recipes can
either be partially or completely made ahead
of time.
Several of these appetizers call for a piping
filling using a decorating bag. Of course, you
can spread the mixtures with a knife or the
back of a spoon, but piping makes any appetizer look prettier and it's a neat method. If
you've never used a decorating bag before, I
hope you'll try one. A short-cut piping method
can be done with Kraft cheese spreads, obtainable in containers with tips for quick fillings, but these are more costly.
Those individuals who wish to avoid calories, cholesterol, additives, etc., can simply
munch on the vegetables or fruit and forget
the dips. However most of your dancers will
probably enjoy the extra treat. Some of these
recipes take a bit more time and effort but the
gourmet result is worth it. Here are several
suggestions; the choice is yours.
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URRAY FOR THE

2 dozen fresh or frozen snow peas
33/4 cup whipped cream cheese, softened
2 tbsp orange juice
11/2 tsp horseradish
11/2 tsp freshly ground pepper
Grated orange rind
Thaw peas, if frozen. Trim ends from peas
and place in a steaming basket or colander.
Plunge basket into boiling water and remove
immediately. Place peas in a bowl of ice water
to cool quickly. Remove from water and
refrigerate.
Combine cream cheese, orange juice,
horseradish and pepper. Stir until smooth.
Chill at least one hour.
Using a sharp knife, carefully split one side
of each pea pod. Spoon cream cheese mixture
into a decorating bag fitting with a medium
tip. Pipe a ribbon of the cream cheese mixture
into the snow peas (about
tsps in each pea).
Spoon in mixture carefully if you do not use a
decorating bag.
Sprinkle with grated orange rind. Refrigerate until ready to serve. Yield: 2 dozen

Cheesy Cucumber Slices
11/2 cups (6 oz) farmer-style cottage cheese
21/2 tbsp commercial sour cream
3 tbsp minced onion (fresh green, if possible)
1/2 tsp dried herb seasoning
3 small cucumbers
Paprika
Sprigs of fresh thyme or parsley (optional)
Combine cottage cheese, sour cream,
onion and herb seasoning in electric blender;
process until smooth. Chill.
Score cucumbers lengthwise (do not peel)
using a lemon zester or vegetable peeler
point. Slice crosswise into 1/8 "slices; place on
serving platter.
Spoon cheese mixture into decorating bag
with a broad tip; make a rosette of the cheese
mixture on each cucumber slice. Sprinkle
with paprika and top with spring of thyme, if
desired. Yield: About 41/2 dozen.
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Dilled Baby Carrots
/4 cup white wine vinegar
1/4 cup water
1/4 cup honey
1/2 tsp dried whole dillweed
1/2 tsp mixed pickling spice
Dash of salt
V2 lb baby carrots, scraped (larger carrots may
be used, if cut in half)
Spigs of fresh dill, if available
Combine all ingredients (except carrots) in
a large saucepan; bring to a boil. Add carrots.
Cover and reduce heat; simmer 10-12 minutes
or until crisp and tender Remove from heat
and pour mixture into a plastic container. Set
container in bowl of ice water to cool quickly.
Chill.
Serve with a slotted spoon. Garnish with
sprigs of dill. Yield: 12-15 appetizers.
3

that it stands upright. Top with tomato caps,
placing caps sightly off center of bottom portion to allow leaves to show.
Refrigerate until ready to serve. Yield:
About 2 dozen.

Rusty's Curry Dip
1 large commercial sour cream
1 envelope green onion dip mix
3 tsps curry powder
Combine all ingredients. Refrigerate over
night. Serve with raw carrots, cauliflower,
celery, jicama, radishes and/or cucumbers.
Will serve six squares.

Load the "Endive" Boats
2 small heads of Belgium endive
V2 cup whipped cream cheese, softened
1 (2 oz) pkg. blue cheese, crumbled
1/2 tsp dried whole dillweed
Few drops of milk
Pimento strips
Peel leaves from core of endive. Wash
leaves and pat dry with paper toweling. Place
in plastic food storage bag and refrigerate until
ready to assemble.
Combine cream cheese, blue cheese and
dillweed. Stir with a fork until blended. Add a
few drops of milk if necessary to make cheese
piping consistency. Load cheese mixture into
decorating bag, fitted with medium tip. Pipe
cheese mixture down inside spine of each endive leaf (about 1 tsp on each). Top with a
pimento strip.
Refrigerate until ready to seve. Yield:
About 11/2 dozen.

Tomato Bites
1 pint box cherry tomatoes
Few drops of milk
4 oz chive cottage cheese
Fresh basil, parsley or watercress leaves
Wash tomatoes. On cutting board, with
stem end down, slice off top third of tomatoes.
Stir a few drops of milk into cheese, if necessary, to make it piping consistency. Spoon
cheese into decorating bag fitted with a medium tip. Pipe about 1/2 tsp cheese on bottom
portion of each tomato. Insert basil, parsley or
watercress leaf into cheese in each tomato so
SQUARE DANCING, July, 1984

Barbara's Tuna Dip
1 large container large curd cottage cheese
1 large container commercial sour cream
1/2 cup pickle relish
V2 cup Miracle Whip
1 small can water-packed white tuna
Mix all ingredients in bowl and serve with
platters of raw vegetables. Will serve six
squares.
ODD
Don't forget that popcorn is a healthy
snack, especially if you leave off the butter and
salt.
Don't overlook bananas, oranges, melons,
strawberries, apples and other good summer
fruits. Cut into bite-sized pieces, they make
beautiful and delicious fruit platters. Or serve
them in a hollowed-out melon shell for an
attractive centerpiece. If you want to let your
artistic bent have full rein, carve the melon
shell to look like a basket or a whale, or etch
the outside of the melon in a mosaic pattern.
I like to serve fruit yogurt along side fresh
fruit as a dip and particularly like pineapple,
apricot, strawberry and lime yogurt.
Happy, healthy snacking can be rewarding
and its nice to know all the good dancing
exercise we're getting isn't blown on some
1,000 calorie dessert afterwards.
Keep swinging!
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What's
on the

Drawing
TF YOU'RE A LONG-TIME READER of Sets in Order

Board?

such as this together, checking on logistics,
costs, locations, dancers, etc. First, however,
we're interested in feedback from dancers and
dancer-leaders on the whole concept of the
series.

.1(SQUARE DANCING) then you have become accustomed to some of our frailties.
From time to time, we've started a series or a
special program in the magazine and then,
suddenly one day when you pick up the latest
issue, you find no mention of it. Perhaps, you
think it's just missing this month; it will certainly show up in the next issue. But then after
a number of months when it doesn't show up
you tend to forget it ever happened. Just
about that time, the series, or one similar to it,
may start up again.
July and August are our planning months
for the coming year, for actually, in square
dancing (at least here in the Northern Hemisphere), the square dance year starts in September and, in many communities, ends with
the beginning of hot weather, the end of May
or early June. That isn't to say that square
dancing doesn't go on throughout the summer
Most especially we need to hear from those
months but it sometimes takes on a different who would be in a position to use such films as
appearance, at least until most of the folks are short "drop-ins" during class as a means of
back from their summer holidays.
indoctrinating new classes to the many aspects
Occasional Interruptions
of the activity. What feedback we've received
Getting back to the magazine, we tend to thus far is encouraging, but we need more—
"drop one shoe," frequently starting a pro- lots more. As we mentioned in the beginning,
gram and then holding back on it for awhile. we realize that a film series like this, whether
Sometimes this is deliberate, often it's an it's on 16mm film or video cassette format, will
oversight or perhaps we wake up to the reali- not be inexpensive. At this point in the planzation that we've, for the moment at least, run ning this does not appear to be a major hurdle.
out of material to write about on that particuWill a film series such as this be used? Will
lar subject.
it be valuable enough to those who instruct
Take the series we've been doing on a po- new dancers to be used as a means of building
tential film for square dancing. There was interest and more thoroughly indoctrinating
little about it in the June issue, but in May the new dancers? If a film series was available
we ran through a tentative outline of possible and no one took advantage of it, there would
contents. The next move is a multiple opera- be little value in proceeding further. Let's
tion. We've been talking to a number of indi- have some input. We'd be particularly interviduals who are in the business of putting films ested to hear from clubs, callers and associa-

FILM
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tions who might make a program such as this
available to classes and clubs in their area.

yilc .DANCF

2.

What About the F.D. Emblem?
Cover Art: Last February the cover of this
magazine had rough sketches of four possible
designs, one of which would be finished and
used on our cover when square dancing was
officially named the Folk Dance of the USA.
We've had a healthy response on the designs
and we'll be taking the results to our artist to
have him work up a final. Just in case you're
curious, illustrations two and four received
the most votes. There were good constructive
criticisms on all four which may lead to a good
blending or composite when the final is completed. Thanks for taking part.
The CallerText: We could start out by
saying this is a sensitive area, but we won't. A
great percentage of our efforts these days is
directed to the final shaping of the book. You
may have noticed in recent months that we
have added various chapters to the magazine,
necessary, in the eyes of the editors, if the text
is to cover the full scale of caller training. This
time, when we say that our plans are to complete the book by the end of this year, we say it
with every good intention. It's going to be a
fantastic book with more than 60 authors and
perhaps with more than 500 pages in a format
similar to the Caller/Teacher Manual. Hang
in there just a little bit longer. We'll let you
know when it's ready to order.
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P.O.P.
P.O.P./The Public Opinion Poll: We've
run several segments of this starting late last
year and have enough material from the last
Legacy poll to continue the series. However,
we feel we've covered the most important
segments and a new questionnaire will be circulated by Legacy members sometime this
autumn. We may still do another chapter or
two on last year's findings.
114svmxt
PLUS
lubowlex,.
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The Plus Movements Handbook: With
only one movement added and minor changes
made in the list, the current edition of the Plus
Handbook is correct and useable as it stands.
An update when the present list has been
"frozen" for a hoped for three years may include the new glossary of terms.

CTM The Plus Supplement: In keeping with our on-going program of providing
manuals for callers, we are well into the special supplement covering the Plus movements
in a format similar to that of the earlier
Caller/Teacher Manual. This volume, reflecting all the updating decided upon by Callerlab
at its April meeting, will be completed as soon
as the Callerlab members vote on a list that is
reasonably permanent.
Other features of the past are being reconsidered along with half a dozen ideas for additional special features during the balance this
year and in 1985.
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ADVANCED DANCING
by Bill Davis, Sunnyvale, California

in April the
ALCallerlab Advanced Dancing Committee
approved, on a one year trial basis, a booklet/
brochure on Advanced dancing. This booklet
was the brainchild of Kip Garvey, Chairman of
the Callerlab Advanced Committee until
April, 1984. In the course of developing the
booklet, Kip solicited and received the help of
several Advanced callers and editors. The
booklet was provided to all callers at Callerlab
for their perusal and information. Since it is on
trial for a year, those with constructive suggestions for betterment of the booklet should
direct them in writing to the new chairman of
the Advanced Committee, Chuck Stinchcomb, Box 304, Beltsville, Md. 20705. Suggestions should include specific rewording
and not simply comments that the text is misleading, or wrong, or whatever.
The purpose of the booklet is to give
callers, and to some extent dancers, insight
into the area of Advanced dancing. Until the
one-year trial is over, the booklet is not,
strictly speaking, the official opinion of
Callerlab. The reason for the one-year trial is
to allow all those who, as a body, make up
Callerlab to make their voice, and those they
represent, heard. Booklets may be obtained
in quantity for the cost of production and mailing from the Callerlab office, Box 679, Pocono
Pines, PA. 18350.
The booklet consists of six pages (about
4,000 words) with 10 subsections. The
subsections include a History of Advanced
Dancing tracing its beginning with Callerlab
in 1977. The Advanced program is a creation
of Callerlab and was derived essentially from
the Challenge program. Another section is
entitled, What Is Advanced Dancing Today?
As the title suggests, this section discusses a
few of the features of Advanced dancing that
make it different from Plus and Mainstream —
including repertoire, formation awareness,
and extent of APD.
There is a paragraph on splitting the Advanced program into two categories, A-1 and
A-2 — viz. : What About A-1 And A-2 DaneT THE CALLELAB MEETING
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ing? A major topic is entitled, How Difficult Is
Advanced Dancing? Somewhat arbitrarily,
three degrees of difficulty have been defined:
easy, standard, and hard. The dividing lines
between them are, of course, fuzzy. The differences are in the areas of formation and
dancer arrangement (APD), in-text calling
hints (cues), and stacking (the percentage of
Advanced calls relative to MS and Plus calls in
a sequence).
One section asks, As A Dancer, Is Advanced For Me? Questions of dancing frequency, experience, and styling are all discussed. Following this is a section of How Can
I Get Started? This is directed to the dancer
and offers suggestions of how to make contact
with Advanced clubs and organizations.
The next section is As A Caller — Is The
Advanced Program For Me? Here criteria for
aspiring Advanced callers include: Dance it
first;be able to sight call; learn to write and
create your own material; be very aware of
body flow and choreographic mechanics; learn
the definitions correctly and well; understand
the social responsibility;and be responsible
for your own actions. The next section, As A
Caller — How Can I Get Started?, gives suggestions to the caller who thinks he wants to
do Advanced. Questions of how to get
dancers, how to teach additional skills they
will need, the problem of reteaching, exercising proper judgement, and use of innovative
choreography are all discussed. The question
What Is A Star Tip? arises often in relation to
Advanced Dancing. Its definition, origins,
and place in the program are all discussed. In
conclusion . . . the booklet is designed to give
the reader insight into what he can expect, as
well as what is expected at the Callerlab Advanced Dancing Program.
At the Advanced Committee meeting
where the booklet was eventually approved,
significant aspects of the booklet were discussed. The question of the fuzziness of easy,
standard, and hard was addressed. It was
pointed out that few dances are ever advertised as hard, but this does not preclude the
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understanding of the concept and, indeed,
hard Advanced dances do exist. In the end it
seemed that the intuitive understanding of
the words was sufficient and that it would
serve a useful purpose in the booklet to comment on this aspect. No one, for example,
suggests that specific sub-levels be created
and that the National Convention, for instance, must accommodate them.
In the final analysis it was the view of all the

callers present at the Callerlab Advanced
Committee meeting that using the booklet for
a year will be useful, and responsible critique
will not be ignored. It is my view that whatever shortcomings this booklet may have, the
idea is a good one and all the programs should
undertake to produce one on their program,
after which Callerlab could then combine
them for a description of the whole activity
from the top down and from the bottom up.

MOSTLY
MODULAR
by Cal Campbell, Ft. Collins, Colorado
we tend to ignore
..U.J certain basics on the Mainstream list. The
basic movement divide is a good example. We
tend to put it in early in a set of lessons because it is part of the separate family and then
use it little afterwards. It's too bad because it is
an excellent movement and dancers have few
problems with it, if they are allowed to dance
it often enough that they become comfortable
dancing it. The trick is to use some imagination and construct your modules so that if the
set breaks down you can get out to a left allemande quickly.
The following two setups should help you
get started. The setup to a zero box is pretty
standard and the dancers seldom get lost. The
setup to a zero line has the spin the top and the
divide finishing about the same time. The
dancers need to recognize that the right and
left thru flows right on without stopping.
When it is done this way it is very smooth .
-L1VERY ONCE IN A WHILE

ZS-ZB
Heads square thru
five hands
Sides divide and
Star thru
Pass thru
Trade by

ZS-ZL
Side ladies chain
Four ladies chain
three quarters
Heads spin the top
Sides divide and
Everybody right and
left thru

The four zeros below illustrate two positions for executing a divide. The first two have
the outside dancers facing in to the center of
the set. The second two have the dancers
SQUARE DANCING, July, 1984

facing out with their backs to the center of the
set. The two positions have an entirely different feel for the dancers and will take some
practice.

ZB-ZB

ZL-ZL

Pass to the center
Star thru
Centers square thru Dive thru
Outsides divide and Centers right and left
Star thru
thru
Right and left thru
Square thru
Dive thru
Outside divide and
Pass thru
Star thru
Everybody slide thru
Right and left thru
_
Pass thru
Centers square thru Square thru
Others divide and
Centers square thru
Star thru and
Outsides divide and
California twirl
Star thru and
Slide thru
California twirl

The getouts are both constructed so that
the divide comes right at the end of the module. The dancers will have had no problems if
they spotted the corner when they started.

ZB-AL
Pass to the center
Centers slide thru
Square thru five
hands
Outside divide and
Star thru
Left allemande

ZL-AL
Star thru
Dive thru
Square thru three
quarters
Outsides divide
Left allemande
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Finally, here are a couple of conversion
modules to finish off the package. Consider
using the whole package some night as a workshop tip. Don't even tell them that you are
using a basic usually taught in the first 10
weeks. You will be surprised how much fun
everyone will have.

Pass to the center
Centers swing thru
Outsides divide
Ladies trade
Right and left thru

CONTRA
Using Contras for Teaching
Square Dancing
by Coy Cowan, Tampa, Florida
that much of today's
square dancing is done from contra formations? A zero line (1P2P) is a couplefacing-couple contra setup, and a zero blox
(Box 1-4) is an alternate duple facing the one
below. When I finally realized this, it opened
up a whole new set of possibilities for teaching
square dancing classes, at least thru the Basic
program and much of Mainstream.
I start the first night with a circle, of course,
and sometime during the evening use the
Virginia Reel. As a rule everyone will at least
have heard of it, and it is a good drill for
forearm turns.
At the first break I explain that "square
dancing" is a generic term that includes any
form of dancing where someone is up front
telling them how to dance it. So, we'll be using
circles and lines and that the so-called square
is a small circle of four couples and therefore
square." The only magic in the square, as far
as I know, is that it happened to fit into a log
cabin living room with the fiddler/caller in the
kitchen doorway.
I move from the proper Virginia Reel,
Thady U Gander, etc., to alternate duples any
time I need to get all the students on the floor.
I find this setup to be ideal for teaching stars,
chains, right and left thrus, square thrus, star
thrus etc. In addition to getting everyone up,
there are no sides and heads waiting their turn.
By the time we get to right and left thrus,
Don Buzzingham's "Simplicity Contra" is a
natural. From there on, more complex contras

H
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AVE YOU NOTICED

ZL-ZB

ZB-ZL

Pass thru
Wheel and deal
Centers pass the
ocean
Spin the top
Outsides divide
Right and left thru
Slide thru

14.144404,440
become available. Once we get to Basic 21
(circle to a line) we are dancing couplefacing-couple setups until such time as a
getout is used to a left allemande. So "Slaunch
To Donegal" (Beckett's Reel) and "Slant to
Pretoria" are logical and fun.
Once we reach Basic 37 (swing thru), I find
I must improvise if I need to get everyone on
the floor. The following training contra
evolved from a "Swing Thru Contra," one
movement at a time, to its current form. ("Star
Thru Contra" evolved into a "Spin The Top
Contra" using swing thru, spin the top, right
and left thru as a star thru equivalent.) I use
such figures either as contras or as square
dance modules. Any number of contras are
usable as square dance modules by setting up
a zero box, using the contra as a module and
adding a getout to a left allemande.
When I use the following contra as a square
dance module, I usually delete the right and
left thru in line six and then get out with a
square thru threequarters, and add another
trade by to a left allemande.
WHEEL 'N DEAL & TRADE BY JIG
Suggested music: LS-320 Callison Hall Jig
Alternate duple
The one below do sa do
—, To an ocean wave 'n swing thru
'
9 Boys run to the right with zeal
When there wheel 'n deal,
- — balance there
- — Star thru
Straight across, two ladies chain
With the music chain 'ern back
Same two right and left thru
Same two half square thru
- — Trade by to a new below, do sa do
Note: Double progression
-,

-,

-

■■■
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4

th NATIONAL
Canadian Square & Round Dance Convention
August 2, 3, 4, 1984

Winnipeg Manitoba Canada

calling a true pleasure to dance to.
Whitey and Sara Aamot, Waseca, Minnesota. A father/daughter team you won't want
to miss. Whitey has been calling for 35 years
and Sara for 10 despite being only 17 years
old. Sara is also a recording artist with SunRa
Records.
Art Shepherd, Christchurch, New Zealand.
A recipient of the Callerlab Milestone Award
for his long time devotion to square dancing,
Art has called throughout the Pacific, the
U.S.A. and in Canada. He has a special reason
to be in Winnipeg this year. 1984 is the 40th
anniversary of Art marrying Blanche during
World War II, right in Winnipeg. So enjoy
dancing to Art and wish both he and Blanche a
happy anniversary when you run into them.
Orphie Easson, St. Catherines, Ontario.
Calling for 33 years, Orphie calls fulltime for
six clubs, from Mainstream through Al, and
travels regularly. She is a lifetime member of
the Toronto District Square and Round Dance
Two Tip Slots
One of the nicer aspects is the time allotted Association and is on the Callerlab Board of
for each caller. Time slots will be 30 minutes Governors.
in duration, allowing for two tips each time
Malcolm Davis, Cambs, England. A reguup, and each caller will call at least twice lar visitor to North America, Malcolm has
during the convention. This means if you called in Canada and the U.S.A. in addition to
enjoy a caller you can check when he or she many regions of Great Britain and Europe.
will call next and plan to be there. A real bonus
In mentioning these callers who will attend
for anyone looking for callers to book for future and call for you, we have passed over 123
others, all as interesting and as skilled. Space
dances.
Here are a few brief profiles, selected at does not allow for complete coverage. Howrandom, of some of the callers registered:
ever, at Convention '84 there will be space —
Tom Spratt, Ottawa, Ontario. Those who space to meet them and to dance to them.
were at the convention held in Canada's capiCallers, a good floor, and great sound will
tol four years ago will remember Tom for his combine to make this a memorable event. The
efforts in conjunction with dancing on Parlia- unmentioned element is the dancers attendment Hill. An unusual aspect of Tom's calling ing. You know they will be enjoyable to dance
is that he is legally blind, not able to see much with. But without you someone will be missbeyond six feet. In spite of limited vision he is ing, so plan to attend. It will be an affair you
considered tops in the calling field and the will long remember. For registration inforcombination of musical ability, interesting mation write Convention '84, PO Box 3927,
choreography and sharp hearing makes his Station B, Winnipeg, Manitoba, R2W 5H9.

Fir HE FLOOR, THE SOUND and

the calling, all the
1 elements required to assure good dancing, have been talcen care of and the energetic
convention committees are spreading the
word:
Good floors are crucial and we have them!
On the lower level of the convention centre
the floors of the various halls are wooden. On
the upper level they are polished cement but,
in spite of no cushioning, are fine to dance on.
Above all, there will be lots of room.
Sound at Convention '84 is guaranteed!
Two testing dances have been held and the
professional firm responsible for sounding
indicates the sound will not be good — it will
be great!
Who will be heard so well? Over 125 callers
and cuers. Most have been featured at a previous national, some have been in the business of directing dancers for over 25 years and
all will work to give you a good time.

THE WELCOME MAT IS OUT IN WINNIPEG
SQUARE DANCING, July, 1984
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TAKE A GO
LO

a feature for dancers
EMPHASIS CALLS
POINT OUT SOME OF THE
DANCER TROUBLE SPOTS

B
BARBARA: Both Joe and I commend the
folks at Callerlab for the system they started a
year or two ago of drilling dancers on some of
the pitfalls that come up in today's dancing.
During the early part of the year, our callers
worked on Pass the Ocean. We noted that, for
the most part, the dancers in our workshop
group had no problem from what we call a
normal" setup. However, when the sexes
were mixed, people tended to get confused.
JOE : A good part of the confusion is cleared
away when dancers are reminded to forget
whether they are playing the role of "man' or
"lady" and think of being a right-hand dancer
or a left-hand dancer. First, let's take a
look at the definition of Pass the Ocean, which
is number 36 in the Basic program. Note that
our diagrams are neither the square (for a
"

C
man) or a circle (for a lady) but triangles to
indicate individuals, meaning we could have
two men together, two ladies together, couples reversed, or all four individuals of the
same sex.
BARBARA: Here it is, PASS THE
OCEAN : Starting formation — Facing couples
only (A). Dancers pass thru (B), turn in to face
their partners (C) and step into a right-hand
ocean wave (D).
JOE: That's all there is to it. Of course,
there's the hangup many of us have when we,
as men, feel we are taking the role usually
played by the lady —and vice versa. Apparently the new breed of dancer is being taught,
right from the start, to pay attention to the
definition rather than the fact that an individual is a gentleman or a lady.

EXPERIMENTAL NOTES
Compiled by Ray. Rose, Van Nuys, California
.

Ray, who runs a very successful home program of clubs and classes, is constantly including
new material for possible presentation in his workshops. With the idea that you may be
interested in his findings, we present Experimental Notes each month.

EXPLODE IT: From a quarter tag: Wave dancers explode the wave; outsides face and pull by
(as in explode the line), then fold to end in an eight chain thru position.
From a static square: Four ladies chain . . . heads pass the ocean . . .
Explode It . . . allemande left.
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ANNUAL CLUB BIRTHDAY PARTY
that every club and third Fridays are dance nights, with fifth
member's birthday is recognized? Do Fridays being party or guest nights.
H
The special nights are highlights of the seayou keep an accurate list of birthdays? What
OW DO YOU MAKE CERTAIN

about members whose special day never falls
on a club night?
The Challengers of Billings, Montana, have
solved the problem with an annual Birthday
Night. Each January, a club-wide celebration
is held. Members volunteer to bake 12 cakes
and decide among themselves which month
each one will honor. At refreshment time,
everyone goes to the table of "his month" to
partake of "his own" cake. The cakes are individually and beautifully made and, according
to club reporter, Pearl Clark, "frosting and
coloring sales in Billings' food stores rise that
particular week." Cakes are decorated with
snowmen, valentines, Easter bunnies,
shamrocks, May baskets or anything that
might portray the spirit of a particular month.
If, by chance, there are too many celebrants for one particular month and a cake
quickly disappears, the dancer(s) just move to
a less-populated month. In fact, some members have been known to go from table to table
sampling the delicious desserts.
In addition to the annual celebration, the
birthdays of club members are announced
each month at a club dance.
Formation
The Challengers were formed in 1972 and
are a by-invitation-only club. The format is to
have time to look at workshop figures and the
dub is planned as a "second club" for dancers
who wish additional dancing. Bob Mace and
his taw, Ruth, handle the calling duties.
Meetings, dues and business are coordinated by a General Chairman and CoChairman; there are no elected officers. First
SQUARE DANCING, July, 1984

son with costume parties, bonnet parties,
style shows, potlucks and general game dance
nights being featured. Each Christmas a potluck is held with round dance clubs in the area
joining the Challengers for one huge party.
Round dancing has been an integral part of the
Challengers from its inception, with Bob and
Lue Shanks handling the cueing and instructing.
Interesting and challenging dancing is the
key to this club, with party nights being the
icing on the cake —especially at their Annual
Birthday Party each January.

BADGE OF THE MONTH

When our group started in 1976 we were
all new at it—both the dancers and the
caller. But we had a good time and when we
got through a tip with no mistakes, it really
was a feat. When we were looking for a club
name, it seemed appropriate to call ourselves the Fumblin' Feats.
We're going strong. We sponsor a
Fumblin' Feats Festival each April and
dance three Saturdays each month at the
Ruth Brown School Cafeteria in Blythe,
California. Guests are always welcome to
join us in the best recreation there is.

—Elsie Schrader
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FUN
EXTENDE
by Julius Baumann , Sugar Land Texas
.

come in many flavors for
1
1square dancers. That's the extra stuff that
goes on after the dance, the cutting up with
friends or sitting around a table at the local
pizza parlor talking about the fun you had at
the dance. The caller's there, too. He's usually
the guru, holding court before his loyal subjects, still very wound-up from the night's
activities, but, often as not, he and his taw are
just one of the gang.
Fun extenders are the popular after party
where they bring in a guy with lots of
country-western records, food, snacks and
soft drinks and the lights are turned down low
for some serious couple dancing. Or you may
meet at a friend's house after the dance. Here
people are lying around on the floor, listening
to the music, joining in on the conversation
discussing the fine points of "load the top" or
reminiscing about a super dance they went to,
or planning the next one. Sometimes these
get-togethers last until the early morning,
sorta' like it was at high school or college. Only
now we don't have to get up for school the next
day or bear Mom's wrath when we get home
late.
"EIUN EXTENDERS

Party of the Month
My wife and I received an announcement
from our Party of the Month Club: "Come
one, Come all. Let's all enjoy some Fun in the
Sun and great out-of:doors. We have reserved
the picnic shelter at
state park
at
(see attached map)." A picnic
lunch would start at noon, everyone to bring
what they wanted to eat. We were encouraged
to come and camp for the weekend, also to
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bring frisbies, hats and balls, dominoes, etc.
In our club most ofus are very good friends,
people we have known for many years. We all
like to have fun at the dances and we also like
to get together away from the club and do
something that's different. We keep it simple
and inexpensive. We get away from the
"tube," forget the work cares and relax with
friends. A great combination for a happy life!
Our Party of the Month is a very loose
organization. Actually organization is nonexistent. We have a membership list drawn from
interested dancer couples in our club and a
token fee collected at the time you join. The
important part is show up at the next month's
party, if you can, and pay your own way. We
usually draw about 30 people at each gettogether. And would you believe, there is a
waiting list? We've set a maximum of 30 couples. This is because it's easier to have home
parties and the size needs to be kept practical.
We have parties at people's homes, at specialized restaurants that have informal dance
floors or some sort of entertainment and once
we had a hayride. How long has it been since
you've been on a hayride? We all went to a
local rodeo at a nearby town and to a very local
theatre, where you hissed the villain and
clapped for the hero, and if you didn't, you
were a party poop. How could you help but
have fun?
Invitations are by flyers, neatly printed and
illustrated, or by a simple hand-written letter.
Different couples take turns making the plans,
and everyone, like us, can't wait to show their
friends a super good time. But, you know,
these people make their own fun.
So give it a try. Turn it loose and start a
Party of the Month with your own group. It's a
natural fun extender.

SID LIFE SAVERS
by Betty Kendall, Brea, California
Springs' gift of color to the square dancer
Meeting new friends
Bumping into old friends
A new pair of dancing shoes
Boysenberry pie at break
After parties
Mystery bus tours
A tip without breakdowns
Growing old with Square Dancing.
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The WALKTHRU

The Square Dancer's
Murphy's Law (or)
IF A SQUARE CAN
GO WRONG IT WILL
by Odette Hoot, San Diego, California
are doomed to fail when
E they square up in front of the caller.
Ice-cold water in the cooler is available only
during the winter months.
The "good" dances are always scheduled
while you are away on vacation.
Pastel-colored ties are meant to be worn to
catch chocolate frosting drips.
Party nights fall on those nights you have to
work.
Club dresses are usually in the laundry
hamper on club nights.
Hot hash is mostly requested on heat
record-breaking days.
You can bet the caller will call, "Stack the
wood" if you eat onions.
Fun badges aren't when they snag a lady's
lace trim.
Seams and hems never come undone
before a dance—always at it.
Your favorite singing call is done during the
tip you decided to sit out and rest.
Payday is the day after the local "big sale"
on petticoats.
Your raffle ticket number is called the night
you leave early.
You only make mistakes when your
mother-in-law is watching.
Your boss at the office is your corner the
day you call in sick.
Out-of-town callers invariably come to call
in your area on the same day, but at different
clubs-30 miles apart.
Your club visit to another club is on the
night the other club is dark.
Your puppy dog ate SQUARE DANCING
Magazine before you read it.
TIERFECT SQUARES
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PARLIAMENTARY
LANGUAGE
T-F YOU WISH to be accurate in the title of your
Iclub and/or association head, read on. The
following was reprinted from The Valley Circle, official publication of The Fraser Valley
Square & Round Dance Association, British
Columbia.
"The 20th Convention of the National Association of Parliamentarians in San Francisco
passed the following resolution:
"Whereas, Parliamentary Law has a language all its own; and Whereas, In olden times
the one presiding was the only person provided with a chair, while others sat on
benches, hence he was called the Chairman;
and
"Whereas, No parliamentary law authority
or dictionary recognizes the word
Chairperson; and
"Whereas, Since time immemorial the
term Mister Chairman or Madam Chairman
has always been employed to differentiate between sexes; and
"Whereas, Further effort toward sex differentiation is redundant and contrived, now
therefore be it resolved
"That organizations and parliamentarians
of the National Association of Parliamentarians must use the term Chairman instead of
`Chairperson' and be it resolved
"That all N.A.P. members should habitually stress the principle that the word
Chairman belongs to the title of the office the
same as the title of President or Secretary."
So be it. Thank you Mister Chairman or
Madam Chairman, as the case may be.

A SMILE FROM A
TWIRLY-GIRLY WATCHER
by Rex Bloxoin, Colorado Springs, Colorado
1 like to watch a fast square dance.
The caller's calls just make 'ern prance.
But I like best that vast expanse, .
Of silly, frilly petti-pants.
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orraOitional crreasury
by Ed Butenhof, Rochester, New York

A

REMINDER THAT THE SIMPLEST Of the

old traditional calls may be the most popular
came to me from G. L. Copeland of Ness City,
Kansas. The two he sent along certainly fall
into that category. They both appear in many,
many of the older books in one form or another
and therefore must have been very popular all
around the country. They were among the
first calls I learned over 35 years ago, and I still
use them with new dancers at one-night
stands. They have not appeared in this column
before, however, and perhaps to some of you,
they will be brand new. Here then are G. L.'s
versions of two grand old traditional square
dances.
TAKE A LITTLE PEEK
Music: Any hoedown
All jump up and when you come down
Lady in your arms go round and round
Allemande left and stop at home
First couple balance and first couple swing
Lead right out to the right of the ring
Around that couple and take a little peek
Active couple separate (keep hand contact if
possible) and peek at each other behind facing
couple. Lots of eye contact and flirting here make
the dance. Often the inactive couple will face the
active people, mischieviously impeding their
view of each other on the peek.
Back to the center and swing your sweet
Around that couple and peek once more
Back to the center and swing all four
Do si do and a little more dough
Chicken in the bread pan scratching up dough
One more change and on you go
This is the two couple do si do described
several times in these pages, but other figures
can be substituted if you'd rather.
Second couple balance and
second couple swing
Etc., repeat for other couples, then an ending.
G.L. likes the following:
Home you go and swing all four
Now the one across the square
Then your left hand lady there
Then the opposite across the square
Now your own if you're not too late
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DIVIDE THE RING
Music: Any hoedown
Bow to your right and then to your left
Join hands and circle left
Break and swing
Promenade home
First couple balance and first couple swing
Down the center and divide the ring
Ladies go gee and the gents go haw
Around the outside and walk by home
Swing on the corners as you go by
Everyone swings their corners.
And promenade the one you swung
Promenade to the man's home.
First couple balance and first couple swing
Repeat until original partners are returned.
Second couple balance and
second couple swing
Repeat all for second couple, the third and the
fourth.
Home you go and swing her right there
Allemande left and a right and left grand
Promenade, you know where and I don't care
Take her out and give her some air

FOR YOUR RESEARCH
Many books that have been reviewed in
this publication over the years are invaluable
to the researcher of traditional material — the
heritage dances upon which today's contemporary form of square and round dancing were
constructed. For the dedicated individual interested in learning more about our "roots"
we suggest two volumes:
COWBOY DANCES, by Dr. Lloyd Shaw, published by Caxton Printers Ltd., Caldwell, Ohio.
THE ROUND DANCE BOOK, by Dr. Lloyd
Shaw, published by Caxton Printing Ltd.,
Caldwell, Ohio.

These books are available by writing the
publisher or the Lloyd Shaw Foundation,
Mailing Division, Box 134, Sharpes, Florida
32959. Both volumes are also available in the
library at Lincoln Center, New York City, and
at many community libraries. Chances are,
after going through of the volumes once, you'll
decide that these represent the foundation
material for your own personal library.
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News Notes for the ,ROUNDANCER
roo
8th Convention
•
u`E-of the Universal Round
Dance Council
July 11-14, 1984
for round dancers to COI-II verge on the exciting city of WinstonSalem, North Carolina, and enjoy a fullypacked weekend dedicated to the betterment
of round dancing.
It will all take place at the Benton Convention Center, located in the heart of the city,
with an underground pedestrian walkway
connecting to the Hyatt Winston-Salem. This
is to be the host hotel and is, in itself, an
unusual structure that offers the ultimate in
relaxation when you're catching a little resttime. There's an indoor park, reflecting pools,
bubbling fountains, hanging gardens tinder a
30-foot waterfall cascading into the swimming
pool. After five or six hours of dancing, gliding
down the 12-foot water slide into the warm
water of the pool, or settling into a soothing
Jacuzzi could be most comforting.
For those of you who may be including
some "vacation" time along with the convention, you should know that although tobacco
identified this city for some 50 years, now,
Winston-Salem stands for Education and the
Arts, as well as Commerce. Old Salem is one
of the most authentic historic villages in
America. Winston and Salem merged in 1913
and today Winston-Salem has become a vital
city you will enjoy getting to know. You may
also plan on getting to know some of the area's
dancers.
An Open Invitation
"We are very happy and pleased to have
the 8th Round Dance National coming to our
city. Our local club, Raybucks Rounds, is
planning a pre-convention round dance party
on Tuesday night, July 10th, so try to attend if
you get into town early. For those who will be
with us after the convention, the 18th North
Carolina Round Dance Clinic with the
HIS IS THE MONTH
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Bartons takes place here on the July 20-22
weekend. Please get in touch." —Ed and
Carolyn Raybuck, Rte. 1, Box 212, Advance,
NC, 27006, (919) 998-4216.
Attention Motorists
If you are driving to the convention and
wish to economize on lodging, look into the
"Innkeeper," Interstate 40 and Broad Street,
Winston-Salem, phone (919) 721-0061. This
motor lodge is new and is within a mile of the
Convention Center. A convention staff
member checked the rooms here and reports
they are very nice, rates for two about $30,
free parking.
Camping? About 12 miles from the Convention Center is Tanglewood Park. It has
trailer sites with water, cottages for up to five
persons, a motor lodge and Manor House
rooms. Tanglewood was the former 1,100 acre
Reynolds estate and is complete with golf,
swimming, tennis, boat facilities, etc. Clemmons, NC 27012, (919) 766-4793.
A Chance To Learn
Convention is a golden opportunity for
teachers and prospective teachers to learn
from top leaders and to benefit from their vast
experience. On the 11th, a seminar will be
conducted by Bill and Carol Goss, assisted by
Iry and Betty Easterday and Mike and Diana
Sheridan. The theme will be "From the
Ground Up". . ."The Use of Teaching
Techniques from Basics to Advanced." This is
an all-day session but they promise you'll be
free in time to get ready for the Evening Prelude Ball.
If you have not already done so, there is still
time to register. Get in touch with Jerry and
Annie Mae Cook, 523 E. Broughton St., Savannah, GA 31401. Head for Winston-Salem
and Capture The Spirit!
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Humor in
Round Dancing
by Vic and Wynne Mahler, Sierra Madre, CA

H

a very valuable part in
round dancing, especially with beginners. Consider the person who has reluctantly
agreed to come to class and still isn't convinced he really wants to be there. If you can
get him to laugh and relax a little, he may find
that he can have a good time after all. Then
there is the eager beaver who is so dead serious and determined to be a perfect dancer that
he makes his partner miserable. A good laugh
might very well help him too.
The dancers often provide the humor. One
night when we were teaching our group what
it meant to step through on the inside foot, a
very puzzled gentleman broke out in a broad
grin. "Oh," he said, "you mean my middle
fbot!" The tension evaporated with a good
laugh and a more relaxed group continued to
learn with much less strain.
Break time not only gives the dancers an
opportunity for physical rest but also frees
them from the mental strain of learning new
things. We have been fortunate in having a
comedian in every class. Whether he is a
clown or a very dignified looking gent with a
dry sense of humor is not important. What is
important is his effect on the group. After a
happy break they go back to dancing with
renewed vigor.
Humor can also be an aid through the
teacher and partner. The teacher naturally
feels great responsibility for doing a good job
and may pass that tension on to the dancers.
Here is where a partner's humor can be invaluable — a deliberate goof, a little friendly
mimicry of the teacher or a facial expression
like a confused dancer, for example, can
lessen the tension. Teachers need to be able to
laugh at themselves and let the group laugh
with them. It creates a friendlier relationship
and a happy atmosphere.
To sum it all up, humor is a very important
ingredient in teaching if we hope to reach that
goal we are striving for. Round dancing should
be fun. Let's keep tension to a minimum for
both the dancers and teachers by all laughing
together at ourselves, occasionally. We can
create a happy group that is held together by
our special little jokes like "middle foot" and
look forward to many enjoyable fun evenings.
UMOR CAN PLAY

Treva and Hershel Graves, Hot Springs, AR
ET IS REMARKABLE how

many couples were and
are attracted to the square dance activity
while serving with the military, either here or
abroad. In the case of the Graves, they were
on assignment with the U. S. Air Force in
Athens, Greece, in 1968. The Chaplain invited them to a beginner's square dance class
and it took exactly one evening to become
thoroughly engrossed in the activity. The
square dance bug had truly bitten and it was
shortly after that round dance fever set in.
When their club hosted a group of dancers
and callers who were touring Europe, Dave
Taylor cued rounds between the tips. It was
Treva and Hershel's first glimpse of round
dancing and they vowed, then and there, to
learn how the moment they returned home in
1971.
The Graves retired from the Air Force duty
and moved to Hot Springs, Arkansas, the following year. As their prowess at dancing the
rounds increased, they were encouraged to
teach others what they knew. With the
nearest round dance club 60 miles away they
explained, "We couldn't say no."
Here it is 12 years later and their schedule
tells us they still find it difficult to say no. They
teach for two clubs each week — the Village
Rounders and the Tri-Lake Rounders — and
cue for several area square dance clubs in the
Hot Springs' area. They were featured at the
Arkie Stars Sixth Annual Festival in May and
are increasingly invited to participate in special events.
What keeps them teaching? They'll tell
you, "Our love for the people. The most rewarding element is teaching beginners, and
especially the ones who struggle so hard to
learn and finally dance with ease."
-
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The Lady Who Calls
Square Dances

1.19. •

Lady callers have been a part of the square dance scene from the beginning —
or at least since the start of the contemporary phase of the activity. Like their
male counterparts, the ladies often find themselves drafted into a spot behind
the microphone and because they are outnumbered by the men, we do not
always hear as much about them. Here are some thoughts on the distaff side of
square dance calling.

A

it should be pointed out that virtually one hundred
percent of the ladies interviewed felt that there were no great differences
in the overall requirements and responsibilities of the lady who calls and
the gentleman caller. The benefits and problems are essentially the same.
We sometimes hear it mentioned that there is a problem in obtaining
sufficient records in a key suitable for the voices of ladies. However, according
to those who maintain full programs, calling for clubs and teaching classes
several nights a week, this is not a concern - no more so than for the man who is
perhaps seeking singing calls that allow him to sound his best within a range he
can handle.
"If a woman aspires to call more than an occasional guest tip, she really must
possess a voice that projects easily in the lower registers," says Dawn Draper,
who started her calling in Victoria, B. C. in 1951. "It's important for any caller
to emit a sound that is comfortable to the ears of the dancers over a long period
of time. There must be clarity and command and as a rule these qualities are
mainly associated with a male voice, which is not to say a woman cannot possess
them, or indeed, develop them. It's interesting, however, to note that today
there are still as few well known lady callers as there were in the early days, so it
would seem a woman must, along with having a pleasant, low sounding voice,
strive to be better than average to be totally accepted as a lady caller.
"There is nothing to stop a woman from becoming adept at handling a
microphone or of being thoroughly familiar with a sound system, and this is a
very necessary part of being a caller. But when it comes to carrying the
frequently heavy and awkward equipment, we must face the biological fact that
help is sometimes needed. This is when a good, strong, male arm is an
important aid to a lady caller. I, personally, could never have been successful in
the calling field had it not been for the support and cooperation of an understanding spouse."
The Caller's Partner
Almost any caller will tell you that the other half of the team is a necessary
T THE VERY OUTSET
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asset to a smooth running operation and this applies even more so, when the
caller is a lady. Even though a woman can have all the necessary knowledge todeal with the PA equipment as it pertains to the "sounding" when it comes to
the understanding of electronics or the use of a soldering iron, pliers and a
screwdriver, she will usually be most pleased and willing to let George do it."
The responsibility of helping to check out the sound in the hall before and
during the evening often falls to the caller's partner and this is frequently a
"natural" for the man. Also, according to the wives of some of the male callers,
the partners of lady callers have a significant advantage over them when it
comes to finding dancing partners. They claim that the lady caller's partner
gets a lot more attention from the single females present than is the case when
its the other way around, and since many clubs and classes today seem to have
an overabundance of lady members, they are probably right.
The Husband-Wife Calling Team
A great way to solve the problem of the caller's spouse being without a
dancing partner much of the time would be to combine talents and become a
calling team! Or would it? This has happened in some instances with both good
and bad results. Two capable callers with equal talents within the same
household is a natural insurance policy when one or the other is unable to take a
calling assignment, but best be sure that both would be equally welcome to call
for the class or club. If the available member of the family simply shows up
when the expected person is unable to take the job and this puts the club or
class in an uncomfortable position, this would be awkward. It's always well to
give the hiring group the opportunity to choose its own replacement — time
allowing.
In instances where husband and wife have both successfully climbed the
calling ladder, sometimes both are invited to share the calling program.
Hopefully, no competition exists and if there is then the problem should be
faced and conquered before dual calling appearances ever take place. If one or
the other is the "star" it could be difficult for the "less popular" to live with the
comparison. Somehow, the couple must agree that their personal happiness
and their marriage is more important than self-indulgent claims to popularity
and it will require a great deal of tact and understanding. When two members
of the same family compete for attention, the danger sign is out!

Must Work Harder
Happily there is also the more positive side. Lady caller, Jeanne Moody
Briscoe, is a good examplejeanne, a well known lady caller who records on the
Big Mac label is now married to a gentleman who is also a caller. Both had
achieved their own calling and teaching reputations before meeting each
other. Naturally, there were adjustments to make but obviously the partnership has worked out well. Jeanne has never believed that a lady caller should
expect preferential treatment because she happens to be a woman. "She
shouldn't expect any better treatment, just respect at being a lady," says
Jeanne, If a lady is going to be a good caller, she has to work as hard, and
sometimes harder to be in demand."
Talk of working hard was prevalent when discussing the calling activity with
the ladies in the field. More often than men, they must juggle teaching and
calling demands with household duties and taking care of family life. Striking a
happy balance can be difficult if calling is more than an occasional guest
appearance. Osa Mathews, a caller/leader for 35 years, says,"Every lady caller
must realize she is entering a man's field and be willing to work harder to be a

good caller. Be friendly and professional with other callers. Love your
dancers." Advice from Osa should be well noted. This lady caller continues to
draw the crowds on a very regular basis in Palm Springs.
One lady caller we talked to was married to a successful caller. When her
husband passed away she was left with decisions to make regarding her own
future as a caller and teacher. She chose to continue, and after achieving her
own successful career, indicates that there are no differences in the requirements for a lady caller than there are for their male counterparts : "We all have
to possess the same knowledge of the background of calling, its techniques, its
application. To have separate sets of rules governing the ladies and gentlemen
callers would pose endless problems. Unlike rules that may differ slightly for
the ladies in golf, bowling and other sports, whether a gentleman or a lady,
whether old or young, a caller is a caller. Once we pick up that microphone, we
all share the same responsibilities. Whether we call a little or a lot, once we're
in front of the dancers, we share the same professional requirements with all
other callers. We shouldn't ask for and we shouldn't expect anything different.
It should be important to all lady callers to be judged on performance, on how
good a job we can do and not whether we're wearing a dress or a pair of boots
and western pants!"

The Direction of our
Caller's Training
by Dick Leger, Bristol, Rhode Island
HE TRAINING OF CALLERS today

is, in my opinion, the most important aspect of
the square dance movement for the future of its very existence. It is this
caller s feeling that too much training has gone in the wrong direction.
The most important part of the training is practically non-existent!
The art of calling requires much more training in the area of music than we
leaders are giving it. The very heart of all calling should start with the music to
allow dancing the basics instead of just going through them with a "hit or miss"
method. Methods of calling, such as sight, mental imagery, combinations of
both, or memory itself, are just that—methods. Formations such as Box 1-4,
1P2P lines, two-faced lines, etc. , are just that—formations, and have nothing
to do with the art of calling. Don't get me wrong. These are important matters
to find out about and maybe use someday, but the real matter of how to call has
to do with the music as it pertains to choreography.
Where do we put the actual call in the music so that we don't lead the dancer
too much, or make them wait? This is the heart of the matter and what's been
overlooked. In our movement today, it is much easier to take the easy way out
in our training of callers by teaching them what to call, rather than how to call
correctly. The importance of music has been overlooked and pushed into the
background so it won't "bother" the caller.
Have you ever wondered why this subject has been ignored? I suggest that
you start by giving this some serious thought before square dancing becomes
some other activity to he known as square games in puzzle solving. Think about
it! Dancing requires music to move the feet in rhythm. It is also the only

T

common denominator between the dancers and the caller. Any dance requires
movement from the first beat of a phrase until the completion of the dance,
whether it be a fox trot, waltz, round dance, contra dance, rhumba, etc. If all
dancing starts with the downbeat after the intro, then why should square
dallying he excluded from this feeling?Why should square dancing suffer
through "hit and miss" methods? We'd better start answering some of these
questions before we find ourselves trying to explain to knowledgeable people
in dance that square dancing is really not dancing, but a game we play with
people in formations that has nothing to do with dancing as they know it. We
should, instead, be proud that it is dancing and we need to address ourselves to
the fact that it can be danced, and danced correctly.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR: Dick Leger, a regular contributor to the Contra
Corner feature of this magazine, is widely respected for his knowledge of timing
and music as it pertains to smoothly performed dancing. This, combined with
an expertise in caller-training allows for an opinion worth noting.

We have heard almost all our leadership say that we should be putting more
emphasis on smoother dancing. This is impossible unless we have smoother
calling. Neither is possible without the proper use of music! We need to
commit ourselves to bring music to the forefront again and to start teaching our
callers of tomorrow how to call to the music. Music is the key for this to happen,
just as it has been the key to all dancing. It may be harder to call to the music,
but it is the right way. The right way is usually harder to do in most instances,
and square dancing and calling is no exception.
It is my personal opinion that we need to make hard decisions soon. We can
face the music (literally) or we can maintain the status quo. One decision will
enable us to get on with the task of facing reality for the insurance of our dance
structure, while the other will only enable us to drift along with the tide. I, for
one, wish to go on record to do all I can to insure the future of square dancing,
not necessarily as it is now, but as it could be! We have the leadership and
organization to tackle this task, but do we have the guts?

COULD IT BE THE CALLERS?
by Nelson Jarvis

A caller once told me a story about three
square dance classes he was teaching at about
the same time. Near the end of the lessons, he
noticed that the students were having trouble
with certain calls. He wanted to let his students know which calls they were weak on, so
for each class he made a poster with a list of the
calls he had taught them. On each poster he
underlined the calls which the students were
44

having trouble with. When he finished the
three posters, he noticed all three classes
were weak on the same calls.
Then he realized something. He realized
that it wasn't the dancers but it was he, himself, who was weak on those calls. He had not
presented the calls well enough or had not
called them enough for the dancers to become
proficient at those calls.
So when we find one of those calls that the
dancers are weak on, maybe it's not the
dancers after all.
From The Carolina Caller
SQUARE DANCING, July, 1984
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MIMES on THE SQUARE
A CIRCLE CAPE
with ladies, and the distaff side of square dancing
is no exception. A very easy-to-make cape is a
circle cape. Basically all that is required is to
cut a fabric circle and make slits for your arms.
How fancy your cape will be depends on the
trim and/or material you select.
For winter weather, wool fabric is a good
choice. For summertime, a blended fabric
will be enough to ward off any evening chill.
When you choose a material which is attractive on both sides, you eliminate an unfinished appearance. For a fairly long cape,
buy 60" wide fabric. For d shorter cape, use
45". The length of fabric should always equal
the width.
Directions
Fold the square of fabric into quarters. Lay
it flat, smoothing out all wrinkles. Cut a piece
of string the length from the center corner of
your folded material to the selvage edge. Pin
one end of the string to the center corner. Tie
or hold sewing chalk at the other end. Use this
string as a compass to mark the cutting edge.
(Perhaps you remember as a child tieing a
piece of string to a pencil and, by holding one
end of the string taut, you could draw a circle
with the pencil. This is the same principle but
you will draw only one fourth of a circle.)
Cut through all four thicknesses of fabric.
Open the fabric and lay out a complete
circle of material. About 8" on either side of
the center of the circle, mark two lines. These
lines should be 13" long, 61/2" on either side of
your fold line. These form the two arm slits in
the cape.
Finish off the armholes (like bound button
holes) by using the same fabric as your cape or
with contrasting fabric of your choice.
The outer edge of the cape may be left
unfinished if you have used fabric which does

C

APES HAVE ALWAYS BEEN POPULAR
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not ravel, or you can bind it with bias strips,
matching the fabric used on the armholes.
Another idea is to trim it with a yarn fringe. If
you use bias strips, you will need approximately three times the fabric width plus 12
additional inches.
60" or 45"

"Pi

A-

Center of cape

Selvage
op-A simple cape for any season depending on the fabric.

Easy to make, comfortable to wear and, of
course, the cape can serve double duty over
street wear as well as with your square dance
costumes. You may just decide to make several for yourself and to gift your favorite
square dance friends.
SHARE YOUR IDEAS
Your suggestions and contributions on sewing, fashions, the part the lady plays in the
square dance hobby, etc., are welcome. Patterns and helpful hints are eagerly read. Clear
black and white photos to illustrate are appreciated. Send them along.
45
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CHAIN DOWN
THE LINE
a WS Q.S.
as a Mainstream Quarterly Sea lection not long ago, this movement had a
ring of nostalgia to it for veteran dancers and
callers. In its contemporary version, we have
this definition:
HOWING UP

Following the definition, let's take a look at
the action. Starting from a two-faced line (1),
the two in the center start a trade (2). Those on
the outside turn a quarter to face in so that
they are ready to courtesy turn the lady corning toward them (3), ending as two facing
couples (4).
Taking the action from a left-handed ocean
wave (5), the two ladies start a trade as the
men on the outside adjust themselves (6) to
pick up the lady for a courtesy turn (7). As
before, they will end as two facing couples.

CHAIN DOWN THE LINE: From a righthand two-faced line or left-hand ocean wave,
centers trade while ends adjust as necessary.
Then the ends courtesy turn the centers. Ending formation is facing couples.
46

and, from the traditional we look back
in time to a pattern called The Route. At one
time The Route became the central traffic pattern for the early singing call Hurry, Hurry,
SQUARE DANCING, July, 1984

Hurry. Starting from two parallel facing lines (8) also known
as route-lines, two ladies chain directly across from one line
to the other (9). Then, they adjust their courtesy turn (10) so
that instead of facing back across in their original facing
position, they face down the original lines (11). Remembering the facing direction of the original lines (8), these new
ladies chain clown the line (12). A courtesy turn here (13)
adjusts to face across the set again and the two ladies chain
across (14). Finally another adjustment (15) and the ladies
chain down the line (16) a last time so that each individual
gets his original partner back and (8) is ready fk whatever
call may come next.
D I=1

34th National
Square Dance Convention®
Birmingham, Alabama
June 27, 28, 29, 1985
Registration — P. 0. Box 1985, Eva, AL 35621
"The World's Greatest Square Dance Event"

It's Magic And It's Birmingham
down one convention, another is on the way and the master
plan for 1985 is to be Alabamy Bound to the
Magic City of Birmingham. You've heard
about "southern hospitality" and you will now
have a chance to enjoy it to the full in a big city
atmosphere where small town courtesy still
exists. Stars did indeed fall on Alabama and
left Birmingham with a rich cultural heritage
and an abundance of scenic attractions for you
to explore when you're not square dancing.
Hail Vulcan, the
world's largest iron
man, who will overlook square dance
festivities with the
strength and prowess
befitting the mythological god who surveys
the City of Birminggham from an elevation of nearly six
hundred feet. From
his foot to the tip of his
outstretched hand,
Vulcan, God of Fire, is
55 feet tall and weighs
120,000 pounds. It is
said that among his
many feats, as artist of all works, that he made
for the gods of Olympus the golden shoes with
which they trod the air or the water and
moved from place to place with the speed of
the wind or even of thought. It would, therefore, seem to us that Vulcan will be happy to
learn that he will once again be able to view
that same fine, fleet-footedness when square
dancers descend upon The Magic City next
summer.
S QUICKLY AS WE WIND
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Convention activities will take place in the
magnificent Birmingham-;Jefferson Civic
Center and each month we 11 tell you more
and more of what awaits at the 34th National.
Suffice, at this time, to say that the organizers
have already termed it "The World's Greatest
Square Dance Event." We'll learn more of
these people as we keep you up to date. In the
meantime, for your reference, here is a list of
the 1985 Convention Chairmen.

Committee Roster
General Chairmen : Jim and Juanita Harper,
3076 Whispering Pines Circle, Birmingham,
AL 35526 (205) 822-2789 or 798-8965
Assistant General Chairmen: Clarence and
Catherine South, 449 7th Ave. , Pleasant
Grove, AL 35127 (205) 744-6533
Secretary: Emily Pendleton, 5552 Dewey
Heights Road, Pinson, AL 35126 (205) 6810131 or 833-2361
Business: Jim and Ann Nunnally, 5232 6th
Avenue South, Birmingham, AL 35212 (205)
595-2713
Publicity: John and Dimple Williford, 925
Green Ridge Road, Montgomery, AL 36109
(205) 272-6188
Housing/Registration: Gwenell and
Lenear Taylor, PO Box 1985, Eva, AL 7391523
Services: Tip and JoAnn Blizard, 821 Park
Lane, Fultondale, AL 35068
Program : Dallas and Elaine Hastings, 4808
Easy Street, Mobile, AL 36619 (205) 653-2581
Education: Jim and Peggy Segraves, 8913
Seaton Drive SE, Huntsville, AL 35802 (205)
881-6044
Social/Special Events: Will and Pat Pate,
2801 2nd Street NW, Birmingham, AL 35215
(205) 853-0219.
SQUARE DANCING, July, 1984
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ROUND THE
of SQUARE DANCING
Those with items of special interest
should send them to NEWS EDITOR,
SQUARE DANCING, 462 No. Robertson
Boulevard, Los Angeles, Calif. 90048.
Letters will be read and appreciated
although time may not allow the personal acknowledgment of each one.

Ontario
The 15th Annual Thunder Bay Square and
Round Dance Festival will be held July 1721st at Confederation College in Thunder
Bay, Ontario, Canada. Dancing level is
Mainstream and Quarterly Selections. Jim
Lee will be featured, with local and guest
callers assisting. There will be Early Bird
Dances on Tuesday and Wednesday, July 17
and 18. For more information contact Keith
and Madeline Whitelock at 217 No. Marks
St., Thunder Bay P7C 4E9 (telephone 807623-3241).

Arkansas
If you are eligible for membership in the
Overseas Dancer Association, you can have
one of the greatest dancing experiences of
your life by attending their 22nd Annual Reunion in the beautiful Ozark Mountains in
Mountain Home. The dates are August 2-5.
You will dance to callers and cuers from several foreign countries as well as from stateside.
This is a great place to relive your overseas'
dancing experiences. All it takes for membership is to have learned to dance overseas or
have been a member of an overseas' club. For
details write Iry and Pam Buescher, Registration Chairmen, 2727 So. 284th E. Ave., Bro—Ralph Hay
ken Arrow, OK 74014.

Illinois
The State Council of Illinois Square Dance
Associations will sponsor the Illinois Square
Dance Convention in Peoria, July 28-29, at
SQUARE DANCING, July, 1984

the Civic Center. There will be a complete
square dance program from Mainstream to
Challenge, as well as clogging, contras and a
good round dance program. Accommodations
are available at local hotels, motels, commercial trailer parks and camping areas and space
for 75 self-contained RVs is available on the
Civic Center parking lot. Chairman for the
event is Gary Betts, 209 N. E. Randolph Ave.,
Peoria 61606 (309-688-4535).

Pennsylvania
The 31st Annual Penn State Square Dance
Festival will be held August 3 and 4 on the
University Park Campus of The Pennsylvania
State University. The callers for this year's
festival are Tony Oxendine, Ron Schneider
and Carter Ackerman. The round dance
leaders are Ted and Janice Reeder and Bob
and Evelyn Supko. Overnight accommodations are available in the University residence
halls for Friday and Saturday nights. For further information please write to: Short Course
in Agriculture, 305 Agricultural Administration Bldg., The Pennsylvania State University, University Park 16802.
—William L. Sipple, jr.

Arizona
Come one, come all! The Rim Rompers
welcome you to the White Mountain Square
Dance Club's 35th Annual Square and Round
Dance Festival, July 20, 21 and 22. Plenty of
free camping space at the clubhouse in the
beautiful White Mountains. Larry Ingbee will
be on hand for the Friday night dance. Gene
Trimmer will be the featured caller on Saturday night with Curt and Margaret Curtis cueing the rounds. Our famous chuck-wagon
bar-b-que will be served from noon until 1:00
PM on Saturday. Breakfast will be served
before the Sunday morning farewell dance.
Contact Festival Chairmen, Herman and
Eddy Suttles, Rt. 2, Box- 9066, Show Low
85901 (phone —602-537-4207).
Aspen Squares will hold their second annual Hoedown, July 27-28, with caller, Paul
Marcum. Activities will include a Friday night
Trails End Dance, Plus and Mainstream
workshops Saturday morning and afternoon
and dinner at Aspen Lodge, followed by the
Hoedown and after party. Dancing will be in
the gymnasium of the Alpine School. The after
party, with a country western band, is ex49
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pected to be at the Alpine Country Club. Our
mountain location may especially interest
campers who would enjoy our area forest
campgrounds. For information contact the
club presidents, Gill and Patty Gillham, PO
Box 304, Alpine 85920 (telephone 602-3394656).

Ohio
The Shamrock Squares of Dublin are proud
to announce their 1984 Leprechaun Award
winners, Paul and Ellie DeBald. The DeBalds
have served as angels, committee chairpersons and officers in various local clubs.

Ellie and
Paul
Debald

tact Howard and Nita Wallingford, 35218 Fir
Ave., #175, Yucaipa 92399 (phone 714-7971305). On Saturday, July 21st, the Swinging
Rebels of Rialto invite all square dancers to a
Mainstream/Quarterly Selection dance at the
Sr. Citizen Hall, with caller Lou Sperling. For
additional news on this dance contact Rich and
Terrie Bisher, PO Box 1436, Rialto 92376
(phone 714-796-2483). Also on Saturday the
Star Twirlers will host a "holiday" dance with
Johnny Scott in Yucca Valley. Al Pennington,
PO Box 1294, Yucca Valley 92284 (619) 3654509 can furnish additional details on this
—Cleo Shore
event.

New York
We believe the following shows what a caring "family" square dancers are in times of
trouble. A benefit square dance was held recently for Fred and Flo Kimball to supplement Flo's mounting hospital and doctor bills
due to serious illness. Hosted by Irene and
Jack Nelson, the event far surpassed its original intent by being an overwhelming success,
not only in financial support but with moral
and genuine friendship as well. 10 area callers
and cuers donated their services as well as the
cost of the hall. Another member made a ceramic Easter basket complete with contents as
a special raffle prize. There were 15 squares
filling the New York Elk's Club in Endicott.
The dancers came from as far as 100 miles
away. This activity showed the strength and
loyalty our square dancers have for each
other. We hope it will be a model for future
events of all kinds. Tom and Eleanor Troy

Mississippi
They currently are in charge of publicity for
the Central Ohio Corporation of Dancers and
for the 1985 State Convention. They were
instrumental in setting up the Square Dance
Hot Line. They are editors and publishers of
Cues & Tips, a fine area square dance publication. The Leprechaun Award is given for
service to aid and promote Western square
dancing. The DeBalds are worthy
recipients.
—Bill and Elaine Lawn

California
There are three Christmas-in-July dances
planned in Southern California. The Calico
Quails of Yucaipa will feature Maurice Garmoe on Friday, July 20th, at the Women's
Club. For more information on this affair, con50

On August 3 and 4, the Mississippi Gulf
Coast 22nd Annual Square Dance Festival
will take place on the beach of the Mississippi
Sound at the Convention Center Exhibit Hall
of the Mississippi Coast Coliseum in
Gulfport-Biloxi. The American Riviera again
beckons square dancers. This year, in addition
to sun, sand and hospitality, we have a proximity to the New Orleans World Fair by way
of 1-10 or daily rail transportation. Come,
combine dancing with the World's Fair, for a
summer vacation. Marshall Flippo will call on
Friday night; Beryl Main and Gary Shoemake
will take over Saturday afternoon and evening. John and Wanda Winter will conduct
rounds both days. "The Spirits" from Houston
will be with us for an exhibition of square
SQUARE DANCING, July, 1984

dancing. For further information contact
Harold and Pauline Smith, 4502 Kendall
Ave., Gulfport 39501.
Wisconsin
The 25th Wisconsin Square and Round
Dance Convention is pleased to announce
that there will be something for everyone at
Stevens Point, August 3-5, when our state's
"big one" takes place. Watch your clocks so
you won't miss anything. For the young
dancers, we have plenty of room with a youthful setting called, "The Wooden Spoon." Two
Trails End Dances will be held on Thursday.
Our retail sales will have the most fashionable
square and round dance apparel and the latest
in records and equipment for callers and
leaders. The Silver Threads and Golden
Needles Style Show will be held Saturday at
the Sentry Theatre, advance tickets necessary. And, of course, there will be superb
dancing all three days. For further information contact Bill and Joan Ohm, 3323
Lindbergh Ave., Stevens Point 54481 (715341-2035).
— Sunnie and Jeff Mercier
Colorado
Royal Gorge Promenaders sponsor a yearly
square dance on the Royal Gorge Bridge. It
will be held August 4 at 7:30 PM with Al Horn
calling. The admission to the Royal Gorge
Park is also your fee for the dance. The Royal
Gorge Bridge is the world's highest suspension bridge. There are plenty of campgrounds
in the area and nice restaurants. Make a trip to
the Rocky Mountains and dance with us. For
more information please telephone Rex and
Dorothy McDonald at (303) 275-6446 or Al
and Donna Horn (303) 372-6879.
—

Phyllis Bauman

Anyone who has been to Lighted Lantern
on Lookout Mountain will not forget the thrill
of being on this dance floor and watching the
twinkling lights of Denver, even the Fourth of
July fireworks, as the camp is located high in
the foothills. Lighted Lantern began in the
late 1940's as a folk and square dance camp.
Paul Kermiet, his family and associates,
started the buildings. Recently a group of
old-timers were invited by Paul's daughter,
Paula, to a get-together reminiscing over old
slides and photo albums. It was fun to see
ourselves in those long, skinny dresses and
the fellows in their hand-embroidered shirts,
some pinstripe pants and beaver hats. For a
while in those days, the dance floor did not
have a cover. Paul recalls moving a portable
canopy to shade the group of dancers as the

sun moved across the sky. For years, the
Sherwood Dancers used the hall every New
Year's Eve. We shoveled snow, built a huge
fire in the fireplace, stuffed newspapers
around windows and doors, decorated profusely, ate and danced until dawn; then closed
the doors and slid down the icy, hilly road to
our quiet homes in Denver. Those days are
gone, but not the memories. The Lantern is
said to be the oldest active square dance camp
around. Some of the old cabins still have such
names as Nights of Gladness and Hole in the
Wall, all names of English folk dances. The
camp today has been remodeled but still retains its early charm and is run by Beryl and
Kerrie Main. The walls of the dance floor have
several large paintings (they really look like
etchings) done by our round dance cuer, Jim
Bahr. Paula is writing a book of the early happenings at the Lantern. If any of you have
memories to share, please send them along to
me at 209 Reed St. , Lakewood 80226 and I'll
see she gets them.
Jinx Weiske
Missouri
The 10th Annual Thunderbird Festival will
be held August 4-6 at Skateworld, Sikeston.
Callers Paul Marcum and Bill Volner will be at
the mike while 011ie and Donna Loehr will
conduct the rounds. For further information
contact Betty Volner, PO Box 702, Sikeston
63901 (telephone 314-471-0392).
Oregon
If it is a cool, scenic, relaxed atmosphere for
square and round dancing that you are looking
for, you couldn't do better than attend the
11th Annual Star Promenaders Diamond
Lake Festival, July 26-28. Jerry Story will call
squares; Horace and Brenda Mills will cue
rounds at this beautiful mile-high lake 15 miles
north of Crater Lake National Park in the
southern Oregon Cascades. For information
Please see WORLD, page 89
—
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FOR LEADERS IN SQUARE AND ROUND DANCING 4111
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BASIC
CHOREOGRAPHY
by Jack Lasry, Hollywood, Florida
At Mainstream dancing a centers in is most
often followed by a cast off three quarters.
Many dancers will do it almost without your
calling the cast off. Why not take a few ideas
that do not follow this line of thinking so the
dancers will realize that a centers in is not
always followed by the cast offthree quarters?
Zero Line
Pass thru . . . wheel and deal
Double pass thru ... centers in
1. Centers run
2. Centers fold
3. Centers partner trade
4. Centers California twirl
5. Centers U turn back
6. Centers cross run
7. Centers cross fold

There are quite a few ideas other than a cast
off three quarters, so why get in a rut?
Zero Line
Pass thru ... wheel and deal
Double pass thru ... centers in
Centers run
New centers California twirl
All forward and back .. . box the gnat
Right and left thru . pass thru
Bend the line ... pass the ocean
Swing thru . turn thru
Left allemande

Pass thru ... wheel and deal
Double pass thru . .. centers in
Centers California twirl .. . ends trade
Bend the line ... star thru . .. centers in
Centers fold .. . touch one quarter
Split circulate .. . recycle
Swing thru ... turn thru . left allemande
SQUARE DANCING, July, 1984

Zero Box
Swing thru . .. boys run . . . tag the line
Centers in . . . centers run
Boys touch one quarter
Girls cloverleaf
Boys walk and dodge
Touch one quarter
Girls trade . . . swing thru
Turn thru . left allemande

Heads star thru . . . double pass thru
Centers in . . . centers cross fold
New centers partner trade
New centers square thru three quarters
Left allemande
Right and left thru
Rollaway a half sashay . . . pass thru
Wheel and deal . .. double pass thru
Centers in . . . centers U turn back
Centers square thru three quarters
Ends move up and star thru
Lead couple California twirl
Right and left thru . . . veer left
Couples circulate . . . tag the line
Lady go left . .. gents right
Left allemande
You may wish to warn the dancers to listen

as you are going to see if they really are listening. Then try the centers in material.

Dancing the Plus Program
Setting up a diamond within a diamond and
some choreo with this theme. To set up the
desired formation, I find the easiest way is to
start from parallel two-faced lines:
Zero box
Right and left thru . . . veer left
Boys circulate once and a half
Girls hinge one quarter
Center girls run right around one
New center girls hinge one quarter
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You now have the girls in the center diamond and the boys in a large diamond around
the outside. Note: It is important that the girls
who did the last hinge continue to touch hands
as they are the centers of the girls' diamond.
Set this up with your checkers and ponder the
possibilities. There are many.
Zero Line
recycle . .. veer left
Pass the ocean
Boys circulate once and a half
Girls hinge one quarter
Center girls trade . .. run right around one
New center girls hinge one quarter
Boys do one big diamond circulate
Girls diamond circulate
Flip the diamond
Center girls cast off three quarters
Balance in a wave . . . the wave recycle
Others as a couple bend to face in
Centers pass thru ... step to a wave
Recycle ... pass thru ... trade by
Left allemande

A similar situation can be set up the same
way starting from parallel ocean waves. The
girls in the center will have a left-handed diamond while the boys on the outside have a
right-handed diamond.
Zero Line
Pass the ocean
Boys circulate once and a half
Girls hinge one quarter
Center girls trade
Run left around one girl
New center girls hinge one quarter
Girls diamond circulate
Girls run around the boy next to you
All bend to face in ... circle left
Ladies center ... men sashay . . circle left
Heads cross trail thru
Left allemande
Zero Box
Relay the deucey ... all eight circulate
Fan the top .. . boys cross fold
Single circle to a wave (tidal wave)
Grand swing thru . girls run
Couples hinge .. . couples circulate
Boys hinge ... flip the diamond
Box the gnat . .. grand right and left

Zero Line
Right and left thru
Dixie style to a wave ... boys trade
With a left ... spin the top
(ends in a left-handed tidal wave)
Center four . . . trade your wave

Recycle ... sweep one quarter
Outside girl run and outsides bend in
Swing thru „ . turn thru
left allemande
Pass thru
chase right . . . boys fold
Girls swing thru ... girls turn thru
All star thru , . couples circulate
Boys trade . . boys run ... recycle
Left allemande
Touch one quarter ... eight circulate
Center four hinge . explode that wave
Those who can pass thru
Girls walk and dodge ... centers in
Cast off three quarters
Circle eight ... boys touch one quarter
Walk and dodge ... star thru
Couples circulate ... wheel and deal
Left allemande

Using Cross Run—Mainstream
Cross run seems to be used as a centers
cross run and mostly with the centers moving
to their right. Dancers can become trapped
with basics when we callers only use them
from limited formations and wonder why
dancers have difficulty when they hear the call
they "know" from a formation they are not
used to. Cross run can be used as a centers
action from any wave, two-faced line, and
three and one lines, etc. The ends can also
cross run (into the farthest center position)
from waves and lines. Some ideas for you:
Zero Box
Swing thru . . . boys run . . . tag the line right
Boys cross run ... girls cross run
Tag the line right ... wheel and deal
Pass to the center
Square thru three quarters
Left allemande

Zero Line
Right and left thru ... Dixie style to wave
Boys cross run ... recycle ... swing thru
Turn thru ... left allemande

Now Let's Explore Cross Run
Zero Line
Ends load the boat
Centers box the gnat . . fan the top
Ping pong circulate . .. extend
Swing thru , . girls fold ... peel the top
Recycle ... slide thru ... left allemande
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Zero Box
Wave ... girls cross run ... girls circulate
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Boys trade . .. boys run ... bend the line
Star thru . left allemande
Swing thru . . . boys cross run
Boys circulate . .. girls trade
Girls cross run ... grand right and left
Swing thru . .. boys run . .. tag the line in
Pass thru ... boys cross run
Girls partner trade ... lines up and back
Pass thru . girls cross run
Boys partner trade ... lines up and back
Touch one quarter ... eight circulate
Boys run ... double pass thru
Cloverleaf . .. zoom
Centers swing thru ... turn thru
Left allemande

Ends Doing the Cross Run
Zero Box
Wave ... boys cross run (teach the girls
how to slide over to make room;
they sometimes forget that is their
responsibility)
Boys circulate .. . balance
Girls cross run (teach the boys how
to slide over)
. turn thru
Girls trade ... swing thru
Left allemande
Swing thru ... boys run . .. tag the line in
Pass thru ... girls cross run
Girls pass thru ... boys cross run
Boys pass thru . .. cast off three quartets
Pass thru ... tag the line right
Ferris wheel .. . zoom
Square thru three quarters
Left allemande

Zero Line
Right and left thru
Dixie style to a wave ... girls cross run
Scoot back ... boys trade
Girls cross run .. . girls run
Promenade home
Pass thru ... tag the line right
Centers walk and dodge
Ends cross run
New centers walk and dodge
Ends cross run
New centers walk and dodge
All cast off three quarters
Star thru ... centers pass thru
Square thru three quarters
Left allemande

Be careful with the cross run. Most of the
dancers will have to learn how to dance the
action from the ends of waves and lines.
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Peel Off, a Mainstream Basic
The basic peel off is one of the weak basics
as far as Mainstream dancers go. The two basic
formations for peel off are the completed
double pass thru set up and the Z set up. The Z
formation is set up from a wave by having the
ends fold. You can explore peel off from the
double pass thru formation and from each box
in a column but if you can get the average
dancer to peel off well from the two basic
formations, you will be doing fine. Remind
the dancers of the two major important parts
in dancing a peel off. First, the lead people
must about face away from the adjacent
dancer leaving a gap between them so the
trailing dancer can step ahead into the vacated
position, then also about face by turning away
from the adjacent dancer or away from the
center line. It is important for the dancers to
flow away in their about face action. It may
help to tell them a peel off is like peeling a
banana, all the peelings must fall away from
the center. When you call a peel off from a
completed double pass thru formation, you
will end in lines facing in;from the Z formation
you will end in two-faced lines.
Zero Line
Pass thru . .. wheel and deal
Double pass thru . peel off . .. star thru
Peel off ... star thru
. California twirl
Zoom ... swing thru . turn thru
Left allemande
Heads pass thru
Around one to a line . .. pass thru
Wheel and deal .. . double pass thru
Peel off ... pass thru ... tag the line
Peel off ... pass thru . .. tag the line right
Boys cross run . . . wheel and deal
Pass to the center
Square thru three quarters
Left allemande

Zero Box
. girls fold . .. peel off
Swing thru
Ferris wheel ... centers pass thru
Left allemande
Zero Box
Swing thru . .. boys trade . . . girls fold
Peel off ... bend the line . .. star thru
Pass to the center
Square thru three quarters
Left allemande
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Peel Off with Plus Basics
Zero Box
Swing thru
. girls fold .. . peel off
Cross fire ... each four walk and dodge
Partner trade . .. star thru ... pass thru
U turn back . left allemande
Wave ... boys fold ... peel off
Boys hinge one quarter
Diamond circulate ... flip the diamond
Boys trade . .. boys run . .. wheel and deal
Pass to the center
Square thru three quarters
Left allemande

Zero Line
Pass the ocean ... swing thru
Spin the top . . grand swing thru
Center four swing thru
Center girls fold and peel off
Centers half tag the line
Ends hinge one quarter
All boys run right
Square thru three quarters
trade by
Left allemande

Mainstream Choreography
Standard Position (including Quarterlies)
Zero Line
Pass thru
wheel and deal
Double pass thru ...cloverleaf
Centers pass thru . spin chain thru
Girls circulate one spot ... boys run
Wheel and deal ... pass thru
Left allemande
Heads touch one quarter . . . walk and dodge
All touch one quarter ... split circulate
Boys run .. . lines up and back
Centers box the gnat
Centers square thru four ... ends star thru
Do sa do to a wave ... girls trade
Recycle
pass thru . .. left allemande

Zero Line
Pass thru ... tag the line . . . cloverleaf
Centers swing thru ... centers linear cycle
Square thru four .. . touch one quarter
Scoot back .. . boys run .. . pass thru
Wheel and deal . zoom
Square thru three quarters . . . left allemande
Pass thru ... tag the line
Centers in ... cast off three quarters
Box the gnat . .. fan the top ... recycle
Square thru three quarters
Left allemande
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Touch one quarter ... eight circulate
Hinge one quarter ... fan the top
Recycle and veer left (a good
equivalent of zero box swing thru,
boys run)
Ferris wheel .. . double pass thru
Lead couple cloverleaf
Centers partner tag
Square thru three quarters .. . trade by
Left allemande
Pass thru ... tag the line right
Centers trade .. . bend the line
(timing is acute for smooth dancing)
Centers square thru four
Ends star thru ... right and left thru
Veer left ... ferris wheel
Centers swing thru ... turn thru
Left allemande

Some Turn Thru Drills
Heads turn thru . .. cloverleaf
Sides turn thru ... do sa do to a wave
Girls circulate . boys trade ... boys run
Wheel and deal ... box the gnat
Grand right and left
Heads swing thru . turn thru ... cloverleaf
Sides swing thru ... turn thru
Left allemande

Zero Box
Swing thru . .. turn thru ... trade
Do sa do to a wave ... recycle
Left allemande
Zero Line
boys run
Swing thru . turn thru
Walk and dodge ... partner trade
Star thru . .. pass thru
U turn back
Grand right and left
Heads rollaway half sashay
Circle eight .. . boys turn thru
Boys cloverleaf ... girls turn thru
All left turn thru ... boys cloverleaf
Girls left square thru four
Swing father ... promenade

A Moderate APD Program for Your Learn
To Square Dance Program
A reasonable amount of position dancing
should be part of your Learn-To-Dance program. The newer dancer, if instructed in class,
will accept this phase of dancing as long as you
don't get carried away! I would like to suggest
a program for introducing position dancing:
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1. Four boys/girls square thru
Heads/sides half sashay
Square thru four
2. Four boys/girls square thru
Do sa do to a wave
3. Sides half sashay
Heads square thru four
Do sa do to a wave
4. Four boys/girls swing thru
5. Half sashayed pass the ocean
6. Circulate after a swing thru

The above actions will give dancers a good
start to base the Mainstream program upon.

Some Dance Examples of the Above
Heads rollaway half sashay
Circle eight
Four boys square thru four
Split the girls around one
Into the middle ... all circle left
Girls square thru four . .. swing
Promenade
Heads rollaway ... half sashay
Circle eight .. . boys square thru four
Do sa do to a wave . .. boys run right
Left allemande
Heads rollaway half sashay
Circle eight ... girls square thru four
Do sa do to a wave . .. girls run right
Forward and back
Box the gnat .. crosstrail thru
Left allemande
Heads square thru four
Side rollaway half sashay
Do sa do to a wave
Centers trade ... boys run right
Pass thru .. wheel and deal
Square thru three quarters
Left allemande

Heads pass thru
U turn back
Circle eight ... boys pass the ocean
Boys swing thru . boys step thru
Do sa do the outside two
Make a wave ... boys run right
Star thru ... left allemande
Zero Box
Swing thru . eight circulate
Boys run ... wheel and deal
Left allemande

You will find that you must teach the class
how to respond to the above basics from the
few positions included. Please don't go out
and call this to a class. Teach them how to
dance their positions. In the long run, you will
have more confident dancers and dancers who
are well grounded in the basics.

Partner Hinge at the Plus Level
Zero Box
Right and left thru ... veer left
Couples hinge . .. triple trade
Partner hinge ... coordinate
Bend the line .. . star thru
Pass to the center
Square thru three quarters
Left allemande
Zero Line
Pass thru . .. partner hinge
Explode the wave ... partner hinge
Scoot back ... grand right and left
Heads pass thru . . . around one to a line
Ends load the boat . .. centers pass thru
Partner hinge ... ping pong circulate
Outsides partner hinge
Centers hinge one quarter.
Grand right and left

Heads rollaway half sashay
Circle eight ... boys do sa do to wave
Boys swing thru . .. swing thru again
Boys pass thru ... U turn back
Girls do sa do to wave .. . swing thru
Swing thru again ... girls pass thru
U turn back ... boys square thru four
Do sa do to a wave ... boys run right
Star thru ... pass thru . .. trade by
Pass thru . . left allemande

Swing thru . .. boys run .. . couples hinge
Triple trade ... center four partner hinge
Others bend in
Centers walk and dodge
Touch one quarter .. . centers trade
Boys run ... right and left thru
Pass the ocean ... recycle
Left allemande

Zero Line
Right and left thru
Rollaway half sashay . .. pass the ocean
Boys run ... couples circulate
Boys run ... grand right and left

Keep in mind that a partner hinge after a
pass thru is the same as a pass the ocean as far
as the ending formation is concerned but
there is a different feeling to it while dancing.
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Zero Box
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A Look at Partner Hinge at Mainstream
A partner hinge starts with a pair of dancers
facing the same direction and on the command, partner hinge, they will do one half of a
partner trade action ending in opposite facing
directions and holding right arms. Note you
will always end in a right hand formation as the
partner trade action determines the proper
ending position.
Zero Line
Pass thru ... partner hinge .. . girls trade
. left allemande
Swing thru . turn thru
Pass thru ... partner hinge ... fan the top
Recycle ... left allemande
Heads pass thru... partner hinge
Hinge and flutter ... lead to the right
Left allemande
Heads pass thru ... around one to a line
Centers pass thru ... partner hinge
Ends star thru ... centers step thru
Make a wave .. . girls trade
Recycle ... left allemande

Zero Box
Swing thru . . . boys run . . . couples circulate
Partner hinge ... scoot back .. . boys run
Pass thru ... wheel and deal . . . zoom
Square thru three quarters
Left allemande
All eight to the middle and back
Partner hinge .. . wrong way thar
Men back up . . . shoot the star
Left allemande

Zero Line
Pass thru ... partner hinge ... girls trade
Single hinge ... walk and dodge
Partner trade ... left allemande

° SINGING CALLS
YOU PRETTY BABY AND YOUR SWEET LOVE
By Chuck Donahue Mt. Sterling, Kentucky
Record: Prairie #1068, Flip Instrumental with
Chuck Donahue
OPENER, ENDING
Four ladies chain across you go
Join hands circle left you know
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Ladies center men sashay circle left
Ladies center men sashay circle again
Allemande the corner weave the ring
Meet your lady do sa do prop Wade
If you're wondering what I'm thinking of
It's just you pretty baby and
Your sweet love
f`v1IDDLE BREAK
Heads curlique left the boys run right
Right and left thru turn the girl
Dive thru curlique circulate two times
Allemande the corner and weave you do
When you meet your lady do sa do promenade
If you're wondering what I'm thinking of
It's just you pretty baby and
Your sweet love
FIGURE:
Heads flutterwheel across the ring
Square thru four hands around you do
Swing thru two by two boys run right
Bend the line and right and left thru
Star thru pass thru corner you swing
Swing that lady promenade that ring
If you're wondering what I'm thinking of
It's just you pretty baby and
Your sweet love
SEQUENCE: Opener, Figure twice, Middle
break, Figure twice, Ending.

RINKY TINK PIANO
By Johnnie Wykoff, Indianapolis, Indiana
Record: Blue Star #2230, Flip Instrumental with
Johnnie Wykoff
OPENER, MIDDLE BREAK, ENDING
Four ladies promenade inside the ring
Box the gnat and do a do sa do
Four boys star by the left one time
Put an arm around your maid star promenade
Girls back track go the other way around
Turn your partner by right arm
Left allemande promenade
I want you to play me a tune
On that old piano
That rinky tink piano of mine
FIGURE:
Head couples pass the ocean
Swing thru extend swing thru again
Scoot back and go
Boys run to the right and then
You pass the ocean now
Let the ladies trade my friend
Swing thru turn thru and now
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Swing that corner girl promenade
I want you to play me a tune
On that oid piano
That rinky tink piano of mine
SEQUENCE: Opener, Figure twice, Middle
break, [-figure twice, Ending.
JUST BECAUSE
By Daryl Clendenin, Portland, Oregon
Record: Chinook #057, Flip Instrumental with
Daryl Clendenin
OPENER, MIDDLE BREAK, ENDING
Four ladies promenade the inside
Get back home and swing with your man
Join up hands and circle
Go walking around the ring
Do an allemande left and weave the land
You cause me to spend all my money
Swing that lady around and promenade
Well Fm telling you honey
I'm through with you because just because
FIGURE:
Head couples promenade go halfway
Down the middle and do a right and left thru
Flutterwheel then sweep a quarter more
Pass thru split the outside two
Make a line pass thru girls run then
Boys run slide thru swing the corner
Promenade well I'm telling you baby
I'm through with you because just because
SEQUENCE: Opener, Figure twice, Middle
break, Figure twice, Ending.
MORNING DEW
By Joe Porritt, Louisville, Kentucky
Record: JoPat #403 Flip Instrumental with Joe
Porritt
OPENER, MIDDLE BREAK, ENDING
Circle left
The first strange town I was ever in
The county was hanging a man
Left allemande the corner
Turn partner by the right
Four ladies promenade the ring
Turn your partner by the right
Full turn to the corner there
Left allemande come back and promenade
I washed my face in the morning dew
And kept on moving along
FIGURE:
Heads square thru four hands around
Meet that corner do a do sa do
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Swing thru boys run right
CrusplPs nirmilatP move up ferricv.L.thogs!

Do a Dixie grand a right if you can
A left and right pull by
Swing the corner girl and promenade
I washed my face in the morning dew
And kept on moving along
SEQUENCE: Opener, Figure twice, Middle
break, Figure twice, Ending.

ROUND DANCES
ONE MORE TIME Hi-Hat BB 013
Choreographers: Brian and Sharon Bassett
Comment: An easy and fun to do two-step and
the music is most danceable.
INTRODUCTION
1-4 OPEN-FACING Wait; Wait; Apart, —,
Point, —; Together to OPEN, —, Touch,

PART A
1-4 Run Fwd, 2, 3, Brush; Bk, 2, 3, Touch;
Vine Apart, 2, 3, Brush; Together, 2, 3,
Touch;
5-8 Side, Close, Fwd, —; Side, Close, Bk,
; Two-Step Apart; Two-Step
Together;
9-12 Repeat action meas 1-4 Part A:
13-16 Repeat action meas 5-8 Part A except to
end in BUTTERFLY M facing WALL:
PART B
1-4 Side, Close, Fwd, —; Side, Close, Bk,
— ; Open Vine, —, 2, —; 3, —, 4 BUTTERFLY, —;
5-8 Side, Close, Fwd, —; Side, Close, Bk,
—; Vine, 2, 3, 4 end SEMI-CLOSED facing LOD; Walk Fwd, —, 2, —;
9-12 Run, 2, 3, 4; Fwd, — 11/4 R Turn M face
WALL in BUTTERFLY, —; Side, XIB, Side,
XIB to OPEN;
13-16 Fwd, —, Point, —; Fwd, —, Point, —;
Cross Walk, —, 2, —; 3, —, 4, —;
SEQUENCE: Dance goes thru twice plus Ending.
Ending:
1-4 Run, 2, 3, 4; Fwd, —, 1/4 R Turn M face
WALL in BUTTERFLY, —; Side, Close,
Side, Close; Apart, —, Point,
MY AFFECTION — Hi-Hat BB013
Choreographers: Dave and Jeanne Troweli
Comment: An interesting two-step with Part B
done with identical footwork. Good music.
INTRODUCTION
1-4 OPEN-FACING Wait; Wait; Apart. —,
Point, —; Together to OPEN,
Touch,
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-

PART A
Fwd Two-Step; Fwd Two-Step end
RI ITTFREI Y M face WALL, Side, - XL%
aloe,
Thru to face LOD in OPEN,
"
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-

Fwd Two Step; Basketball Turn end
facing RLOD ins LEFT OPEN; Fwd, Ciose,
Bk, Close; Walk Fwd, -, 2, -;
9 12 Repeat action meas 1 4 Part A:
13 16 Fwd Two-Step; Basketball Turn end
facing LOD; Fwd, Close, Bk, -; (Bk,
Recov, -;) Bk, Close, Fwd, -; Now
identical footwork
PART B
1 4 Scissors end both facing WALL in
SHADOW; Fwd Two-Step; Side, -5 XIB,
-; Side, -, XIF, -;
5 8 Scissors end both facing RLOD in
LEFT OPEN; Fwd Two-Step; Fwd,
Close,Bk, Close; Walk, -, 2, -;
9 12 Scissors end both facing COH in
SHADOW; Fwd Two-Step; Side, -, XIB,
-; Side, -, XIF, -;
13 16 Scissors end both facing LOD in OPEN;
Fwd Two-Step; Fwd, Close,Bk, -; (Bk,
Recov, -;) Bk, Close, Fwd, -; Opposite footwork
SEQUENCE: Dance goes thru twice plus Ending.
Ending:
1 2 Walk Fwd, -, 2, -; Side, Close, Cross
Point.
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

SIDECAR M face DIAGONAL RLOD &
WALL; Twinkle, 2, 3 end BANJO; Twinkle, 2, 3 end CLOSED M face 1 HLnD;
29 32 (R) Waltz Turn; (R) Waltz Turn end M
face WALL; Apart, Point, -; Together to
BUTTERFLY, Touch, ;
SEQUENCE: Dance goes thru twice plus Ending.
Ending:
1 4 BUTTERFLY (Twirl) Side, XIB, Side;
Thru, Side, Close; Side, Draw, Close;
Apart, Point,
-

-

-

-

WAH-WAH CDC - M15
Choreographers: Jean and Roy Green
Comment: A busy though not difficult two-step.
Music is adequate. Cues on one side of
record.
INTRODUCTION
1 2 OPEN FACING Wait; Apart, Point, Together, Touch to BUTTERFLY M face
WALL;
PART A
1 4 Balance L/2, 3, Balance R/2, 3; Balance
Away/2, 3, Together/2, 3 to OPEN facing LOD: Fwd Two-Step„ Fwd TwoStep,; Cross Walk, 2, 3, 4 end BUTTERFLY M face WALL;
5-8 Repeat action meas 1-4 Part A except to
end in SEMI-CLOSED facing LOD:
PART B
1 4 Fwd Two-Step„ Fwd Two-Step end
CLOSED M facing WALL, Turn TwoStep„ Turn Two- Step9 ; Twisty Vine, 2,
Quick Two-Step to BANJO M face LOD,;
Fwd, 2, Quick Two-Step to BUTTERFLY
M face WALL,;
5 8 Back Apart, 2, In Place/2, 3; Together,
2, In Place/2, 3; Step, Kick Thru, Swivel,
Swivel; Step, Kick Thru, Swivel, Swivel
end SEMI-CLOSED:
9-12 Repeat action meas 1-4 Part B:
13-16 Repeat action meas 5-8 Part B:
PART C
1 4 Walk Fwd, 2, 3, Pickup to CLOSED;
Strut,- 2, 3, 4; Fwd/Close, Bk, Bk, 2;
Bk/Close, Fwd, Fwd, 2 end BUTTERFLY
M face WALL;
5 8 Side, XIB, Bk to Bk Quick Two-Step,;
Side, XIB, Quick Two-Step,; Solo Circle
Away Two-Step„ Two-Step,; Strut Together, 2, 3, 4 to SEMI CLOSED facing
LOD;
9-12 Repeat action meas 1-4 Part C:
13-16 Repeat action meas 5-8:
SEQUENCE: A- B- A- B meas 1-8 plus
Ending.
Ending:
1
Fwd, 2, 3, Face partner; Apart/Point.
-

-

-

-

VALLEY OF THE MOON - Belco 315
Choreographers: Ken Croft and
Elena DeZordo
Comment: A most pleasant and easy-to-do waltz
with adequate music. Has cues on one band.
INTRODUCTION
1 4 OPEN FACING Wait; Wait; Apart, Point,
-; Together to BUTTERFLY M facing
WALL, Touch, -;
PART A
1 4 Waltz Away, 2, 3; Waltz Together, 2, 3;
(Twirl) Side, XIB, Side; Pickup, to,
CLOSED M face LOD;
5 8 (L) Waltz Turn; (L) Waltz Turn end M
face WALL in BUTTERFLY; Side, Draw,
Close; Side, Draw, Close;
9-12 Repeat action meas 1-4 Part A:
13-16 Repeat action meas 5-8 Part A:
PART B
17 20 Waltz Balance (L), 2, 3; Waltz Balance
(R), 2, 3; Solo Turn Away, 2, 3; 4 M face
WALL, Side, Close BUTTERFLY;
21 24 Side, XIB, Side; Thru to CLOSED M still
facing WALL, Side, Close; Dip Bk,
-;
Recov Touch. -;
25 28 Fwd, Side, Close; Bk, Side, Close end
-

-

-

-

-

-
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CALIFONE PA SETS

Summer & Fall Special

1815K. One speaker in lid. 10-18 watts
$225.00
1925-03, One speaker in lid. 40-60 watts
$345.00
1925-04, 2 separate speakers in case. 60-100 watts
$400.00
1155K-12, 2 speakers in case, stereo 5-9 watts/channel $400.00
2155-04, 2 speakers in case, stereo 40-60 watts/channel $525.00
$285.00
1925-00, amplifier only
ASHTON AMPLIFIER "S" SERIES
AS 50S 50 Watt Single Channel Amp. Only
AS 100S 100 Watt Single Channel Amp. Only
AS 150S 150 Watt Single Channel Amp. Only
AS 200S 200 Watt Single Channel Amp. Only

$624.75
$743.65
$874.50
$984.50

OPTIONS AVAILABLE FOR ASHTON AMPLIFIERS
#1 Digital Speed Indicator $147.00
#2 LED Power Meter (1 on "S" Unit, 2 on "D" Unit)
#3 Automatic Tape Recorder $195.00

ASHTON AMPLIFIER "0" SERIES

AS 100D 50 Watt Dual Channel Amp. Only

$834.75
$1064.65
$1265.00
$1644.50

AS 200D 100 Watt Dual Channel Amp. Only
AS 300D 150 Watt Dual Channel Amp. Only
AS 400D 200 Watt Dual Channel Amp. Only

PLUS FREIGHT ON
ALL ABOVE PRICES

HAWKINS RECORD CASES
$28.95
$35.95

RC 700 Wood Case, 120 records
RC 710 Wood Case, 120 records with mike compartment

ASHTON RECORD CASES
RC-4
RC-5
RC-4
RC-5

Metal record case, holds 120 records/mike compartment
Metal record case, holds 150 records/no mike compartment
Wood record case, holds 120 records/mike compartment
Wood record case, holds 150 records/no mike compartment

$33.54
$33.54

$44.62
$44.62

Record Case Shipping—$5.00/Metal—$6.00/Wood
We also carry Yak Stacks, Supreme
PLASTIC QUICK LOAD 45 RPM Speakers, and Mity Mite Speakers,
ADAPTER $7.50
Ashton, and Halpo Speaker stands
plus $1.00 shipping
from $89.95.

MIKE COZY
$11.80

Trak-Shun Slodown Now Available
$5.00 per can + 504z per can shipping

plus $1.25
shipping

ALL shipping charges
quoted are for U.S. only

__442,1t!,4,4444116

CAR CADDY — A new concept in a hand truck. Carries up to 100 lbs., 40" folds to 20". Tubular
steel weighs 7 lbs. Collapsible, designed to be used for sound equipment, luggage, etc. $31.95
plus $4.00 postage USA. Shock cord for Caddy $2.00 each plus $1 shipping.

LATEST RELEASES on these OUTSTANDING LABELS
BLUE STAR RELEASES
2242—Washington Lee Swing, Caller; Vernon
Jones Flip Inst
2241—Hank Williams Medley, Caller; Vernon
Jones, Flip Inst
2240—Candy Lips, Caller; Rocky Strickland,
Flip Inst
2239—Good Old Summertime, Caller;
Johnnie Wykoff, Flip Inst
2238—I Still Love You, Caller; Marshall Flippo,
Flip Inst
2237—Sentimental Ole You, Caller; Andy
Petrere, Flip Inst
2236—Blue Moon, Cuer; Clark McDowell, Flip
Inst; Round Dance
2235—Rider; (A) Flip IDA Red; (A), Two
Hoedowns
7214—Ynu

rare; Caller; Jerry Dews

DANCE RANCH RELEASES:
680 —So This Is Love, Caller; John Chavis
and Ben Coleman, Flip Inst
679 —Warmed Over Kisses, Caller; Stan
Russell, Flip Inst
678 —There's A Song In The Wind, Caller;
Frank Lane, Flip Inst
BOGAN RELEASES
1351—Night Train To Memphis, Callers,
Tommy White and David Davis, Flip
Inst
1350—I'll Fly Away, Caller; Gary Bible, Flip
Inst
1349—I'm A Swinger, Caller; Pat Grymes, Flip
Inst
1348—If I were A Rich Man, Caller; Tommy
White and David Davis, Flip Inst

,

Flip Inst
2233—My Pretty Girl, Caller; Johnnie Wykoff,
Flip Inst

We carry all square dance labels.
Dealers: Please write tor your
inquiries concerning starting
a dealership to:

LORE RELEASES
1213—Smile Away Each Rainy Day, Caller;
Johnny Creel, Flip inst
1212—In Mexico, Caller; Bob Graham, Flip
Inst
BEE SHARP RELEASES
123 —Johnny Cash Medley, Caller; Sheldon
Kolb, Flip Inst
122 —American Made, Caller; Wayne
Spraggins, Flip Inst
SWINGING SQUARE RELEASES
2380—Some Kind of Woman, Caller; Peter
Richardson, Flip Inst
2379—Should I Do It, Caller; Robert
Schuler, Flip Inst
C/W RECORDS NEW COMPANY
2001—I've Tried To Find A Partner; Caller;
1-1r4gc.i.Wilim, Flip Inst

PETTICOAT PATTER RELEASES
116 —Oklahoma Morning; Caller; Toots
Richardson, Flip Inst
115 — Bright Lights And Country Music;
Caller; Toots Richardson, Flip Inst

MERRBACH RECORD SERVICE, P.O. Box 7309, Houston, Texas 77248-7309
323 W. 14th — Houston, Texas 77008 — (713) 862-7077

SATURDAY SQUARE DANCING IN LYONS, COLORADO
This Summer Dance with the Red Rock Ramblers
7:45 Rounds--8:15 Squares
Lyons Elementary Gym — 4th & Stickney — Every Saturday

Our 26th Summer Season of Square Dancing
June 16 — Les Main, CO
23 — Don Nordby, NE
30 — Bob Kendall &
John Kwaiser, CO
(Summer Serenade for
"Good Old Days")
July 7 — Dave Guille, WY
14 — Dean Salveson, CO

21 — Jerry Haag, WY & TX
July 28 — Gary Shoemake, TX
Aug. 4 — Les Main, CO
11 — Ken Bower, CA
18 — Dave Guille, WY
25 — Dave Kenny, CO
Sept. 1 — Scott Smith, UT
(26th Annual "Whing Ding")

A Good Dance Every Saturday . . . You Are Always Welcome In Lyons!
Dancers from here and far come to Lyons! Campers call (303) 823-6692

H

Balloons
Are Our Business
Balloons for Hoedowns
Balloons for Special Events

Rubber Balloons
Mylar Balloons
Helium
Inflators
We at Balloon Baron not only sell and print

on balloons—we also
manufacture a wide
selection of BALLOON
INFLATORS for any application—Send for our free
catalog showing the
accessories we manufacture
and sell. Become acquainted
with our "Easy Tie"
"Spin-On"
and "Gas Saver."

lialloon Baron
A Division of
WILLIAMS PRODUCTS, INC.
1279-E West Stowell Road

was to sing first tenor in
some well-known gospel quartet, but it
was not to be. When Bob's young voice
changed it went down instead of up, so even
though he was the boy vocal soloist at high
school, second tenor for a barbershop quartet
and a member of several male choral groups,
the high road led to the trials and joys of a
square dance caller.
Bob's square dance activity began while in
the U.S. Air Force. He regrets turning down
invitations to get involved as a dancer during
his tour in Hawaii but while stationed near
Madrid, Spain, a co-worker coaxed Bob to an
open house sponsored by the Madrid
Squares. Immediately "spellbound", he
signed up for lessons along with his wife,
Marie, their daughter Renee and son, Rhett.
The Shivers danced for two years with the
Madrid Squares in Spain, one year with the
Langley AFB Lanciers in Virginia and then
went to Athens, Greece. It was there that Bob
was instrumental in forming the Athenia
Strings and Laces and after dancing to records
for a few months, took the plunge and picked
up the mike! The singing calls were great but,
reportedly, the patter left much to be desired.
IS LIFE'S DESIRE

41.11111■
Santa Maria, California 93454
For full information call: CA 800-592-5925 • USA 800-235-4112

mummti RECORDS
EASY MATERIAL USING CALLERLAB BASICS 1-22
Instrumental 45 rpm. Dance description included.
WW 113
WW 201
WW 203
WW 212
WW 304
WW 305
WW 309
WW 311
WW 600

Gentle On My Mind
Hey Lei Lee Lei Lee
Engine 9
Bad Bad Leroy Brown
Big Sombrero Contra
Robinson Crusoe
Long Lonesome Highway
Glendale Train
if My Friends Could See Me Now

Callerlab Basics 1-8
Callerlab Basics 1-8
Callerlab Basics 1-14
Callerlab Basics 1-8
Callerlab Basics 1-22
Callerlab Basics 1-16
Callerlab Basics 1-21
Callerlab Basics 1-19
Basics 1-17

Bob
Ruff
$3.25 ea. Add $1/order for mailing.
California add sales tax.

For above dances with calling by BOB RUFF order WW LP 1001, "Square Dance
Party For The New Dancer, No. 1". $8.95 plus $1 for mailing.
Mail to:
Bob Ruff Wagon Wheel Records, 8459 Edmaru Ave., Whittier, CA 90605 (213) 693-5976
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Well, time has a way of changing these things
and Bob Shiver has come a long way since
1973. He has taught more than 1,000 new
dancers, has called at numerous festivals and
specials throughout Georgia and bordering
states, and currently is the club caller for the
Plane Promenaders, Irish Reelers and Flutter
Wheels.
Bob recorded on Thunderbird for several
years and is now on the staff of the newly
revised Mustang label. His first release with
Mustang, "Rodeo Romeo," became available
this past December. Bob also owns and operates A&S Record Shop which is growing by
leaps and bounds.
Secretary for the Georgia Callers Association, Bob believes all callers should do their
utmost to support their area's Callers Association. "Callers should maintain proper attitude
and definitely dress western style," Bob says.
His slogan is "Keep Smiling" and he ends each
dance with "If you see someone without a
smile, be sure to give them one of yours."

* BADGES *
young

FREE SAMPLES FOR CLUB BADGES
SEND SKETCH & QUANTITY FOR
OUR SAMPLE & QUOTATION

* SPECIAL EVENT AND
VISITATION BADGES
From
$25.00 per 100

LETTERS, continued from page 3
are left to the end . . . We all try to promote
square dancing as a healthy, fun activity for all
ages. Please help us with healthy recipes.
Eloise Joppa
Stephens City, Virginia

* FUN
* CONVENTION
BADGES
BADGES

Please see page 26. Editor
DENVER, COLORADO

Dear Editor:
The Square Tappers are looking forward to
our 18th National in Baltimore. Our kids work
all year raising funds, learning new routines,
designing costumes, making travel arrangements and setting up housing. These areas are
handled through our Parents' Organization, a

WESTERN SNAP BUTTONS
TECH-PEARL in 10 colors
Blue, Yellow, Smoke, Tan, Brown,
Black, Red, White, Lt. & Dk. Green
5 for $1.00

DANCER SILHOUETTES
Iron-On for Shirts, Dresses, Vests
Red, Black, White-4 inch — 4 for 80v
2 inch — 6 for 80v
Zippers, laces, ric-rac available
Add 80c on first $5.00; $1.25 over $5.00 for
handling. Mich. add 4% State Tax

T & C ENTERPRISES P.O. Box 271
Cedar Springs, Mich. 49319
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Plastic Bar
Metal Bar
(Cal. Residents)
Sales Tax 6%

Single Rover
Emblem
Double Rover
Emblem

1.50

2.50

Postage & Handling Chg — $1.75 per order

Have you square danced 1000 miles or more from
home?
If so—YOU can become a "ROVER." A caller's OK will
qualify a couple if they have completed the mileage
requirement. Hang your Rover Emblem on a Bar engraved with the Town and State where you visited and
danced.

BLUE ENGRAVERS
P.O. Box 1070
San Pedro, CA 90731

(213)
833-1581

"ORIGINALS IN SQUARE DANCE BADGES"
For Over 30 Years
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Cal Golden's Callers Colleges and Seminars
Cal Is On Staff At These Callers Colleges
Open To All Callers-Callerlab Curriculum Followed
July 9-13, Hot Springs, Arkansas
Cal & Carl Will Emphasize How to Teach,
Dance & Call The 68 Basics
August 13-17, Hot Springs, Arkansas
Cal & Carl's Sight Calling School
Sept. 3-7, Myrtle Beach, South Carolina
Cal & John Kaltenthaler
October 14-18, Stillwater, Oklahoma
Cal & Carl's New Caller School
Nov. 4-9, Cope Crest, Dillard, Georgia
Cal, Stan Burdick, Jerry & Becky Cope

CALLERS SEMINARS
July 29 — Amarillo Callers Assoc.,
Amarillo, Texas
Sept. 18, 19, Rainier Caller Assoc.,
Tacoma, Washington
Sept. 21, 22, 23, Victoria District Caller Assoc.,
Victoria, British Columbia, Canada
October 6, 7 — Callers Assoc. of Winnipeg,
Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada

For Information: Sharon Golden, 300 Elmhurst, Hot Springs, Arkansas 71913 Phone: 501-623-7274

non-profit, tax-exempt corporation. Over the
years it has averaged about $20, 000 to pick up
approximately half of our expenses to the National. We have been selected to represent
square dancing and youth and the State of
Michigan in the Independence Day Parade in
Washington D.C. on July 4th, also to dance on
the Elipse at the White House. We hope we
can find ways to afford this honor as it will
mean extending our trip from Baltimore another week. We have great love for the kids,
respect for their parents and hope we can

continue this work and travel for a long time to
come. We are now in our second and third
generations of kids from some families! Anyone interested in more information about the
group may write us.
Gene and Alice Maycroft
947 West Street
Muskegon, MI 49442
Dear Editor:
If you, like me, would like to work more
closely with your (clogging) colleagues across
the country, I invite you to join me in an effort
Apparel Shop

WESTERN SQUARES DANCE RANCH
BATON ROUGE, LA.
PRESENTS ITS 1984 WORLDS FAIR SCHEDULE
July 6

SUPPER CLUB, Mainstream,
Andy Petrere
ADVANCED, Sun. 4:30 pm
GUMBO SPECIAL, Pat Barbour
& Andy Petrere
ADVANCED DANCE
Mac Letson, Mainstream & Plus
Supper Club, Mainstream
ADVANCED DANCE
Mainstream Special
Lem Gravelle, Mainstream &
Plus
Supper Club, Mainstream
ADVANCED, Sun. 4:30 pm

Air

conditioned

Oak Floor

Sept. 15

ANNIVERSARY DANCE,
Gary Shoemake & Andy
July 8
Petrere
Andy & Algie Petrere
July 14
Sept. 22
ADVANCED DANCE
Blue Star
Records
Supper Club, Mainstream
Oct. 5
July 21
Oct. 14
ADVANCED Sun. 4:30 pm
July 28
Nov. 2
Supper Club, Mainstream
Aug. 3
Nov. 3
Pat Barbour, Mainstream &
Aug. 4
Plus
Aug. 11
Nov. 11
ADVANCED, Sun. 4:30 pm
Aug. 25
Nov. 23 & 24 TURKEY STRUT, Jerry
BLUE STAR RELEASES BY ANDY
Story & Andy Petrere
I Don't Want to be Alone Tonight 2053
Sept. 7
Dec. 15
CHRISTMAS SPECIAL,
Sweet Memories 2075
Sept. 9
Wayne Baldwin & Andy
Wabash Cannonball 2077
Petrere
I Don't Believe I'll Fall in Love Today 2100
Robinhood 2106
Club dances & workshops every week night.
Evidently 2117
You're in Love with the Wrong Man 2127
For information write or call.
Heaven is My Woman's Love 2157
Sentimental Ole You 2237
12111 Catalina Ave.
Right or Wrong
Baton Rouge, LA 70814
I May be Used but I Ain't Used Up
Available from your local record dealer
Phone (504) 926 8373
-
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I am calling F.I. D. D. L. E. = Federation of
Intelligent Dedicated Literature Editors. I
feel it might help if we could have one central
means of contacting each other. If you have an
item of concern or of general information that
you would like to share with cloggers across
the country, you could write one letter and be
assured that it would reach at least all of your
fellow editors for their consideration. My suggesting for the medium through which this
could be done is a newsletter, with the working title of Fiddler's Fancy. This needn't have
any regularly scheduled deadline; it would
simply be an "as needed" tool of communication. We have a list of publications we know
about. I would like to get in touch with other
clogging and folk dance publications. If you
can help, please let me know . . . For the time
being, C. L.O. G. will provide the money for
copying and mailing any communications for
F.I. D. D. L. E. If several of you decide we
might benefit from sharing news through a
medium such as this, each publication might
contribute some sum, such as $10.00, to defray postage and copying costs.
Shelia Popwell, Editor
Flop-Eared Mule
PO Box 478
Hampton, GA 30228
Dear Editor:
It is a regular complaint in Letters to the
Editor that there is no accommodation in
square dancing for the "occasional" dancer
who cannot attend a club once a week. This
dancer says, "When I come to a dance after a
month, everyone is doing new things that I
haven't learned." That is not quite correct.
They are doing things that everyone was
taught but that the occasional visitor has natu-

24K Gold-Plated Enameled

4ml DAM JEWELRY
P. Earrings or Pendant $3.95
Both for only $6.95
plus $1.00 ship. & handling
(Calif. res. add 6% sales tax)
When ordering specify dress color;
red, blue, or black.
Send check or money order to:
Charmz.Reaction
P.O. Box 6529
Woodland Hills, CA 91365

•

,./LLICO'

j,OUSE

or
MAINCIfir.STER,

1166 HOOKSETT ROAD Zip 03104
WORLD'S LARGEST SQUARE DANCE SHOP

Send $2.00 for our 44 page catalog
$2.00 refunded with first purchase

Newest Releases
BA-403 Wonder Could I Live There Anymore by Bobby Keefe
BA-402 You Were On My Mind by Bobby Keefe
BA-602 Bill Bailey by Johnny Walter
BA-601 Looking Over a Four Leaf Clover by Johnny Walter
BA-105 So Round So Firm So Fully Packed by James Maxey
BA-106 A Little Bitty Tear Let Me Down by James Maxey

BRAHMA RECORDS

904-268-9705
11909 Hoodlanding, Jacksonville, Fl. 32223
Distributed by Corsair Continental Corp.

FOR A VERY UNUSUAL AND INEXPENSIVE GIFT
PHOTO T-SHIRT . . . $8.00
send any size B&W or color photo of good
quality. We'll computerize it and put it on a
quality 50/50 polyester-cotton T-shirt.
Photo will be returned unharmed

red
Or

eke
trio?

For men or women standard
crew neck
L (42-44)
S (34-36)
M (38-40) XL (46-48)
1 or 2 lines can be added above
and/or below the photo. 10
letters per line

BIG, ROOMY TOTE BAG WITH PHOTO
what could be handier than a roomy TOTE
BAG with handles, and pictures of the children or the grandchildren.
1 photo — front
$7.00
2 photos — front/back 9.00
Include with your photo and/or message:
color, size and amt. of items, your name, address, city,
state, zip. Add $2.00 Post/handling per order, send
check or money order only to

WE CAN PUT ANY MESSAGE YOU WANT ON A T-SHIRT
Up to 16 letters per line including spaces and 11 lines per shirt.
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JIFA ENTERPRISE
P.O. BOX 475
ORANGE BEACH, AL 36561
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Bob Bennett,

Chuck
tiabby
Tommy Jack & Muriel
Bud
If anyone is having problems obtaining
Baker
Raye
Whitten Russell
nwner-Producer Thunderbird Records, contact the company.
Singing Calls
New Clogging routines
Hoedowns
TH 528 Cripple Cricket/Vivian Bennett
TB 232 Welkin' Through the Shadows of My TH-528 Cripple Cricket/Rebel Yell
Mind/Tommy
TH
507 Mountain Dew/Janice Lowe
Rounds by the Rayes
TB 233 Baby's Back Again/Bud Whitten
TH 4000 The Real McCoy/Vivian Bennett
TR-3001 Welkin' After Midnight
TB 234 Will not be released under any title
TB 2300 Clogging White Shoes/Sheila
by Jack & Muriel Raye
(Houston nor Going Hunting Tonight will TR-3002 Kansas City Kick
Popwell
be released until a later date)
TD 0001 Camptown Races/Janice Lowe
Clogging routines are available to many TB
TB 225 Cab Driver/Chuck Mashburn &
records, please get in touch with dealers,
Gabby Baker (Duet)
distributors or write to the company.
20ty Jekyll Island Jamboree

THUNDERBIRD RECORDS • 2111 HILLCREST DR. • VALDOSTA, GA 31601

rally forgotten.
But can it be any other way? Who has been
running the club while the once-a-month
dancer has been away? People who devote
more than one night a week to the club. A club
is run by the people who participate and will
reflect their interest and desires. Even a club
that is run as a business by a caller will cater to
the customers who can be relied upon to show
up every week, not to the occasional drop-ins.
One regular is worth four times a once-amonth dancer in simple dollars and cents,
PATTERN
No. 319
$4.50

August 16-19, 1984
Jekyll Island, Georgia

besides being a lot more encouraging to the
caller.
Square dancing is doing. It is not like television where someone else is paid a bundle to
do it for you.
Paul Zimmermann
San Francisco, California
There's always the other side of the coin. Although some people simply cannot attend
once-a-week, they still have the desire to
dance and should be able to do so. The question is, are we providing places for them to
enjoy a less involved form of square dancing?
Editor

SQUARE DANCE PATTERNS
Multi-Size Pattern
319 Ladies' Square Dance Dress
8 Pieces
Square dance dress features inset V-neckband in
front and back, with ruffle trimmed with bias tape.
The 8-gored gathered skirt has 3 rows of bias tape
trim. Dress is sleeveless, with ruffle extending
slightly over shoulder.
Multi-Size 5-7-9 6-8-10 12-14-16 18-20-40

Dealer inquiries welcome.
Mail to: AUTHENTIC PATTERNS, INC.
P.O. Box 170119
Arlington, Texas 76003
Pattern # 319

@ $4.50 ea. Size(s)

TOTAL AMOUNT ENCLOSED $
Name
Address
City

State

Zip

Add for
1 Pattern — $1.25 3 Patterns — $2.55
postage & handling: 2 Patterns — $2.00 4 Patterns — $2.90
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BADGES BY PROFESSIONALS
Over
GUEST

15 Years of
Service to
Square Dancers

VISITATION BADGES

*Send CLUB BADGE With Order for Design
*$35.00 per 100 Minimum
Plus $25.00 One Time Die Charge
*All orders Prepaid with $1.00 postage

Delron's of

CLUB AND

FUN BADGES

*New Methods to Make Your
Club Badges Stand Out
*Send Sketch or Present Badge
for Estimate

DELLe

P.O. Box 364, Lemon Grove, Calif. 92045
(714) 469-2109
A!!

Dear Editor:
The Muddy Frogs were pleased with their
badge in the April SQUARE DANCING Magazine. Evidentally I failed to put Oregon in my
note. Milton Freewater is in Oregon about 10
miles from Walla Walla, Washington. Even
with Washington, instead of Oregon, we
thought the article looked great.
Pat Wiggins, Walla Walla, Washington
Note: All Muddy Frogs dance in Oregon, not in
Washington. Be sure you put their "pond and
pad" in the right state.
—Editor

J7499 Simhing
119 Allen Street
Hampden, Mass. 01036

Dear Editor:
We have had several theme dances—
Frontier Ball, Mardi Gras, etc. and we always
plan them in conjunction with a meal at the
conclusion of the dance. We enjoyed the
Crockpot idea in the April magazine and will
give it a try.
Sharon Terrell
Pineville, Louisiana
When writing to the editor, be aware that
unsigned letters will not be published. We will,
however, honor requests for name to be withheld.
Everything
for SQUARE DANCERS

Send $1.00 for Catalog
(Refunded on first order)

#P-700Nylon Ruffles
100 yards of soft Nylon Ruffling are used to trim this
very full three skirt nylon "horsehair" bouffant.
This is not only a very durable, but beautiful
garment. Heavy elastic waistline is double stitched
for comfort and long wear.

Colors:
White/White ruffles

Hot Pink/Hot Pink ruffles
White/Blue ruffles
White/Multi-colored ruffles
Pink, Blue & Yellow
Sizes:
Small, medium, large
Length: 19" 21" 23"
Please give waist size 8 length desired
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$25.00

Black/Black ruffles
Red/Red ruffles
Soft Pink/Soft Pink ruffles
Yellow/Yellow nifflec

Blue/Blue ruffles
Brown/Brown ruffles
Orange/Orange ruffles
Purple/Purple ruffles

Handling
$2.00 each
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QUARTERLY SELECTION
POETRY BOOK
• Over 50 Poems
• Perfect and inexpensive gift for Square
Dancers, Non-Dancers and Kids
• Money Back Guarantee (In salable
condition)

Only $5.00
(Plus $1.00 Postage & Handling)

Danny Licten — California Poetry Publications
P.O. Box 12323 Santa Ana, CA 92701
ATTENTION CALLERS
AND
NEW CALLERS
I will supply you with calling material to cover a three hour
dance. This will be based on a twenty minute program including
your singing calls with a ten minute rest period. Please state the
level of dance you want.
One-Night-Stand
Mainstream & OS.
Basic 1-48
Plus Program (1 &2)
Mainstream 1-68
Advanced 1
If you want any particular figure to use, I will send you the
definition and workshop material. For more information please
contact Arthur A. Gorski, Rt. I, Box 535, Rhinelander, Wisconsin 54501, Phone (715) 369-1786.

ghave,:i CL

SINGING CALLS
GOODNIGHT SWEETHEART — Blue Star 2229
Key: A Tempo: 130 Range: HC Sharp
Caller: Nate Bliss
LA
Synopsis: (Break) Walk around corner — left
hand turn your partner — four ladies chain
three quarters — rollaway — circle left —
allemande corner — weave ring — promenade (Figure) Head couples square thru four
—corner do sa do — swing thru — boys run
right — ferris wheel — right and left thru —
square thru three quarters — swing corner —
promenade.
Comment: A great end-of-the-evening dance
Figure is very average and the music is moss
appropriate. The tune is so familiar the
dancers will likely join in on the singing.
Rating: ***
JUST BECAUSE — Chinook 057
Key: G
Tempo: 128
Range: HB
Caller: Daryl Clendenin
LA
Synopsis: Complete call printed in Workshop.
Comment: A tune that has carved a notch for
popularity in the square dance recording field.
The dancers felt the music, although acceptHOW TO USE THE RECORD REPORT
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All singing calls are checked and rated by our reviewer
and by dancers who dance to each recording. Recording quality, instrumentation, clarity of commands, presentation, body mechanics, flow of dance and choreography are all considered. The rating is given on an
overall consensus although an outstanding or a detracting feature in one or more points may contribute to the
final rating. The tempo, key and range — high and low —
are included for each singing call, while the key and
tempo are included for hoedowns. Whether you individually agree with the review is not as important as it is for
you to be able to count on the consistency of the reviewer's comments. Comparing these with your own
viewpoint will allow you to determine which records are
most suitable for your own use. Star ratings range from
* to *****, or below average to outstanding. A
synopsis of each singing call is included while selected
records are reproduced in their entirety in the Workshop
section of the same issue.
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RDS

P.O. Box 574, Kingsburg, CA 93631
Owners/producers
Rick Hampton
Jay Henderson
(209) 896-3816
(209) 224-3456
Distributed by Corsair Continental

•

Jay Henderson Rick Hampton

CURRENT RELEASES
FT-115 Houston (Means I Am One Day Closer To You)
by Vic
FT-114 There Must Be Something About Me
That She Loves by Rick
COMING SOON
FT-113 Crocodile Rock by Phil
*Clog-A-Rounds by Dawn*
*Round Dances*

able, was a little heavy for the voice. All callers
can certainly use this Mainstream dance. The
voices in the background were well blended.
Vocal background on instrumental would
have been beneficial.
Rating: ****

I'M A SWINGER — Bogan 1349
Key: C
Tempo: 130
Range: HC
Caller: Pat Grymes
LC
Synopsis: (Break) Four ladies chain across —
chain back home join hands circle left
left allemande
weave ring — swing —
promenade (Figure) Heads promenade halfway — into middle square thru four — swing

Phil Farmer

Vic Kaaria

Dawn Farmer

FT-110 Lovesick Blues by Jay
FT-109 Tune Up, 48 Basic Hoedown by Rick
FT-107 Song Sung Blue by Rick
FT-104 Snipe Romp/Flip Hoedown by Rick
FT-103 Pick Me Up On Your Way Down by Jay
FT-101 Pickin' Up Strangers by Jay

thru outside two — spin the top — boys move
up square thru four
trade by — swing
corner — promenade.
Comment: The music on this release is above
average and well-recorded. The figure is
closely timed and moves smoothly. All are
Mainstream figures. The tune will be familiar to
most callers and should offer no major setbacks.
Rating: ***

BONAPARTE'S RETREAT JoPat 218
Key: B Flat Tempo: 130 Range: HB Flat
Caller: Joe Porritt
LB Flat
Synopsis: (Break) Four ladies promenade

Red River
Community House
Toots Richardson,
Director/Resident Caller

HIGHLIGHTS OF THE SUMMER PROGRAM
S-T-R-E-T-C-H Your Summer Vacation
Join us for an extra week
of square dancing.
September 3 - 8, 1984

End O'Summer Round-Up
August 31 & September 1, 1984

John & Judy Gorski, Lawton, OK
Featured Guest Caller
Toots & Jr. Richardson,
Clinton, OK
Resident Caller
Mainstream and Plus level
square dancing
After part skits, etc. , will highlight the fun.

For more information on
the summer program
contact:

SQUARE DANCING, July, 1984

Winter —
Route 1, Box 42
Clinton, OK 73601
(405) 323-5888

Chuck & Betty Skaggs,
Lawton, OK
Featured Guest Caller
Toots & Jr. Richardson,
Clinton, OK
Resident Caller
Okie's at their Best!

Summer -P.O. Box 213
Red River, NM 87558
(505) 754-2349
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$39.95

ELIMINATES WIRES
FOR REMOTE
CONTROL OF TAPE
RECORDERS
•

NO installation required

•
•
•
•

100% solid state
Control range 100 ft.
One year warranty
Turn recorders ON and OFF

Control your tape recorder from the dance
floor. Press the small wireless transmitter
that fits in the palm of your hand or shirt
pocket and turn your tape recorder on or off.
Eliminates the need for wires. For operation
simply install a 9 volt battery in the
transmitter, plug your tape recorder into the
receiver and plug the receiver into 110 volts
AC. Operates up to 300 watts. There are
three frequencies available A,B and C.
When ordering more than one remote control please indicate which frequency. To
order mail check or money order to Neil
Henson Company, P.O. Box 132, Dept. ZC,
Jackson, Missouri 63755.

NEIL HENSON COMPANY
P.O. Box 132 Dept. ZC
Jackson, Mo. 63755

swing at home join hands circle left allemande left weave ring — do sa do —
promenade (Figure_.) Heads promenade halfway — sides pass thru — partner trade —
square thru in middle four hands do sa do
corner — eight chain four swing corner —
promenade.
Comment: A familiar tune that may not be too
easy for callers, so a listen will likely be necessary. It's well recorded with some nice instrumental passages and offers a good beat. The
figure can be handled by all dancing groups
as it offers nothing more difficult than an eight
chain four.
Rating: )x-**

FLASHDANCE — River Boat. 207
Key: B Flat
Tempo: 132
Range: HC
Caller: Gary Carnes
LB Flat
Synopsis: (Intro) Circle left — left allemande —
do sa do left allemande — weave ring — do
sa do — promenade (Break) & end) Sides
face grand square -- left allemande — weave
ring do sa do — promenade (Figure) Heads
promenade halfway walk in square thru four
— swing thru — boys run — ferris wheel —
square thru three quarters — swing corner —
promenade (Tag) Four ladies chain chain
back home left allemande corner swing
own
Comment: This release offers a very up-to-date
melody that is the theme of a recent successful film. The music could be softened some to
enable the caller to be heard better. The
Mainstream figure is average. Rating: ***
YOU PRETTY BABY AND YOUR SWEET LOVE
— Prairie 1068
Key: A
Tempo: 128
Range: HB
Caller: Chuck Donahue
LA
Synopsis: Complete call printed in Workshop.
Comment: A bouncy tune with nicely timed
movements that all dancers can handle easily.
The rhythm projects a solid square dance feel-

The

ROOFER'S
RECORDS

NEW RELEASES
TRR-120 I'm In Love
TRR-121 I've Got A Heart Of
Gold
TRR-123 Where You Gonna Be
Tonite
RED HOT RELEASES
TRR-116 Alabama Jubilee
TRR-124 Who's Gonna Play This
Or Piano
OLD FAVORITES
TRR-110 Okie From Muskogee

TRR-113 Bobby
McGee
TRR-118 Do
What
You Do, Do Well
TRR-122 You Call Everybody
Darling
TRY THESE HOEDOWNS
TRR-201 Roofer's Special
TRR-202 Old Joe Clark
BRAND NEW HOEDOWN
Produced by:
TRR-203 Sugarfoot — Mitch's
Rag
The ROOFERS RECORDS — 4021 N.W. 61st —

Oklahoma City, OK 73112 — Phone (405) 942-4435
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FOUR SQUARES RECORD CO.
#795 COUNTRY HOME
Bud Taylor
#796 SNOWFLAKE
Don Monteer
44 7IAO
-

Ti- r

SQUARE AND
ROUND DANCE SUPPLIES
LATEST RECORD RELEASES
MAIL ORDER AVAILABLE

Al AO ARRA 111E111 r•

MI., P11111 I-% V V lJ ILGC

by Earl Rich
#799 GET IN LINE BROTHER
by Earl Rich

ing. Figures are all Mainstream and callers
should have no problems. Rating: ****

ISLAND IN THE SUN — Grenn 12168
Key: C
Tempo: 126
Range: HC
Caller: Ed Fraidenburg
LA
Synopsis: (Break) Allemande left — own do sa
do — curlique boys run right circle left
left allemande — weave ring — do sa do —
promenade swing at home (Figure) Four
ladies chain three quarters — heads promenade three quarters — sides square thru three
quarters do sa do — make wave swing
thru — right and left grand — promenade.

Comment: A melody remembered by many
callers. The figure is nicely timed. The music is
melodic and smoothly recorded. A middle of
the evening type of release. Rating: ***
BETWEEN THIS TIME AND THE NEXT TIME
Mountain 35
Key: E
Tempo: 126
Range: HB
Caller: Tom Trainor
LB
Synopsis: (Intro & end) Sides face grand spin —
(Break) Circle left — left allemande — do sa
do — men star left — turn thru — left allemande (Figure) Heads square thru four
swing thru — men run — tag the line — turn in

.e)
Shannon
Duck

AL

Dick
Waibel

Dale
Houck

Doug
Saunders

HOT NEW RELEASES!!
RWH-118 Cold, Cold Heart
by Shannon
RWH-117 Heartaches by Dale
RWH-116 Honey Love
by Jim Brown
RWH-115 Somewhere South of
San Antone by Doug
HOT NEW ROUND DANCE!!
RWH-711 Honey Two-step by
the Langes

Leo & Reatha
Lange

FOUR SQUARES
DANCE SHOP
145B HUBBARD WAY
RENO, NEV. 89502
PH. 702-825-9258
OR 702-322-2077

SIZZLIN' SELLERS!!
RWH-114 A Memory On My
Mind by Jim
RWH-113 Game Of Love
by Dick
RWH-112 When You Wore A
Tulip by Jim
RWH-111 Second Fling
by Shannon
RWH-110 Beautiful Baby
by Dale
RWH-109 That Old Gang of
Mine by Doug
RWH-107 Show Me The Way To
Go Home by Dick

DISTRIBUTED BY CORSAIR-CONTINENTAL CORP., POMONA, CA & TWELGRENN INC., BATH, OH

RAWHIDE RECORDS • 675 E. Alluvial, Fresno, CA 93710
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Jim
Brown

Jim
Davis

Jerry
Hamilton

.

(209) 439-3478
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SALE!
RECORDS $1 RECORDS
The Qaie includes
Chaparral
Rhythm • ESP
Bob Cat • Kalox
Hi Hat • Lou Mac
Red Boot • Blue Star

Caller's
Record
Corner

uthers,

Orders Only:
(800) 238-2490
Info: (901) 725-5575

163 Angelus
Memphis, Tenn. 38104

— ladies load the boat -- men square thru four
— corner swing — promenade.
Comment: A fine melody with an adequate
amount of choreography utilizing a load the
boat. The musical accompaniment, featuring
guitar, is well played. The lyrics fit nicely.
Dancers enjoyed this release. Rating: ***

MAKEUP AND FADED BLUE JEANS
Bounty 101
Key: D
Tempo: 128
Range: HB
Caller: Josh Frank
LA
Synopsis: (Intro & end) Allemande left turn
partner by right — girls star left — turn partner

by right — allemande left swing promenade
(Break) Sides face grand spin (Figure) Heads
square thru four — do sa do — swing thru —
boys run to right — ferris wheel — center two
curlique — make right hand star — swing
corner — promenade.
Comment: A rhythmic dance with a strong beat.
A nice melody line. Some work on word metering may be needed. The last two lines of the
call were not entirely distinguishable. Josh
could have projected a little more, but overall,
a good initial start. This release can also be
used for a patter accompaniment.
Rating: ***

HERE IT IS!
Our all NEW Square Dance Mail Order
Catalog "K"
Containing 9 pages of:
• The newest Patterns from Authentic, C & C, Kwik-Sew, and our own interchangeable
pattern pieces. •
AND 6 pages of square dance apparel and accessories:
• Petticoats— 'Beginner' fullness; moderately full; and our fullest 60 yard double skirted
Special for $35.00 •
• Matching Skirts, blouses and shirts in red, black, brown, blue, peach and beige,
etc. •
• Pettipants, shoes, towels, ties, and more. . .•
Send 50V plus 25v postage to:

g

introduce our catalog to your beg inner
class members, we will send as many free copies your club requests, if you include 10v per catalog, to
help defray postage costs. This catalog is an excellent
teaching tool in regards to square dance fashions.
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Shirley's Square Dance Shoppe
Rt. 9-D, Box 423
Hughsonville, NY 12537
Telephone (914) 297-8504
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I CAN LOVE YOU Chinook 058
Key: E Tempo: 126
Range: HC Sharp
Caller: Jim Hattrick
LA
Synopsis: (Break) Four ladies chain — rollaway
-- join hands circle left
allemande left allemande Char — right and left form
men
back in shoot star box the gnat — pull by
— swing corner — promenade (Figure) Head
couples promenade halfway down middle
square thru four circle four outside two —
break out make a line
up and back —
square thru third hand right and left thru
same ladies chain — roll promenade.
Comment: An enjoyable melody clearly called.

liElE•AL BEIkbERS
Stores handling square dance records and
books anywhere in the world are listed in these
pages. Your listing will reach 80,000 square
dancers, many of them potential record buyers. For
information regarding these special listings write
SQUARE DANCING Advertising, 462 North
Robertson Blvd., Los Angeles, California 90048. Our
Telephone: (213) 652-7434. Attention: Adv. Mgr.

* CALIFORNIA
ROBERTSON DANCE SUPPLIES
3600-33rd Avenue, Sacramento 95824
* CANADA
THOMASSON S/D SPECIALTIES
121 Barrington Ave., Winnipeg, Man.
R2M 2A8
* COLORADO
SQUARE DANCE RECORD ROUNDUP
957 Sheridan Boulevard, Denver 80214
* FLORIDA
ROCKIN' RHYTHMS/LISTENING POST
2248 Casa Vista Dr., Palm Harbor 33563
* ILLINOIS
CROSS COUNTRY RECORDS/TAPES
5104 N. Claremont, Chicago 60625
* INDIANA
B-BAR-B SQUARE DANCE APPAREL
6315 Rockville Rd., Indianapolis 46224
* MINNESOTA
FAIR 'N SQUARE RECORDS (PALOMINO)
816 Forest Hills Dr. SW, Rochester 55902
Order Toll Free 1-800-328-3800
J-J RECORD
1724 Hawthorne Ave., E., St. Paul 55106
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The choreography offers a slightly different
mnvp tha t makes fnr nice ripnring. M'JSiC

above average on this release but callers may
have to listen to determine if it's right for their
own use.
Rating: c*

SNOWBIRD — Kalox 1292
Key: B
Tempo: 128
Range: HB
Caller: Jon Jones
LE Sharp
Synopsis: (Break) Circle left — walk around
corner see saw own — left allemande —
weave ring — swing — promenade (Figure)
Heads square thru four hands — sides right
and left thru — veer to left ferris wheel
* NEBRASKA
HILLTOP FASHIONS (402) 553-9601
6246 Decatur St., Omaha 68104
* NEVADA
FOUR SQUARES DANCE SHOP, INC.
145B Hubbard Way, Reno 89501
* NEW JERSEY
CALLERS'-CUERS' CORNER/SUPREME AUDIO
271 Greenway Rd., Ridgewood 07450
(201) 445-7398 Free Catalog
* NEW YORK
WORLDTONE MUSIC, INC.
230 Seventh Ave., New York, NY 10011
(212) 691-1934
* NORTH CAROLINA
RAYBUCK'S RECORDS & CALLERS SUPPLY
2304 Maywood St., Greensboro 27403
* OHIO
CLAWSON ENTERPRISES
3780 Thornton Dr., Cincinnati 45236
F & S WESTERN SHOP
1553 Western Avenue, Toledo 43609
* OREGON
PROMENADE SHOP
11913 N.E. Halsey, Portland 97220
* TENNESSEE
CALLER'S RECORD CORNER
163 Angelus, Memphis 38104
* TEXAS
EDDIE'S & BOBBIE'S RECORD SHOP
P.O. Box 17668, Dallas 75217
Phone (214) 398-7508
* WASHINGTON
DECKER'S RECORDS
504 N. Sargent Rd., Spokane 99212

center two pass thru — touch a quarter —
scoot back — swing corner promenade.
Comment: A well known tune and a nice calling
job. The figure has plenty of well timed Mainstream action. Music is above average. The
melody should offer no calling problems. The
double scoot back offers a little different
feeling.
Rating: * '-*

BIRDIE'S RUN

74E

1-

tOTE

NOW —
EXCLUSIVE DEALER
ff

in

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
for
MR. PHILLIPS
BIRDIES RUN
PETTICOATS
3081 54th Street
Write or call for
introductory prices.

San Diego, CA 92105
(619) 582-1970

— GENUINE LEATHER

Swing Your
Partner .
only
$ 2495
• two for $4590
spiNe S4
KRAUS

You asked for it! Soft, flexible leather has
of CALIFORNIA
elasticized topline and new 0-ring instep
strap for fantastic fit! Stacked 1/2' .wood-like heel. Great
value in the most comfortable dancing and walking
shoe around! Black, White. Bone, Red, Navy, Camel.
Full & Half Sizes.. 6-10,11N, 5-10,11 M & W.

ORDER NOW! MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
Add $1.95 p&h one pair, $2.95 two or more.
Az. res. add 7% tax.

FOR FAST PERSONAL SERVICE CALL
orders only. We accept Visa. Master(602) 747-5000 charge
Card, Diners Club, American Express.

Enclose $1 for new CATALOG and $2 BONUS CHECK.
Dept. BFW1A, 3740 E. 34th Street, Tucson, Arizona 85713

OLD PUEBLO TRADERS_

GRENN,

RINKY TINK PIANO Blue Star 2230
Key: C
Range: HC
Tempo: 130
Caller: Johnnie Wykoff
LA
Synopsis: Complete call printed in Workshop.
Comment: Once again Johnnie makes an old
favorite sound good. His ability to use the old
tunes and make them sound new continues.
The figure and music is well done. A worthRating:
while release.
***
CAN'T TAKE THE TEXAS OUT OF ME —
Rocket 106
Key: A Tempo: 130 Range: HC Sharp
LE
Caller: Robert Shuler
Synopsis: (Intro & end) Circle left walk around
left allemande
corner see saw own

INC.

Latest ROUNDS
GR 17064 VERY SMOOTH classic two-step by Harvey &
Norine Wiese
GR 17061 DREAMY RHYTHM two-step by Leo & Pat Fialko
GR 17060 DOMANI WALTZ by Clancy & Betty Mueller
GR 17059 INNER HARBOR WALTZ by Doc & Peg Tirrell
GR 17058 GOODNIGHT SWEET LOVE two-step by Eva
Hankins
GR 17057 GIFT WRAP two-step by Max & Ruth Mandel
GR 17056 GIRL FROM IPANEMA two-step by Ernie & Kit
Waldorf
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SLOOP JOHN B River Boat 200
Range: HF
Key: B
Tempo: 130
LF
Caller: Bob Elling
Synopsis: (Break) Sides face grand square
circle left — allemande left swing own —
promenade (Figure) Head two ladies chain —
sides rollaway sides star thru — do sa do —
make wave — spin chain — exchange the
gears -- make those stars boys follow the girls
swing corner — promenade.
Comment: A rhythmic dance with a very emphasized beat. The record offers a spin chain
exchange the gears and a tea cup chain along
with a few different bits of choreography. At
times the dancers did have a problem understanding the dual voices in a large hall.
Rating: ***

P.O. BOX 216
BATH, OHIO 44210

Latest ONE-NIGHT-STAND Mixers
GR 15016 FLIP FLOP MIXER (Todd)/KIRBY'S KAPER
(Howell)
GR 15006 WHITE SILVER SANDS (M&N Smith)/FLORIDA
SPECIAL (Howell)
GR 15005 VERYWHERE MIXER/BUBBLES MIXER (Howell)
GR 15008 E-Z MIXER/WILD TURKEY MIXER (Howell)
GR 15012 SUMMER COMFORT/OLE SMOOTHY MIXER
(Howell)
GR 15013 WINTER MIXER/4-SKATE MIXER (Howell)
GR 15018 C.J. MIXER (Campbell)/RED SOX RAMBLE
M
(Howell)
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Keep 'em squared up with HI-HAT & BLUE RIBBON Square Dance Records!!!!
RRANI) NFW ON HI HAT
-

I-II-1 5068 MISTY by Ernie Kinney
HH 5069 YOU LOOK SO GOOD IN LOVE
by Tom Perry
RECENT RELEASES ON BLUE RIBBON
RR 7:17 IF LOVING
Ic WR^Nr1
by Bobby Lepard
BR 236 SWING LOW SWEET CHARIOT
by Jerry Murray

HAT
Records

RECENT RELEASES ON HI-HAT
in 506'7 KINGSTON TOWN by Joe Johnston
HH 5066 FALSE HEARTED GIRL by Bronc Wise
HH 5065 A COWBOY'S DREAM by Ernie Kinney
HH 5064 A TASTE OF THE WIND by Jerry Schatzer
_
r-%
r. 1 1
.L1 uy 'um re' ry
IreI-1 cirtuen a1.4a
HH 5062 OLD MAN RIVER by Ernie Kinney

ELK RECORDINGS PRESENT THE FOLLOWING SING ALONGS — Tumbling Tumbleweed — Cool
Water — Amarillo by Morning — Shenandoah — Everlasting Hills of Oklahoma— San Antonio Rose.
Producer: Ernie Kinney Enterprises, 3925 N. Tollhouse Rd., Fresno, CA 93726
Distributors Corsair-Continental Corp., P.O. Box 644, Pomona, CA 91769
Twelgrenn Inc., P.O. Box 216, Bath, OH 44210
Callers Record Corner, 163 Angelus, Memphis, TN 38104

weave ring — do sa do — promenade (Break)
Sides face grand square — four ladies promenade — swing own left allemande
promenade (Figure) Head couples lead right
right and left thru — veer to left — couples
circulate one time — bend the line — curlique
coordinate tag the line — face to right -tag the line again — boys run back swing
corner promenade.
Comment: A fine instrumental coupled with a
very closely timed dance that kept the
dancers moving. Dancers' opinions varied on
rating of this record. Robert seems to thoroughly enjoy calling this Mainstream offering

that includes coordinate and tag the lines.
Rating: ***
MORNING DEW JoPat 403
Key: B Flat & C Tempo: 128 Range: HC
Caller: Joe Porritt
LB Flat
Synopsis: Complete call printed in Workshop.
Comment: Joe seems to enjoy his work on this
release. You can always depend on him to be
heard over the accompaniment and, according to the dancers, that is a plus. The tune is
familiar to all and the music is average. The
figure offers a Dixie grand and is well
timed.
Rating:

***

THE BILL PETERS
CALLER'S GUIDEBOOK SERIES
PRESENTATION TECHNIQUES
BOOK 1A
In-depth coverage of all patter calling presentation techniques including music, timing, body
flow, voice and command techniques, showmanship, etc. The perfect guidebook for the
beginner caller
$7.95
BOOK 2
SINGING CALL TECHNIQUES
The most complete how-to-do-it book on singing calls ever published. The choreography
section includes instructions for changing, improvising and "hashing-up" singing calls plus
more than 150 singing call dances listed by Callerlab plateaus (thru Plus 2)
$7.95
THE BUSINESS SIDE OF CALLING
BOOK 3
Covers all of the skills a working caller employs in the profitable operation of his business
affairs with special emphasis on calling fees and contracts, financial records, tax accounting,
sales promotion and public relations, plus many other business-connected activities $9.95
ALSO AVAILABLE
SIGHT CALLING MADE EASY (Book 1C)
$7.95
THE MIGHTY MODULE (Book 1B)
$6.95
MODULES GALORE (1000+ Zeros and equivalents)
$5.95
HOW TO ORDER — Order postpaid by sending check or money order to:

BILL PETERS • 5046 Amondo Drive • San Jose, Califnrnia_95124
Californians add 6% sales tax; from Canada or overseas, U.S. funds, please. Add $3.00 for Air Mail
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CURRENT RELEASES

JULY, 1984

SQUARE & ROUND DANCE RECORDS
INSTRUMENTAL
Chicago/Galena
Rider/Ida Red
Sugarfoot/Mitch's Rag
T-Bone/Taters
You simply sew the side seam and
finish the casing for a perfect fit!

ANNGENE FLUFF

AG-101 SLIGHTLY CRISP NYLON

TRICOT TIERS AND A SMOOTH FLUFFY BOTTOM EDGE
COLORS:

white, red, black, orange, yellow, aqua,
blue, royal, candy pink, purple, orchid,
kelly and fluor. orange, pink and lime.

SWEEP:

40 YD*

80 YD**

120 YD***

DIAMOND FLUFF AG-301

CRISP NYLON DIAMOND
WEAVE TIERS AND A SMOOTH FLUFFY BOTTOM EDGE
COLORS: white, red, yellow, blue and pink
SWEEP:

40 YD*

9(1 YD**

120 YD***

DIAMOND MAGIC AG-501

CRISP NYLON DIAMOND
WEAVE TIERS, NON — SNAG CONSTRUCTION AND THE
BOTTOM EDGE BOUND WITH STIFFENED TAFFETA
COLORS: white, red, yellow, blue and pink
SWEEP:

20 YD*

40 YD**

60 YD***
CUSTOM MADE

FULLNESS

PETTICOAT

KIT

NOT TOO FULL *
**
FULL LOOK
***
EXTRA FULL

$16.95

524.95

$25.95
534.95

$34.05
544.95

STATE WAIST MEASUREMENT AND PETTICOAT LENGTH

PLEASE INCLUDE $2.00 PER KIT FOR HANDLING
SPECIAL DISCOUNT
$1.00 PER KIT FOR TWO OR MORE KITS PER ORDER
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

PETTICOAT LAYERS
A NEW AND EXCITING WAY TO RESTORE THE
FULLNESS AND BEAUTY TO YOUR OLD PETTICOATS
THE LAYERS ARE COMPLETELY GATHERED AND SEWN
WITH FUSIBLE WEBBING ATTACHED TO A SHORT
COTTON TOP. SIMPLY STEAM PRESS AND SEW THE
SIDE SEAM. AVAILABLE IN A NUMBER OF FABRICS.

HCC
BS
TRR
GLR

102
2235
203
009

FLIPS
MR
37
Auctioneer — P. Kozlowski
Before I Met You — Red Root Roys
RR 2293
Bring On The Sunshine —
OC
10
J. Litzenberger
BS
2240
Candy Lips - R. Strickland
Dance Every Dance With You —
MR
36
V. Weese
Double Shot of Baby's Love —
Q
829
G. Mahnken
KAL 1295
Echo From The Hills — J. Saunders
BS 2239
Good Old Summertime — J. Wykoff
2241
BS
Hank Williams Medley — V. Jones
BOG 1350
'II Fly Away — G. Bible
RB 2995
May Be Used — M. Hoose
TRR
120
'm In Love Again — G. McWhirter
BS
2238
Still Love You — M. Flippo .
've Got A Heart of Gold —
TRR
121
G. McWhirter
RB
2994
've Got Mexico — J. Jones
Night Time To Memphis — T. White
and D. Davis
.BOG 1351
Oklahoma Morning — T. Richardson ....PP
116
Pure Love — W. lshmeal
CJC 500
UR
302
Puffin' On The Ritz — S. Ulen
2237
BS
Sentimental Ole You — A Petrere
MW
302
Seven Lonely Days — S. Nelson
Some Kind of Woman —
2380
P. Richardson
SS
8
Sunflower — B. Poyner
CC
2242
BS
Washington Lee Swing — V. Jones
LR 10101
We Go Together — B. Williamson
Where You Gonna Be Tonight —
TRR
123
G. McWhirter
BS 2234
You Don't Care — J. Dews
ROUNDS
Blue Moon/cues
Delta Rag/cues
Doll Dance/cues
Gcodnight Sweet Love/cues
Inner Harbor Waltz/cues
Kansas City Kick/cues
She's Making Eyes At Me/Lady Bug

BS 2236
1000
CR
2231
BS
GR 17058
GR 17059
TR
3002
BEL 316

FOR MORE INFORMATION PLEASE WRITE

SEWING SPECIALTIES

I
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7429 4TH AVE. SO., RICHFIELD, MN 55423
612-869-2650

AVAILABLE FROM YOUR RECORD DEALER

Prepared by
THE SAFIr

AMERICAN SQUARE DANCE SOCIETY
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CHICAGO COUNTRY RECORDS
Cross Country Enterprises C.C. Records Chantilly Rounds

5104 N. CL AREPAONT
CHICAGO, ILL. • 60625

(312) 878.5898
A GREAT NEW SOUNO
THE GREAT LAKE SOUND

JACK BERG
Owner/Producer

CURRENT RELEASE
CHICAGO COUNTRY CLASSICS
C.C.1 C.C. Water Back by Jack FEATURING THE CHICAGO
Jack Berg Bob Poyner
JAZZ BRASS
OUR #1 SELLER
C.C.2 American Made by Jack C.C.10 IN THE GOOD OLE
SUMMERTIME by Bob Hester
C.C.3 I Wonder by Jack
C.C.4 Feel Right by Bob Poyner C.C.11 HELLO MY BABY by Jack
C.C.5 Miss Emilys Pic. by Jack NEW RELEASE
FOR C.C. RECORDS
HOE DOWNS
Walt Ishmeal
CJC 500 Pure Love by Walt
HCC 101 Muggsy/Willy
Distributed By
CHANTILLY ROUNDS
HCC 102 Chicago/Galena
CR1000
Delta
Rag
• TWELGRENN INC.
COMING RELEASES
by Judy Ishmeal
• MERRBACH
C.C.8 Sunflower by Bob Poyner
MIKE
WILKERSON
• CORSAIR CONTINENTAL
C.C.9 Dream Maker by Jack
C.C.12 WHY LADY WHY by Jack
MUSIC PRODUCTION
• OLD TIMER
40000001046 %%A. 16%%%■
%%V0100114.10004411,1A%%%%
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IN OUR MAGIC SHIP River Boat 204
Key: A Flat Tempo: 130 Range: HD Flat
LC
Caller: Ron Welsh
Synopsis: (Break) Circle left — left allemande
corner do sa do — left allemande — weave
ring swing own — promenade (Figure) Four
ladies chain — head couples flutterwheel —
sweep a quarter more — pass thru swing
zoom
thru boys run right — ferris wheel
— square thru three quarters swing corner
promenade.
Comment: River Boat shows continual improvernent in their releases and the callers
have been doing a creditable job. The music

%.11%

on this one is average. The figure is Mainstream and clearly called by Ron.
Rating: 1`.(**

SAN FRANCISCO BAY Blue Star 2228
Key: G
Tempo: 128
Range: HB
Caller: Johnnie Wykoff
LD
Synopsis: (Break) Four ladies chain three quarjoin hands circle — ladies in men
ters
sashay — left allemande — weave by two
turn partner by right — four ladies promenade
— swing at home promenade (Figure) Heads
square thru four — corner do sa do pass the
ocean spin the top girls move up — do sa

PETTICOAT HANG-UP?
Don't know where to store your petticoats neatly and conveniently? Solve your petticoat problems with an all new

PETTICOAT TREE

Decorate your room and keep as many as 12 petticoats neat and
easy to reach. This spring-tension petticoat tree is satin brass
plated with 12 specially designed hooks to make it easy to
remove and replace your petticoats. The tree fits snugly between
floor and ceiling, and can be easily relocated. It fits ceiling heights
7'10" to 8'3" (special heights on request).
HANGERS AVAILABLE (ti 94c EA. (WHITE, CREME, BROWN)
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CALL (818) 244-6373

ORDER YOURS
TODAY

Only

Mail to: R&J SPECIALTIES
Dept. SO
1215 Ruberta Ave., Glendale, CA 91201
Send Me ______ Petticoat Tree(s) ((/ S34.50 ea
Hangers
<<r 94c ea
Plus shipping & handling

.

$3450

$3.00

(Write for shipping charges outside USA)
Amount enclosed

Satisfaction
Guaranteed
Dealer Inquiries
Welcome
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Name
Address
City
Zip

State
Phone
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likberJ
We4terst Wear

rn,

DAY OR NITE
104 WEMPE DRIVE — CUMBERLAND, MD 21502 — PHONE (301) 724-2925

VISA'
L_

ALL LEATHER

ALL LEATHER
ROUND TOE, FULLY LINED, ELASTICIZED
THROAT. FEATURES AN ORNATE 1 INCH
BUCKLE WITH ELASTIC GORE INSTEP
STRAP. 1 INCH HIGH HEEL. ONLY AS
SHOWN.
COLORS.
Yellow
Brown
Bone
Black
White
Gold
Silver
Navy
Red

ESPECIALLY DESIGNED & CRAFTED FOR THE
CLOGGER. ROUND TOE, FULLY LINED,
FRENCH CORD BOUND THROAT, 1/2 INCH
BUCKLE WITH ELASTIC GORE INSTEP STRAP, !
INCH LEATHER COVERED HEEL. ONLY AS
SHOWN.

COLORS:
Black
White
Taps Inc.

$34.95

$34.95

Postage $2.00

Postage $2.00

Narrow, Medium and Wide Widths
Sizes 5 thru 10 including half sizes

Narrow, Medium and Wide Widths
Sizes 5 thru 10 including half sizes.

ALL LEATHER

ALL LEATHER

HIGHLY FASHIONED MODIFIED TOE, FULLY
LINED, FRENCH CORD BOUND THROAT, 1/2
INCH BUCKLE WITH ELASTIC GORE INSTEP
STRAP, 2 INCH LEATHER COVERED HEEL,
ONLY AS SHOWN.

SQUARE TOE, FULLY LINED, ELASTICIZED
THROAT, 7/8 INCH BUCKLE WITH ELASTIC
GORE INSTEP STRAP, 11/4 INCH LEATHER
COVERED HEEL. ONLY AS SHOWN.

COLORS:
Black
White
Silver
Gold
Brown
Navy
Red
Bone

COLORS:
Bone
Camel
Brown
Hot Pink
Navy
Lime
Purple
Yellow
Red
Postage $2.00

Postage $2.00

Narrow, Medium and Wide Widths
Sizes 5 thru 10 including half sizes.

Ma_ CK0,90

master charge

VISA'

H VISA

-

Narrow, Medium and Wide Widths
Sizes 5 thru 10 including half sizes.

16414
W14 term Wear

104 WEMPE DRIVE

ALL LEATHER

DAY OR NITE
CUMBERLAND, MD 21502 -- PHONE (301) 724-2925

Usigarj
W IP v *
Water* Wear

VISA*

104 WEMPE DRIVE

DAY OR NITE
CUMBERLAND, MD 21502 — PHONE (301) 724-2925

1■
5i

ALL LEATHER

ALL LEATHER

UNLINED PUMP, LONGER CUT ELASTICIZED
THROAT FOR A SECURE FIT. AVAILABLE #22
TOE. 1/2 INCH LOW OR 1 INCH HIGH HEEL,

FEATURES AN INSTEP STRAP JOINED BY AN
ELASTIC RING, UNLINED, ELASTICIZED
THROAT. AVAILABLE #22 TOE, 1/2 INCH LOW
OR 1 INCH HIGH HEEL.

HEELS
Low - 1/2"
High - 1"

#22 TOE SHOWN

$27.95

HIGH HEEL SHOWN

Postage $2.00

COLORS:
White
Gold
Silver
Yellow
Orange
Hot Pink
Lilac
Brown
Bone
Lime
Red
Purple
Navy
Black

COLORS:
Yellow
Orange
Hot Pink
Lilac
Borwn
Bone
Lime
Red
Purple
Navy
Black
White
Gold
Silver

Narrow, Medium and Wide Widths
Sizes 5 thru 10 including half sizes.

HEELS
Low - 1/2"
High 1"
#22 TOE,
LOW HEEL SHOWN

$27.95
Postage $2.00

Narrow, Medium and Wide Widths
Sizes 5 thru 10 including half sizes.

111M11111M1M.

ALL LEATHER

ALL LEATHER

FULLY LINED, ELASTICIZED THROAT, 1/2 INCH
BUCKLE WITH ELASTIC GORE INSTEP STRAP.
AVAILABLE #22 LOW OR HIGH HEEL.

FEATURES THE HIGH STYLED T-STRAP VAMP,
FULLY LINED, ELASTICIZED THROAT, 1/2 INCH
BUCKLE WITH ELASTIC GORE. AVAILABLE #. .
TOE, LOW OR HIGH HEEL.
COLORS
White
Gold
Silver
Yellow
Orange
Hot Pink
Lilac
Brown
Bone
Lime
Red
Purple
Navy
Black

HEELS
Low - 1/2"
High,"
#22 TOE, LOW HEEL SHOWN.

$29.95

COLORS:
Yellow
Orange
Hot Pink
Lilac
Brown
Bone
Lime
Red
Purple
Navy
Black
White
Gold
Silver

HEELS
Low - 1/2"
High 1"
#22 TOE SHOWN
LOW HEEL SHOWN

Postage $2.00

master charge

VISA

Postage $2.00

Narrow, Medium and Wide Widths
Sizes 5 thru 10 including half sizes.

Narrow, Medium and Wide Widths
Sizes 5 thru 10 including half sizes.

.111,r
vi

$29.95

WeberJ
Water* Wear

ALL LEATHER

DAY OR NITE
104 WEMPE DRIVE — CUMBERLAND, MD 21502 — PHONE (301) 724-2925

BIRDIE'S RUN
S'cittatz

ATTENTION CALLERS

cPko
tr QV-i.
/

anent

Califone PA sets — Ex. 1925-04 set, 100 watt with
separate speakers — introductory offer $400.00
Ask about other models & prices
Plastic Quick Load 45RPM adapters
Mike Cozy's
Record Cases
Caller/Teacher Manuals
Edcor Wireless & Sound System Headquarters
BIRDIE'S RUN — YOUR COMPLETE RECORD & SUPPLY STORE
3081 54th Street, San Diego, CA 92105, (619) 582-1970
do -- make ocean wave — scoot back
recycle — swing corner — promenade.
Comment: A familiar tune provides fine musical
accompaniment. The banjo lead assists in
making it another good record that callers can
loosen up on. The figure is Mainstream and
moves nicely. Dancers enjoyed dancing it.
Rating: *-c*

ROUND DANCES
STROLLIN' — Belco 315
Choreographers: C.O. and Chris Guest
Comment: This easy and fun to do two-step is a
redo of a few years ago. However this time

there is a band of cues. Music is pleasant.
YELLOW ROCKIN' ROSE — Grenn 17052
Choreographers: Jay and Boots Herrmann
Comment: A fast moving and fun to do two-step
to a lively piece of music. The tune is the old
favorite "Second Hand Rose". There are cues
on one side of the record.

FLIP HOEDOWN
PONDEROSA PATTER — Pondorosa 007-M-A
Key: A Flat
Tempo: 120
Caller: Mike DeSisto

Gary
Shoemake

Ken
Bower

Beryl
Main

Jerry
Haag

C-511 Sunny by Ken Bower

Chaparral New Releases

C-109 Stay A Little Longer
Hoedown by Ken Bower
C-110A Golden Eagle Grand March
Hoedown
C-110B Raggedy Andy—Hoedown
C-607 In It For The Love
Round by John & Wanda Winter
C-209 You Were Always On My Mind
by Jerry Haag
C-313 Folsom Prison Blues
by Gary Shoemake

C-314 All Aboard
by Gary Shoemake
C-315 In It For The Love
by Gary Shoemake
C-3511 Bar Room Buddies
by Ken, Jerry, Beryl & Gary
C-3512 Fox On The Run
by Ken, Jerry, Beryl & Gary
C-3510 Sunny Side Of The Street
by Ken, Jerry, Beryl & Gary

LP, 8- Track & Cassette

Cal-7007 Tradition by Chaparral
by Ken, Jerry, Beryl & Gary

JOHNNY GIMBLE PRODUCER Music By: THE ppAnRi INNFRQ
CHAPARRAL RECORDS, 1425 OakhUl Drive, Plano, Texas 75075 (214) 4'23 7389
-

SO
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Mark Patterson
182 No. Broadway #4
Lexington, KY 40507

The Late Bob Vinyard
JP114 Yellow Ribbon
JP113 Angry
JP112 Bobby McGee
JP111 Nevertheless
HOEDOWNS
JP501 Jopat/Jolee JP110 Once In My Life
JP109 See You In My
JP502 Country Cat/
Dreams
City Slicker
JP108
Matador
JP503 Sunshine/
Moonshine JP106 Heartbreak
Mountain
JP504 Uptown/
Downtown JP105 I Don't Know Why
JP103 Selfish
JP102 Rhythm of Rain

Joe Porritt —
Owner/Producer
1616 Gardiner Lane —
Ste. 202
Louisville, KY 40250 fi
(502) 459-2455 lc
Joe Porritt
JP213 You Take The Leaving
JP212 !Roll Out The BarreII
JP211 Fightin' Side Of Me
JP210 Blow Up The T.V.
JP209 Country Wasn't Cool
JP208 Friday Night Blues
JP206 I Feel Better
All Over
ROUNDS (Loehrs)
JP205 Don't Drink
JP301 All Of Me
From The River
JP302 No Love
JP204 Gonna Have
At All
A Ball

NEW RELEASES
JP218 Bonaparte's Retreat — Joe
JP403 Morning Dew — Joe & Mark
JP701 Old Buck — Stew Shacklette
JP601 Travel On — Mark
JP217 Love Letters In The Sand — Joe
JP216 Devil Woman — Joe
JP215 Little Red Wagon — Joe
JP214 Sweet Georgia Brown
— Joe
JP505 Muddy River/Feeling
Good — Hoedown
Bob & Joe
JP402 Four In The Morning
JP401 Tennessee Sunshine

Order from: JoPat Records, Denise Benningfield, 217 Glissade Dr. Fairdale, KY 40118 (502) 368-6376

Comment: This release was recorded "live" at a
dance by Mike. The tempo is very relaxing and
the record tends to transfer that feeling to the
dancers. The choreography is Mainstream
and adequate. A good record for dance practice. The instrumental side has a strong
rhythmic beat. An overall good flip with the
instrumental tending to be slightly faster than
Rating:
on the call side.

****

HOMEGROWN — Chinook 507
Key: E
Tempo: 128
Caller: Bob Stutevoss
Comment: A flip side record with calls by Bob

'iv- es

Stutevoss. The music side features a fiddle
lead throughout the record. The calls are
Mainstream and can be used for basement
dancers. Some nice moves on the choreography. Calling is clear for floor of dancers.
Rating: ***
HOEDOWNS

GOLDEN EAGLE GRAND MARCH —
Chaparral 110
Key: C, F, B Flat
Tempo: 130
Music: Fiddle, Bass, Guitar, Harmonica

BELT BUCKLES

9a
Exclusive Worldwide
Distri butor

Colors:
Navy, Ivory, Ebony, Pink,

if you see our product
for sale at swap meets,
flea markets, etc., the
source may be questionable. We would
appreciate notification. I

Sapphire Blue, Carnelian
(Tan), Sardonyx (Dark
Brown) & Lavender
Hunter Green. Garnet

AN ORIGINAL DESIGN
HANDCRAFTED IN INCOLAY STONE
Only $25.00
(Calif. residents add 6% tax)

J.R. Kush & Co.
7623 Hesperia Street
Reseda, (-Ago:Ts:a 91335

SQUARE DANCING, July, 1984

Makes an
ideal gift!

Exclusive Worldwide Distributor
Dealer huriries Invited

Phone (213) 344-9671 or 345-7820
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LEE KOPMAN
• Newly revised Al & A2 Instructional Set
• Now Available on Reel or Cassette
INSTRUCTIONAL TAPES
r. 1 levels of ripryting
for Advanced, C-1, C-2 _
• Minus a couple to make up a square?
Try our Brand New (4) Two-Couple Tapes geared to Approved Callerlab level lists
Mainstream — Advanced Level —
C-1 Level — C-2 Level
• Also Available — Glossary of S/D Calls
• Workshop Tapes
For Details, Write to
Advanced to C-3 Level
-

LEE KOPMAN
2965 Campbell Ave., Wantagh, NY 11793

RAGGEDY ANDY — Flip side to Golden Eagle
March
Key: G
Tempo: 130
Music: Fiddle, Bass, Harmonica
Comment: Two instrumentals that can be well
utilized. The Golden Eagle Grand March is
very good for grand marches. The Raggedy
Andy will seem quite familiar to callers. It may
be a little more difficult to call to but certainly
deserves a listen.
Rating: ****

FOR REVIEW -

We need two copies of each

release at the earliest possible date.

CALLERLAB, continued from page 8
Many hurdles had to be met and crossed along
the way and some detours still remain to be
conquered. However, in looking at the long
list of accomplishments, which include the
standardization of calls, the development of
understandable definitions, styling and timing of each of the movements in the several
programs that make up the activity today, in
working out the first universally recognized caller's code of ethics, in setting up an
accreditation program and simply making it

NATURAL GEMSTONES
FOR COLOR COORDINATING SQUARE DANCERS
Very Bright Blue Onyx
Jet Black Onyx
Swirling Crazy Lace
Snowflake Obsidian

}

$8.00

Buckle

4)9.00

$6.00

Bolo
Slide

$7.00

$4.50

$4.50

f

Sparkling Brown Goldstone
Baby Blue/White Blue Lace
Red/Orange Carnelan
Flashing Brown Tiger Eye
SPECIAL
Mother of Pearl
or
Abalone

Buckle $6.00
Bolo
5.00
Slide
4.00

Visit Our Booth!

40 x 30 mm Gemstones
in Buckles & Bolos
30 x 22 mm in Slides
Buckles for western
Snap-on belts to 13/4"
Have a favorite
Gemstone or color?
Just ask, we'll quote.
Gemstone list on request.

htY hills

262 HOLLY LANE
P.O. BOX 233
TUCKERTON, NJ
08087
(609) 296-1205

14th Annual
DANCE-A-RAMA
Orlando, Florida
Aug. 31 — Sept. 2 1984

Check, Visa or Mastercard
Add $1.50 Postage & Handling
N.J. residents add 6% Sales Tax.

1■
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Music By:

"Southern"
Satisfaction
Band

ESP 1001 LP or C ESP AND YOU by Sheffield, Jr.
ESP presents an album for your listening and performing
pleasure. Side One has vocals by Elmer. Flip it over and
you become the artist with the same instruments.

Elmer Sheffield, Jr.
Tallahassee, Fla.

Larry Letson
Carmel, Indiana

NEW RELEASES
ESP 605 Hard Dog To Keep Under The Porch by Larry
ESP 507 Street Talk by Bob
ESP 506 I Still Love You In The Same Old Way by Bob
ESP 401 Sizzlin' (hoedown, Mainstream calls) by Bob
ESP 313 That's The Way Love Goes by Paul
ESP 312 Lover In Disguise by Paul
ESP 206 The South's Gonna Rattle Again by Elmer & Larry
ESP 123 Just Because by Elmer
ESP 122 Sentimental 01' You by Elmer

ESP 121
ESP 120
ESP 120
ESP 118
ESP 117
ESP 116
ESP 205
ESP 204
ESP 203
ESP 202
ESP 311
ESP 310
ESP 309
ESP 308
ESP 505
ESP 504
ESP 603
ESP 602
ESP 001

RECENT RELEASES
New Looks From An Old Lover by Elmer
Put Your Arms Around Me by Elmer
Way Down Deep by Elmer
In Times Like These by Elmer
Engine #9 by Elmer (harmony-Toxy Oxendine)
A Good Night's Love by Elmer
Strong Weakness by Elmer & Paul
I Wouldn't Change You by Elmer & Paul
I Think About Your Love by Elmer & Paul
Golden Memories by Elmer & Paul
My Lady Loves Me by Paul
Good 'N Country by Paul
Good Ole Days by Paul
I Can't See Texas From Here by Paul
Swingin' by Bob
I Wish I Was In Nashville by Bob
Salty Dog Blues by Larry
Mama Don't Allow by Larry
Birdie Song (mixer)

Paul Marcum
Nashville, Tenn.

Bob Newman
Paducah, KY

NOW AVAILABLE FROM ESP
ESP/RBS 1261 Honky Tonk Saturday Night by Elmer
ESP/FIBS 1262 Elvira by Elmer
ESP/RBS 1263 Tight Fittin' Jeans by Elmer
ESP/RBS 1264 Takin' It Easy by Elmer

Elmer Sheffield Productions, Inc.
"1-7CC I

ur I VJ

12 INV V Min, 1.01
11■

Tallahassee, Fla. 32304
904 576-4088/575-1020

DISTRIBUTED BY Corsair Continental Corp.
D rtn oft "

Cam.

Caller's Record Corner
Memphis, Tenn.

KALOX- Seize-Longhorn
C.O. Guest

New On Kalox
K 1295 Echo From The Hills
Flip/Inst. by John Saunders
Recent Releases
K 1293 Alamo Plaza Polka
Flip/Inst. by Guy Poland
K 1294 Night Train to Memphis
Flip/Inst. by Harper Smith
New on Longhorn
LH-1043 Highway to Nowhere
Flip/Inst. by Francis Zeller
Recent Releases on Longhorn
LH-1042 Betcha My Heart
Flip/Inst. by Francis Zeller

Guy Poland

LH-1041 I'm Only In It For The Love
Flip/Inst. by Mike Bramlett
New Rounds on Belc°
B-316-A She's Making Eyes At Me
Two-step by Richard & Joanne Lawson
1st band music; 2nd band cues by
Richard Lawson
9-315-B Lady Bug Two-step by Louis & Mona
Cremi 1st band music; 2nd band cues
by Norman Teague
New Square on Crow Records
Oklahoma Hills by Bill Crowson
C-002
Calendar Girl by Bill Crowson
C-001

2832 Live Oak Dr., Mesquite, TX 75150

possible for callers to meet together and
communicate —the program has proven its
worth.
Doubtless, there is more to do and it may
be that from the ranks of the dancers and the
dancer/leaders will come important suggestions that should be brought to the attention of
this organization. Today, membership totals
almost 2,000 men and women from all parts of
North America and from a number of countries overseas.
To share your thoughts as a dancer, start by

Bill Crowson

Francis Zeller

checking to see if your caller is a member of
Callerlaio. If so, let him or her know of your
concerns. If your caller is not a member of this
organization, then you are at liberty, if you
wish, to write directly to the organization's
headquarters, to John Kaltenthaler, the Executive Secretary, or to the Chairman of the
Callerlab board, Bob Van Antwerp.
Spell out your concerns for, far from being a
restrictive group whose only interest is in the
calling phase of the activity, Callerlab realizes
that it must go far beyond that if there is to be

If you Dance all night, and
Stand on your feet all day,
you're gonna love us!
"HAPPY FEET"
These are the original, patented water and foam cushioned
Innersoles designed to massage and comfort your tired feet.
They provide flexible and controlled arch support at all times—and
that's Important comfortwise, whetheryou're working or dancing.
Guaranteed to never spring a leak under normal conditions and
washable, too.

Women
Please send correct shoe sizes: Men
sIde
sat
es
ts aaxd
Calif. 6s
Send $4.95 plus .754 shipping and handling to:
STRIEGEL & Associates, Inc. • 1311 Hathaway St. • Yakima, WA 98902
Name

1509) 457-3444

Address
City
MASTERCHARGE or VISA #

84

SD-I

[I] I would like details on
State

Zip
Exp-

how I can become a
HAPPY FEET Dealer.
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wcy
236 WALKER SPRINGS ROAD
KNOXVILLE, TENN. 37923
615/693-3661 OR 615/974-9667

** SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT **
ATTENTION CALLER'S - WIN A RECORDING CONTRACT!
Would you like to be the FIRST to record on our new label?
SQUARE TUNES has developed a new label, FRONTIER RECORDS, with YOU in mind.
We will have a drawing September 30, 1984. The lucky winner will receive a recording
contract to record one record — the FIRST RECORDof this new label.
EVERYONE who purchases one of the COMPOSITE TEACHINGMANUALS or one of
the SPECIAL SERIES of WORKSHOP RECORDSfrom US will have his name entered in
the drawing. Manuals and records must be ordered from usand your order must be received
by September 29, 1984, to insure eligibility for the drawing.
You must increase your chances of winning by purchasing more than one of the five series
of records or more than one manual: For example, if one COMPOSITE TEACHING MANUAL and one record series (e.g. the nine BASIC records) are purchased, you will have TWO
chances to win; if you purchase one record series (no manual), you will have one chance to
win; if you purchase two record series or two COMPOSITE TEACHING MANUALS,you will
have two chances to win, etc.
If you are the winner of this contest and are already recording for another record company,
you may sell or assign this recording contract to anyone of your choice.
If you have any questions about this promotion or the records/manuals, please do not
hesitate to call us at 615/693-3661 or 615/984-6583.
Current Prices
Composite Teaching Manual (Basic — A2)
Basic Records (Set of 9)
Mainstream Records (Set of 6)
Plus Records (Set of 13)
Al Records (Set of 10)
A2 Records (Set of 10)
Entire Program-Composite Manual With
All 48 Records

$ 26.00 plus $3.50 shipping
31.50 plus $2.00 shipping
21.00 plus $2.00 shipping
45.50 plus $3.00 shipping
35.00 plus $2.00 shipping
35.00 plus $2.00 shipping
$194.00 plus $7.00 shipping

Payment accepted in US funds ONLY. Foreign checks or MO, please add $3.00 (bank
handling charges). VISA and MASTER CARD accepted.

6870A Newell Hickory Grove Rd.
Charlotte, N.C. (704) 537-0133

D,• -ight Moody. Producer
Bill Wentz, Executive Producer
,A,aron Lovv'der, Executive Producer

y
v

litk•Ull

Recorded at Lamon Sound Studios
by Staff Musicians

(Founded 1962)

Callers — Want ro make a recording',/ —
Contact us for rates.

Panhandle Records A division of Lamon

Ruin My Bad Reputation — Jim Snyder
PH 101
PH 102 Nadine — Gary Stewart
PH 103 Schools Days — Gary Stewart
PH 104 Sweet Country Music — Jim Snyder

Singing Calls

LR 10079 Wandering Eyes — Aaron Lowder
LR 10083 It'll Be Me — Aaron Lowder
LR 10085 Wooden Horses — Bill Wentz
LR 10087 I Saw Mommy Kissing Santa Claus — Bruce Williamson Hoedowns
LR 10091 Light In The Window — Grady Humphries
LR 10076 Blue Ridge Mountain Memories
LR 10092 That's The Way Love Goes — Aaron Lowder
(Clog) B/W Melody Hoedown
LR 10093 Cornbread Beans & Sweet Potato Pie — David Moody LR 10077 Cotton Eye Joe (Texas Style)
BAN Long Journey Home
LR 10094 Sentimental 01' You — Will Wentz
LR 10095 Easter Parade — Bruce Williamson
LR 10097 Golden Slippers
LR 10101 We Go Together — Bruce Williamson
/Tennessee Wagner (Clog)
Distributed by: Twelgrenn, Corsair-Continental,
Old Timer Distributors. Tape Service: Hanhurst's

Line Dance LR-10096 Raggae Cowboy — Carlton Moody

an activity filled with enthusiastic dancers
who are able to select for themselves a program that fills their involvement capabilities.
The address of the Callerlab office is: Box 679,
McCauley Ave., Pocono Pines, PA 18350.

QUARTERLIES, continued from page 18
for the following:
Staggered release dates for the entire
Quarterly Selection process. This essentially
means that the Mainstream program committee will have the opportunity to select one.

the

Mainstream Quarterly in January, one in
April and one in October (continuing its policy
to skip the summer quarter). Following one
month later, the Quarterlies for the Plus program would start in February, May, August
and November with each quarterly period
lasting three months. Finally, for the Advanced program, their selections would follow
the Plus Quarterlies by one month so that
each three month quarterly period for the
Advanced would start with March, June, September and December.

- PRINCESS - COVER UP

Keep your beautiful Square Dance Clothes DRY in a Daisy-C) "Princess. '
Cover-up. The wrap front coat has a Fashion Collar with ties, or a Hood, and
is full enough for the largest petticoat. Constructed from -London Fog"
poplin or "Nike" nylon, it is packaged in a PETTICOAT BAG of the same
fabric, folded for easy tote.
Poplin Cover—Up $44.95

SIZES: X-Small thrti XXX Large

COLORS: Poplin-Black, Navy, Gray, Beige, Brick Red, Lt. Blue, White
Nylon-Black, Navy, Gray, Beige, Burgandy, Brown, Lt. Blue, White,
Red, Orange
* REVERSIBLE Hooded styles available from $59.95.
Please include $3.00 for postage and handling.
-
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First in Quality, Design, and Comfort"
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Attention: Square Dance Callers
(and curious dancers)

Ova ,201.1

Discover the excitement and advantage of being able to call with your dancers Out of Sight.
At last, a book with a complete, logical, step by step method for learning how to call ad-lib square
dance choreography and resolve without being dependent on dancers. This system of mental image
choreography is developed beyond other published systems and is presented so it is easier to
understand and learn.
Beginning Callers:
This is just what you need to get started and
give you a good fundamental background.

1)geSLi
t

Experienced Callers:
Whether you now sight call, read, or anything in
between, this book will entertain you as you gain
a better understanding of what you are doing.

Dancers
If you are academically minded, a cursory reading will let you enjoy a peek into the logic
that makes choreography happen.
Price: $20 plus $1.00 postage & handling
(Mass. residents add $1 sales tax)

Following considerable study by a special
Quarterly Selection committee, some of the
salient facts coming out of the recommendation included the statement that Quarterly
Selections are not a mandatory part of any
program and that dancers will not be held
accountable for selections past or present. The
selections (as already stated) would be limited
to one or none in any quarter.
A Quarterly Selection has a life of six
months. After six months of useage, the selection will be voted upon for a continued six-

Order From:
Don Beck
176 W. Acton Road
Stow, MA 01775

month period. In the Mainstream and Plus
programs, the entire membership of Callerlab
will have an opportunity to vote, while only
the members of Callerlab's Advanced Committee will be voting on the Advanced Quarterly Selections. Quarterly Selections will not
be printed on the Mainstream, Plus and Advanced sheets.
Finally, conventions and festivals will be
encouraged to delete Quarterly Selections
from all designated halls. As an example, the
Mainstream hall at a convention would read

"RUFFLES" ORIGINALS (Manufacturers)
Cased elastic waist

INTRODUCES OUR NEW
Contour fit
No more unnecessary
bulk around front
and back.

"CAMIPANT"
COLORS
White
Red
Black
Lemon
Blue

Stretch "RUFFLES"
for flexibility and
comfort

6-8-10-12-14-16
Dress sizes
Also in medium length

Short
$10.00

Pink
Beige
Lilac
Multi

Medium

$12.00
Long
$14.00

9091 E. Kayenta Drive
Tucson, Arizona 85749
(602) 749-9085
Wholesale & Retail

$2.00 off if order received before September 1, 1984.
MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE TO: "RUFFLES"

Designed by
VERA HARTMANN
Nylon Tricot.
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CAMIPANT

Name

SIZE

Address

COLOR

City

QUANTITY

Add P&H $1.50/Add 75V each additional (Ariz. Res. Add Sales Tax 5%)

State

Zip

Send 20 cent postage stamp for FREE BROCHURE. Practice Slips. Petticoats.
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Pattern Co.
Box 23
Hamlin, Texas 79520
Catalog $1.50
plus 500 postage & handling
MS, not MS and QS or not MSQS.
Full detail on the mechanics of the Quarterly Selection process is being furnished to all
Callerlab members. Those interested may
check with their Callerlab caller for more
complete details.

FOR THE ARCHIVES
Perhaps somebody has already started a
collection of films and video tapes of square
dancing. We have seen some that go back to
the early 1920's, clips of clogging Kentucky
Mountain dancing and even some early

squares. Films were made by the Lloyd Shaw
organization prior to the war. Segments of
square dancing were commercially produced
in Hollywood. If they are not already, these
and others should be preserved to chronicle
this era of square dancing for future generations. The Lloyd Shaw Foundation Archives
Center is a logical place for such films to be
catalogued and stored. If you know of the
existence of films or have prints you would like
to contribute, write Bill Litchman, 1620 Los
Alamos SW, Albuquerque, NM 87104.

B. & S. SQUARE DANCE SHOP

Send $1.00 for catalog
Refunded on first order

Billy and Sue Miller MAGNET, INDIANA 47555 Phone: (812) 843-5491
DANCER
Ideal for round dancers with
a 11/2 inch heel. Leather uppers, cushioned insole for
comfort. Sizes 5 thru 10 narrow; 4 thru 10 medium; 5
thru 10 wide. Half sizes
also. Colors: white, black,
red, navy and brown $31.00
Silver and gold $33.00
Black & White Classic available but no guarantee.
(They will still be the same quality as the original) $20.00
SISSY

MID-THIGH

SHORTIE

KNEE LENGTH

The shoe most square dancers
wear. 1/2" heel with elastic binding around shoe. Strap across
instep. #22 round toe.
Black & White $25.00
Yellow, Navy,
Red, Hot pink,
$24.75
and Orange
Silver & Gold
$26.75
Sizes 4 to 10 — Med.
and Narrow
Scoop —
Black, White, & Colors
Gold & Silver

$29.00
$30.00

STRETCH COTTON PETTI PANTS
With 11/4" nylon lace. The mid-thigh has 8 rows
of lace and the knee length has 9 rows of lace.
These are made for us exclusively and they're
made true to size. Colors are: white, lime
green, lilac, black, yellow, blue, pink, red, orange, purple, hot pink, kelly, brown, navy, dark
purple, multi-color, royal and red, white and
blue combinations. Order mid-thigh or knee
length in S-M-L-XL. Sissy Pants-6 rows of
lace. XS-S-M-L. Shorties-3" legs, 8 rows of
lace.
SISSY
$8.00 or 2 pairs for $$
16
5.0
50
OTHERS
Postage $1.00 — Add 75v ea. additional pair.
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RINGO

MAJESTIC
Glove tanned leather. Sizes 6
thru 12 N; 4 thru 12 M half sizes.
Steel shank for support. Black,
white, navy, red, bone and
brown $27.95. Silver and gold
$30.00. (Available in AAA) &
wide. Postage $1.75. Add 500
each additional pair.
Postage $1.75
add 500 each additional pair

INDIANA
ADD
5%
SALES
TAX
C.O.D.'s

Prices subject
to change
without notice.
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Jim Vititoe
11897 Beaver Pike
Jackson, Ohio
45640
(614) 988-3374

Unicorn Records

Shag Ulen
471 Sycamore Dr.
Pickerington Hills
Pickerington, Ohio
43141
(614) 837-3641
U R 302
Puffin' On The Ritz

U R 101
Unicorn Song
Music Arranged by
Larry Cook
Distributed by
Twelgrenn Enterprises, Inc.

Unicorn Records
11897 Beaver Pike
Jackson, Ohio 45640
(614) 988-3374

One Of Those
Wonderful Songs

form. The cottages are connected by a series of
WORLD, continued from page 5/
contact Don and Lois Kilbourn, 11340 Dennis wooden walkways and stairs to minimize dust
Rd., Central Point 97502 (503) 855-1941.
and erosion of this ecologically fragile area.
For information about this campground in
Caribbean
paradise," contact Les and Dorthy Fuhrman,
Maho Bay Campground on the Island of St.
Johns will be the setting for square dancing, 1277 So. Meridian Rd. , Mason, MI 48854 or
July 14-28. After a day of snorkeling, sailing, Maho Bay Camps, Inc. , 17 East 73rd St. , New
wind-surfing, etc., campers can round out the York, NY 10021.
Washington
evening with a couple of hours of square dancThe 28th Annual Summer Square Dance
ing under the stars. 94 sixteen-foot square
canvas cottages are scattered among the trees, Festival and Salmon Barbeque, featuring
each permanently mounted on a wooden plat- Dave and Bonnie Harry, will be held at the
66

The Best Little Square Dance Store Around"
The "Beauty"
ONE OF OUR BEST SELLERS. Every
one a "Beauty". Assorted sheer prints.
Fully lined. We know you'll love this
"dreamy" dress. (Give us several of
your favorite colors and we will do our
best to come as close as possible—
Pink, Blue, Yellow, Lavender,
Turquoise).
Sizes 8-20
$56.00
Style #S-275

Open Daily 10-6 p.m.
Open Friday 10-9 p.m.
Closed Sunday

Send with order:
Style, Color, Size and Price - Your
Name, Address, City, State and Zip. For
Charge: Card Number and Expiration
Date.
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Add $3.50 for postage & handling.
Virginia residents add 4% tax.
Check, Visa, MasterCard, and
Choice accepted.
Dresses are made to order. Please
allow 3-4 weeks for delivery.
Send $1.00 for a copy of our new
Square Dance Apparel Catalog. Will be
refunded with your first order.

250 West Broad Street (Route 7) Falls Church, VA 22046
•
Aolt•
tier
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(703) 534-7273

e.
4,414,
Fry
tow
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Western Dance Center in Spokane, August
24-26. Dave Trezona and Ed Stephan will cue
easy and intermediate rounds; local and visiting callers will be programmed Sunday. A
potluck picnic for singles will be held Saturday. For more information write Dick and
Sheila Juliano, Rt. I, Box 116 Al, Valleyford
99036.

SINGLE? ENTHUSIASTIC?
Interested in starting a SINGLES'
Square Dance Club? LET US HELP!
Become affiliated with the largest
Singles' Square Dance Club in the
World!

WRITE FOR INFORMATION NOW!
BACHELORS 'N' BACHELORETTES
INTERNATIONAL, INC.
c/o RALPH OSBORNE, International President
P.O. Box 1214
South Gate, CA 90280

Square Verse —Beryl Frank
Stepping Stephen
He stepped upon my left foot
Then he stepped upon my right
I did not mind the pain so much —
But once my shoes were white.

Your pin-on badges need . .

Red faced Rosie
Red-faced Rosie is a gal
Who goes her own sweet way
And then she blushes as she asks —
What did our caller say?
-

. to protect clothing from
(At Square Dance pin holes and tears
Shops and
Badge Makers

DEALERS:
Write for brochure and prices

BADGE HOLDERS, INC.

Neighborly Ned
Follow your neighbor
Came out loud and strong
So I followed Ned
And both neighbors went wrong!

5420 Clouds Rest, Mariposa, CA. 95338

NATIONAL
re SQUARE DANCE
DIRECTORY
1984 Edition Now Available
The Directory includes information and contacts on over 10,000 square,
round, contra and clogging clubs in the U.S., Canada and around the world.
Also information on major festivals, organizations, publications, products
and services.

Luckless Lou
She was a happy dancer
Who just missed the gay woo-woo
When her engine went to siding
Instead of on Track Two.

A MUST FOR EVERY DANCER
$7.00 per copy (plus $2.00 postage)
Available March 1,1984

Send to: National Square Dance Directory
(601) 825-6831
P.O. Box 54055, Jackson, MS 39208

AT LAST! Reterence Catalog Now Available
"Square & Round Dance RECORDS IN PRINT" 1984-85
Compiled by Allan Wardle
Release Date June 1984, Supplements in Oct. & Feb.
Record Dealers
Callers
R/D Cuers
Cloggers
Schools
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Sections Include:
• Singing Calls
• Hoedown
• Round Dance
• Clogging

•
•
•
•
•

LP
Contra
Quadrille
Special Events
After Party

Order Now. Receive your copy
as soon as possible.

$8

each

Utah residents
add 46Q ea.
Sales Tax

Postage
1 $2.00
2
2.50
3
3.00
4
3.50
5 or more 4.00

Allan Wardle
722 S. State
Salt Lake City, UT 84111
(801) 532-3213
Dealers write
for wholesale prices
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DI 1E

SQUARE
DAME
DATE BOOK

DOWNTOWN. U.S.A.

1 line "Slim Jim" $1.25
Name only,
regular size $1.25
Name and town
OR design $1.50
Name and town
and design $1.75
Name, town, design
and club name $2.00
State shape $2.50 and up

ANY STATE SHAPE $2.50 & UP EACH
We Design Club Badges
Order Any Badge in Any
Blue, Green, Brown, Red,
Color—Black, White,
Yellow, Walnut.
Please Send Check With Order
Add 15c per badge for postage and handling

MICRO PLASTICS
Box 847 Rifle, Colo. 81650

Phone (303) 625-1718

July 1 EAASDC Summer Jamboree, Brussels, Belgium
July 5-8 — Alaska State S/D Festival, Delta
Junction, AK — (Eldridge) PO Box 284,
Delta Junction 99737
July 6-7 — 8th Annual Queen City S/R/D
Telephone
Festival, Frank Cochran Center, Merid(602) 997-5355
ian, MS
Square and Round Dance
July 6-8 — 18th Annual Square Dance
Roundup, Calgary — 156 Fairview Gres.
Catalog Upon Request
S. E. , Calgary, Alberta T2H 0Z6
Include $1.00 postage, handling
July 6-8 — 28th Annual Jamboree, Thiel College, Greenville, PA — Kon Yacht Kickers, P.O. Box 37676
Phoenix, AZ 85069
PO Box 121, Meadville 16335
July 6-8 — July Jamboree, Spokane, WA
W. 215 Hoerner, Spokane 99218 (509)
Records
489-7603
New Releases
MW-302 Seven Lonely Days
July 6-8 — 13th Annual National Cloggers
by Steve & Nelson
Convention, The Coliseum and The ConNelson Watkins
MW-301 I Left My Heart in San Francisco
by Steve & Nelson
ference Center, Pigeon Forge, TN — (Abe)
MW-401 Tonto (Hoedown) by Steve
Box 283, College Park, MD 20740 (301)
Recent Releases
MW-10 Scarlet Fever by Nelson
779-1137
MW-102 Bring on the Sunshine by Nelson
July 7 — Lady Slipper Squares jamboree,
MW-101 When You Wish Upon A Star by Nelson
Summerside, Prince Edward Island — 154
MW-202 Easy Come Easy Go by Steve
Steve Moore
MW-201 Marty Robbins Medley by Steve
Spring St., Summerside CIN 363
Distributed by Corsair-Continental
July 11-14
URDC National R/D Conven-

MAIL ORDER
MASTER RECORD SERVICE

1424 Taft, Escondido, CA 92026 (619) 741-2714

THE

YELLOW ROCK SHOPPE
SQUARE DANCE APPAREL
AND ACCESSORIES

FASHIONS BY MARILEE
SKIRTS AND BLOUSES

NASHVILLE SOUND & YOU LP'S

11
VISA
L

TO MIX AND MATCH

Send $1 For Catalog (Refundable With 1st Order)
P. 0. BOX 635
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MESQUITE, TEXAS 75149

214/288-6692
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QUALITY NAME BADGES
NEW CLUBS — free design help ALL
CLUBS — guest, special event, fun,
gimmick badges, charms (including
ROVER, Square Angels, Retriever,
etc.)
PANIC BUTTONS — flag with square
dance saying pops up
RHINESTONE BADGES — your name, also Hug-N-Bug,
Snuggle Bunny, Glow Worm, Turtles, KK
*Write or call for more info*

A to Z Engraving, Co., Inc.

1150 Brown Street, Wauconda, IL 60084
312/526-7396
A Custom Service Since 1956

1101, 1 114cs.
A•16.,\.0
q-%
Sq.0
Lawrence & Marian Foerster
U &V.
623 Wadge Ave. S.
Park River, ND 58270
Ph. 701 284-7901
Jewelry, towel holders and metal dancers available.
Wholesale only. Please include your State sales tax
number with catalog request. Dancers, please encourage your local shop to give us a try.

The Original Fun Club Badges
Send for list

ARMETA, Dept. M
P.O. Box 696
Canby, Oregon 97013

Winston-Salem, NC — 523 E.
Broughton St., Savannah, GA 31401
July 13-14 — 16th Summer Festival,
Gadsden, AL
July 13-14 — S/R/D Festival, Charlotte Civic
Center, Charlotte, NC — (Thrift) Rt. 4,
Box 223, Rock Hill, SC 29730
July 13-15 — 15th Annual Monterey Festival,
Monterey Peninsula College, Monterey,
CA — 1216 Circle Ave., Seaside 93955
(408) 394-7684
July 13-15 — 9th Annual Chewelah Festival,
Chewelah Football Field, Chewelah, WA
July 13-15 — 16th Annual Leadership Seminar, Central Washington University, Ellensburg, WA — 218 120th PI. S.E.,
Everett 98204 (206) 353-5393
July 17-19
NSDCA International Camporee, Iowa State Fairgrounds, Des Moines,
IA — 470 Benjamin Blvd. , Des Moines
50317
July 19-21 — 15th Annual Thunder Bay
S/R/D Festival, Confederation College,
Thunder Bay, Ontario — 217 No. Marks
St. , Thunder Bay P7C 4E9 (807) 623-3241
July 19-21 — 21st Annual Star Spangled Banner Festival, Hunt Valley Inn, Hunt Valley, MD — 1111 King Arthur Ct., Sykesville 21784 (301) 795-3033
July 20-21 — IDA's Summer Sounds, Holiday
Inn, Gainesville, GA (404) 934-4090
July 20-21 — 14th Jekyll Fun Fest, Jekyll
Island, GA — (912) 283-4397
July 20-21 — Mid-Summer's Night Festival,
Goleta, CA
July 20-22 — Canyon Country Jubilee, Mansfield University, Mansfield, PA — Continuing Education Office, Mansfield Univ.,
Mansfield 16933
tion,

Mustang Recordings
Produced by
Chuck Bryant & The Mustang Band
New Releases
Bob Shiver

MS- 191 A&B All I Ever Need Is You
by Chuck Bryant

Chuck Bryant

MS 192 A&B Rodeo Romeo by Bob Shiver
Many Previous Releases Now Available
Call or Write A&S Records, 321 Laurie
Lane, Warner Robins, GA 31093
(912) 922-7510
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Chuck Bryant & Mustang Recording Co.
P.O. Box 735, San Benito, Texas 78586 (512) 399-8797
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Callers and Teachers
Let the CTM*
Help You with
this year's class
The prepared caller/teacher will bring the greatest
G
percentage of this year's new dancers safely and successfully through the class experience. Whether
you're a newcomer or veteran teacher, there's always room for improvement, new
ideas and ways of developing your skills. The Caller/Teacher Manual, the work of
many skilled caller/teachers and more than a dozen years in preparation, is designed to
help you improve your presentation of square dancing to nondancers. Endorsed by
Callerlab, and following the approved Basic and Mainstream Programs, this Manual is
for all present and would-be callers.
Bound in a handsome 3-ring binder, allowing room for
expansion, this 320-page volume takes you step-bystep through the principles of teaching. Utilizing each
of the 68 basics, it explains the teaching techniques,
cautions about danger spots and includes comments to
help you in properly indoctrinating the new dancer.
The Manual is loaded with drills, illustrations, program
outlines and more.

What others have to say
about the C.T. M.
. . . Received my CTM and can only say "WOW." If callers and teachers would
use this Manual, many of the problems in square dancing would be solved.
Marvin Labahn, Illinois
. . . I'm thrilled with the care and detail included in the CTM. A helpful guide to
those teaching the Basic and Mainstream program.
Orphie Easson, Ontario, Canada
. . . The CTM is a real asset to callers. Anyone could teach square dancing
using it.
— Martin & Terry Mallard, Saskatchewan, Canada

Order your *Caller/Teacher Manual TODAY
Only $29.95 per copy, plus $4.00 shipping and handling charge in the United States
($5.00 for Canada and $6.00 postage and handling for Foreign). Write SQUARE
DANCING Magazine, 462 N. Robertson Blvd., Los Angeles, CA 90048-1799.

PONDEROSA
RECORDINGS
Johnny
Kozol

Distributed by
Corsair Continental
Twelgrenn, Inc.,

Mike
DeSisto

NEW RELEASES
P-001 Jackson by Johnny, Mike & Wayne
P-002 Sweet Baby's Arms by Mike
P-003 You Do Something To Me by Johnny
P-004 Good Times by Mike
P-005 Paradise by Mike
P-006 Misty by Johnny

Doug
Davis

Steve
Edlund

Al
Saunders

COMING RELEASE
P-007M P-007M Ponderosa Patter #1
by Mike
BZ-001 First Taste of Texas by Doug Davis
BZ-003 Hard Dog by Al Saunders
BZ-101 Watchng Girls Go By by Steve Edlund

2500 South 384th, Space 103 Federal Way, Washington 98003 (206) 838-8977

July 20-22 — Oregon Summer S/D Festival,
OSU Campus, Corvallis, OR 97339 — (503)
581-3086
July 20-22 — Great Lake State S/R/D Festival, Western Michigan Univ. , Kalamazoo,
MI
July 20-22 — Cotton Choppin' Hoedown,
Lubbock, TX — 189 April Point North,
Montgomery 77356 (409) 588-2364
July 20-22 — White Mountain 35th Annual
S/R/D Festival, Clubhouse, White Mountains, AZ (Suttles) Rt. 2, Box 9066, Show

NOW AVAILABLE!!

Low 85901 (602) 537-4207
July 21 — Spud Fest, Monte Vista, CO 645
Aspen Dr., South Fork 81154
July 21 — 28th Annual Summer Festival,
Civic Center, Port Arthur, TX — (409)
296-2243
July 26-28 — Diamond Lake Festival, Diamond Lake, OR — 11340 Dennis Rd.,
Central Point 97504
July 27-28 — 2nd Annual Hoedown, Alpine
School, Alpine, AZ — (Gillham) PO Box
304, Alpine 85920 (602) 339-4656

COMPLETELY NEW!!

,77zpit 2/114/
This ALL NEW book contains over 175 Singing Call Routines that will fit any 64 beat singing
call record you like to use. Purchase of this book will be one of the best investments you ever
made toward helping you in your calling the Callerlab Plus Program. You will be happy to
have the help in teaching and calling Plus Dances and Workshops. Send today for this
valuable addition to your calling library.
$10.00 Postpaid U.S. & Canada. ($13.00 Air Mail — Europe [$14.00 Far East])
NOTE: The text is up-to-date with changes made to the PLUS PROGRAM in April 1984.
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
ALSO AVAILABLE AND ALSO A GOOD BUY FOR ANY CALLER USING ADVANCED ONE

J
202 Singing Call Routines for the Advanced One Program. All dance well and smoothly. This
book priced the same as above and is a lsn treasure in itsown right. Send for yours today!
Payment must be by cash or checks drawn on U.S. banks only. Others use Postal Money
Orders or Bank Money Orders marked U.S. Dollars. Send to . . .
Gene Trimmer • 103 Rosewood • Paragould, AR 72450
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CALLING
BY
JACK
MURTHA

NEW RELEASES
SD-001 Happy Song
SD-002 Gordo's Quadrille
SD-003 My Bonnie Lies Over The Ocean
(Neat, novelty square dance
using Basics 1-13)

These flip records are made with special attention to
clarity and balance on the called side for use by
teachers and dancers.
JACK MURTHA ENTERPRISES • P.O. BOX 3055 (Zip 95992-3055) • 146 CLINTON ST. • YUBA CITY, CA 95991 • (916) 673-1120

July Jaunt, Missouri Southern
July 27-28
State College, Joplin, MO — (Lundy) PO
Box 55, Carthage 64836 (417) 385-4248
July 27-28 — 31st Annual Black Hills S/D
Festival, Rushmore Civic Center, Rapid
City, SD — 314 St. Charles St., Rapid City
57701 (605) 342-5105
July 27-28 — Rainy River Dist. Country
Squares Trail In Weekend Camperee,
Emo, Ontario — (807) 482-2548
July 28-28-2nd Annual S/D Extravaganza,
E. Dent Lackey Plaza, Niagara Falls,

NY —(716) 278-8147
July 29 — Let's Celebrate Sr Salute the LA
Games International Folk Dance Festival,
Veteran's Memorial Park, Culver Blvd.
Overland, Culver City, CA
Aug. 2-4-4th National Canadian S/R/D
Convention, Winnipeg, Convention
Centre, Winnipeg, Manitoba/PO Box 3927
Stn. B, Winnipeg R2W 5H9
Aug. 2-5-22nd Overseas Dancers Reunion,
Ramada Inn, Mountain Home, AR (Hay)
Rt. C, Box 13A, Yellville 72687

DIXIE DAISY

MAJ ESTI C
1" heel, steel shank, glove leather,
6-12 N; 4-12 M; 5-10 W; half
sizes
Black/White
Red/Navy/Brown
Gold/Silver

$27.50
$27.50
$29.75

N-20 Sissy Nylon
N-29 Sissy Cotton
S,M,L,XL $8.50
N-21 Cotton/Poly
Mid-thigh Length
S,M.L,XL $9.75
N-24 Nylon
Shorty Length
S,M,L,XL $9.75

DANCER
Ideal for Round Dancers. 11/2" heel,
all leather cushioned insole for
comfort. 5-10 N; 4-10 M; 5-10 W;
SCOOP
✓ " heel, steel shank, glove leather, lined, half sizes
sizes 4 thru 10 med., 5 thru 10 narrow, half White/Black
$31.95
sizes, also wide
Rod/Navy/Brown
$31.95
Black/White
Red/Navy/Brown
Gold/Sliver

Red
Orange
Yellow
Green
Lt. Blue
Royal
Lilac

Brown
:clack
White
Pink
Hot Pink
Aqua

$29.75 Sliver/Gold
$29.75
$30.50

$34.50

Panty-blouse
cotton/poly
broadcloth
White, Red, Black

P,S,M,L,
$16.50

XL

Prices subject to change

Add $1.85 handling. Maryland residents add 5% tax.

1351 Odenton Road, Odenton, Md. 21113
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#972 Swiss Look JUMPER
Laced front 8-18 $39.98
PERKY!
Solid
Wear with Blouse
Red,
Navy
or NEW Dickey
or Brown
White or Print
-40044 0 P
$4.98
RUTH & REUEL deTURK
Send frv. nur free mail order catalog.
Are you tired of STIFF, SCRATCHING PETTICOATS? 1606 Hopmeadow St. Men's
hi7/1
(Men are!!!) Join the lovers of the NEW LOOK. A 35 yard Simsbury, Ct. 06070 Matching
double skirt Petticoat in floating nylon chiffon with super Phone: 203-658-9417
shirts $19.98
soft ruffle on bottom. S — M — L.
Mon. thru Sat. 11-5
White-Black-Red-Brown-Mint-Peach-Lt. Pink-YellowFri. 11-9
Size 20 or above, or tall length
Purple-Navy-Lavender-Cranberry-Rust-Beige
June-July-Aug.
Add OM
Shipping Chg. Single item $3.00
X-Lg and Multi-Pastel — add $2.00
Fri. & Sat. Only 11-5
"TrakShun" for slippery floors $4.50/can + $1.50 UPS Other times by appointment
2 or 3 items $4.00

THE

Aug. 3-16th—Annual Old Miner's Days, Big
Bear High School, Big Bear Lake, CA—
(714) 866-8623
Aug. 3-4-22nd Annual Mississippi Gulf
Coast S/D Festival, Mississippi Coast Coliseum Convention Center, Gulfport-Biloxi,
MS/4502 Kendall Ave., Gulfport 39501
Aug. 3-4-31st Annual Penn State S/D Festival, Penn. State Univ. , University Park,
PA—Short Courses in Agriculture, 305
Agricultural Administration Bldg., Penn.
State Univ., University Park 16802

Aug. 3-5 Ruffles in Rednecks Festival,
Flagstaff, AZ
Aug. 3-5-25th Wiconsin S/R/D Convention,
Univ. Wisc. , Stevens Point, WI —(715)
341-2035
Aug. 3-5-2nd Annual Silver Salmon Shindig,
Hermon Hutchens Elem. School, Valdez,
AK —(907) 835-2757
Aug. 3-5—Mid-South Round-A-Rama, Boaz,
AL-9012 Berclair Rd., Huntsville 35802
Aug. 4 — Royal Gorge Bridge Dance, Royal
Gorge, CO —(303) 275-6446

I
RECORDS
Joe
Saltel

Kim
Hohnholt

Bob
Stutevoss

Dan
Nordbye

C-060 HEART TO HEART by Daryl
C-059 LITTLE THINGS MEAN A LOT by Daryl
C-058 I CAN LOVE YOU by Jim
C-057 JUST BECAUSE by Daryl
C-056 WHEN I'M 64 by Daryl
C-055 I'VE GOT YOU TO THANK FOR THAT by Joe
C-054 YEARS by Daryl
C-053 SMOOTH TALKING BABY by Joe
HOEDOWN
C-509 TAG ALONG by Jim
C-508 "D"s RHYTHM by Daryl
C-507 HOME GROWN by Bob

Daryl
Clendenin

Bill
Sigmon

Jim
Hattrick

Gordon
Sutton

HOEDOWNER LABEL
H-113 IF YOU CAN'T FIND LOVE by Bob
H-112 SIDESTEP by Gordon
H-111 SOMEONE COULD LOSE A HEART by Kim
H-110 THE STEAL OF THE 1111,014T by Bill

Order Direct or
from your nearest
Record Dealer

"SO YOU WANT TO SING" by Pauline Jensen.
Voice Lessons On Tape. Designed for callers that have no access to professional instruction in proper breath and voice techniques. Complete with step by
step instruction booklet and exercise tape. $29.95 plus $1.75 handling and
postage. Order direct from. CLENDENIN ENTERPRISES.

PRODUCED BY CLENDENIN ENTERPRISES, 7915 N. Clarendon, Portland, OR 97203
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The Prettiest in the Country

and the City!

Pete Hickman's & Nancy Sherman's
•

ut

I PETTICOATS
Fancy Square and Round Dance

AND CUSTOM DRESSES
Made Better! Looks Better!
Fits Better! None Better!
NYLON ORGANZA-A RAINBOW OF COLORS:
Light pink, hot pink, maize, hot yellow, mint, lime,
apple green, forest green, lilac, medium purple,
dark purple, wine, orange, peach, beige, navy, rust,
brown, peacock, aqua, black, white, coral, red and
royal blue.

NYLON ORGANZA PETTICOATS:

VISIT OUR
SHOWROOM AND
MANUFACTURING
FACILITY
5605 Windsong in
San Antonio, Texas

512/656-6442
WHOLESALE AND
GROUP DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE

20 / 20 double sweep (40 yards)
25 / 25 double sweep (50 yards)
30 / 30 double sweep (60 yards)
40 / 40 double sweep (80 yards)
60 / 40 double sweep (100 yards)

MATCHING PETTIPANTS:
Short leg, cotton & lace
Sissy tennis pants

Color
Price
Price

Waist

Size

Color

Postage $3,00 each
$6.00 outside U.S.A.
51/2% Sales Tax in Texas
Check Enclosed $
CO,D.

Name
Address
City

Total

$ 9.95
10.95

CUSTOM DRESSES From $69.95

Mail order to: STEPP1N OUT • P.O. Box 13156 • San Antonio, TX • 78213
Length _
Sweep (yards)
Pettipants

$37.95
42.95
46.95
57.95
73.95

Zip
State
Please allow 2-3 weeks for delivery

MIKE COZY
Holds and protects any microphone up to 101/2" long, plus
twenty feet of cable. Sturdy,
easy to store, handy to
carry, handsome Naugahyde exterior, with
sturdy metal
zipper.
$11.80 plus
$1.15 postage

462 N. Robertson Blvd.
Los Angeles, CA 90048

Calif. add
6% Sales Tax

SUPREME

Coc,
P'Vlikt o

EDCOR

Q

HOME OF
SUPREME
AUDIO
e

New for '84!
SUPREME MINI
the power packed
little speaker
z

• Weighs Only 9 Lbs. • Just 11" High,

0

8" Wide,
Deep. • 6" x 9" Speaker.
• Extreme Clarity. • Full Range.
• Wide Angle Dispersion. • Perfect
For Workshops. • As A Monitor.
• For Traveling Callers. • 50 Watts Peak.
• 8 OHMS.

le

1!

NOWONLY$135 plus $9 shipping
Bill and Peggy Heyman
271 Greenway Road
Ridgewood, N.J. 07450
201-445-7398
SKIR

CALLERS' CHOICE

—

°t44€

Aug. 4-7th Annual Muscular Dystrophy
Benefit Dance, Village Square, Downington, PA —(215) 269-2821
Aug. 4-6-10th Annual Thunderbird Festival,
Skateworld, Sikeston, MO -(Volner) PO
Box 702, Sikeston 63901 (314) 471-0392
Aug. 6-11-31st Annual B.C. S/D Jamboree,
Penticton, B.C. —P0 Box 66, Penticton
V2A 6J9 (604 492-4103
Aug. 9-11—Canadian R/D Festival, Hamilton Convention Centre, Hamilton,
Ontario-40 Greendowns Dr., Scarborough M1M 2G7 (416) 267-2692
Aug. 9-11-3rd American Advanced and
Challenge Convention, Student Union,
Univ. of Toledo, Toledo, OH —(Tarleton)
Box 369, Marysville 43041
Aug. 10-11-8th Annual S/D Jamboree,
Royalty Centre, Charlottetown, Prince
Edward Island, Canada
Aug. 11-11th Annual Red Carpet S/D, City
Auditorium, Vicksburg, MS — (Schaffer)
Rt. 11, 107 East View Dr. , Vicksburg 39180
(601) 638-1195
Aug. 11—Vermont Mini-Convention,
Bennington, VT
Aug. 16-19-20th Annual Jekyll Island Jamboree, Jekyll Island, GA
Aug. 17-18--16th Annual Peach Festival, Mt.
Garfield Middle School, Clifton, CO
Aug. 17-18—Napa Valley Grape Festival,
Napa Town & Country Fairgrounds, Napa,
CA—(707) 224-2001
Aug. 17-18-11th Tennessee State S/R/D
Convention, Murphy Center, Middle
Tenn. State Univ., Murfreesboro,
TN—PO Box 474, Murfreesboro 37133
Aug. 17-19-5th Annual Paradise Promenade, Ventura County Fairgrounds, Ven-

LILL.

0
•;440 :

da

II.

Music by The Delta Gamblers
Bob Elling, Owner-Producer
NEW RELEASES
RIV 200 Sloop John B by Bob
RIV 201 Silver Threads & Golden Need/es
by Buddy
RIV 202 Elusive Butterfly by Ron
RIV 203 Fireball Mail by Ron & Buddy
RIV 204 In Our Magic Ship by Gary
RIV 205 Bluegrass Express by Buddy
RIV 206 We've Got the Music

Kelly Mizuno Ron Welsh Buddy Weaver Gary Carnes Nate Bliss

RIV 207 Flashdance by Gary
RIV 208 Double Shot of My Baby's Love
by Kelly
RIV 209 You Made a Wanted Man of Me
by Ron
RIV 210 Hank Williams Medley by Ron
RIV 211 Misty by Gary
RIV 212 Boogie Woogie Bugle Boy by Nate

HOEDOWNS
RIV 506 Fireball/Flip by Bob Elling
RIV 507 Buddy's Special/Flip
by Buddy Weaver
RIV 508 Hot Chile/Flip by Gary Carnes
ROUND DANCE
RIV 1001 Think Summer by Millard &
June McKinney

RIVERBOAT RECORDS • 16000 Marcella Street • San Leandro, CA 94578
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RED BOOT PRODUCTIONS, INC.

ta

Rt. 8, College Hills
Greeneville, TN 37743
(615) 638-7784

Red Boot Productions, Inc. is pleased to announce the following Staff
Recording Artists for Rounds.
Ray & Bea Dowdy — Beckley, West Virginia
Ed & Carolyn Raybuck — Advance, North Carolina
Steve & Jackie Wilhoit — Greeneville, Tennessee
Iry & Betty Easterday
Boonsboro, Maryland

RED BOOT NEW RELEASES
RB 2993 — Before I Met You — Red Boot
Boye
RB 2994 — I've Got Mexico — Johnny Jones
RB 2995 — I May Be Used
Mike Noose
HOEDOWNS
RB 314 — Fireball (Hoedown/ Workshop B-1-67)
Don Williamson
ROUNDS
RB 909 — Bits
Pieces — Steve & Jackie Wilhoit

ALL RECORDS ADVERTISED ARE RELEASED. CHECK WITH YOUR LOCAL SUPPLIER OR WRITE US AT ABOVE ADDRESS.

tura, CA-1215 Anchors Way, #301, Ventura 93001
Aug. 24-25-9th Annual Montreal Areas
S/R/D Convention, Queen Elizabeth Hotel, Montreal, Quebec—PO Box 906,
Pointe Claire-Dorval, Quebec H9R 4Z6
Aug. 24-25-8th Annual ASARDA Festival,
Huntsville, AL
Aug. 24-25 --Chicago Special, Chicago,
IL-189 April Point North, Montgomery,
TX 77356 (409) 588-2364
Aug. 24-26-28th Annual Summer S/D Fes-

tival & Salmon Barbeque, Western Dance
Center, Sulivan Park, Spokane, WA
(Juliano) Rt. 1, Box 116 Al, Valleyford, WA
99036
Aug. 24-26 — Chaparral Convention, Sacramento, CA-1425 Oakhill Dr. , Plano, TX
75075
Aug. 24-26—South Coat Assn. Festival, Orange County Fairgrounds, Costa Mesa, CA
Aug. 24-Sept. 3—State Fair Dancing, Fairgrounds, Salem, OR
Aug. 25 —Cornhuskers Hoedown, Waco

BILL DAVIS' DANCER/CALLER SERVICES & SYSTEMS
DANCER/CALLER HANDY FLIP-CARD SYSTEM (In 4 sets: MS, +, A1&2, C1)
An original from Bill & John Sybalsky. One card for each call. Available in three categories to fit your needs. A) With
definitions on flip side for dancers and callers to use as 'flash cards' for learning or reviewing the calls. B) With
get-outs on the flip side for Sight & Module Callers. C) Blank on the flip side for recording your own goodies or singing
call. Each card has call name, starting & ending formation on front. Price per set (A+B+C): MS, Al , A2, Cl $10 ea;
Plus $5. Full system (290 cards) $30. Quotes available for individual categories or quantity orders.
$12.95
THE SIGHT CALLER'S TEXTBOOK Second Edition
The most complete how-to-do-it book ever published on sight calling. Fully illustrated and geared for self-teaching.
Learn from scratch, or improve current skills. Chapters on Resolution, Formation Awareness, Snapshot Get-outs,
Programing, and 10 other topics plus Callerlab (APD) Arrangements and symbols.
TOP TEN 1983
$6.95
All new product of a first-time collaboration of Bill with John Sybalsky. Features FIVE complete dictionaries of square
dance calls for all Callerlab levels (MS, Plus, Al&A2, Cl , C2). Illustrations, definitions & choreo for all Quarterly
Selections. Descriptions & explanations of new concepts & ideas. Sections on Formations, Arrangements, a
number system for mixing dancers, and suggested teaching orders. In-depth analysis of selected new calls (THE
TOP TEN).
$12.50 per year.
SCV CALLER'S NOTE SERVICE . . . Notes only
With $1 million liability insurance: $22.50/yr. The most complete listing of ALL new calls and concepts; choreo
analysis and figures MS thru A2. Equipment insurance & rented premises insurance also available. BI-MONTHLY;
CALENDAR YEAR.
DANCER'S NOTE SERVICE (Bi-monthly)
Definitions of ALL new calls & concepts. Supplements the annual TOP TEN book.

$6.50/calendar yr.

ORDER postpaid by sending check or money order (US funds) to:
BILL DAVIS. 1359 BELLEVILLE WAY, SUNNYVALE, CA 94087. Add $3.00 for air mail.
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RECORDS
New Singing Calls
Jack Lasry
Damon Coe Johnny Preston
Randy Dougherty
Jim Lee
Ted Frye
ST 208 Paradise Tonight by Jim
ST 207 it's High Time by Johnny
P 128 Don't You Know That I Love You
Super Hoedowns
ST 206 Memory Go Round by Jim
by Damon Coe
ST 300 Rock Island Ride/
P 126 Why Do We Want What We
ST 205 Hallelujah Medley by Randy
Dixie Breakdown
Know We Can't Have? by Ron
ST 204 Someday Soon by Ted
ST 301 Weeping Willow/Boiling Cabbage
P 125 Tie Your Dream To Mine by Blanche Churchwell
ST 203 May The Circle by Randy
ST 302 Ragtime Anne/James
The most comprehensive, organized caller/teacher/dancer aid ever introduced to American square dancing! Teaching Manuals with corresponding
record series from Basic—A-2 (by Jack Lasry): Basic, 29 Week Teaching Program with 9 records; Mainstream, 12 Week Teaching Program with 6 records;
Plus, 20 Week Teaching Program with 13 records; A-1, 20 Week Teaching Program with 10 records; A-2, 20 Week Teaching Program with 10 records. All
records $3.50 each +31.00 per every five shipping. Basic Manual $7.50; MS Manual $3.50; Plus, A-1 & A-2 Manuals $5.00 each; add $1.00 per manual
shipping. Composite Manual (all five) $26.00 + $3.50 shipping.

236 Walker Springs Road • Knoxville, Tennessee 37923 • Phone: (615) 693-3661

Convention Center, Waco, TX
Aug. 25-26-24th Annual Caller's Institute
and Dance, Paradise Inn Motel, Champaign, IL—(312) 956-1055
Aug. 26 —Tri-Parish World Expo Celebration, St. Bernard Cultural Center, Chalmette, LA—(504) 466-2697
Aug. 31-Sept. 1—Square Affair, Fairgrounds,
Santa Maria, CA—(805) 688-6532
Aug. 31-Sept. 2-5th Annual Southern California Clogging Convention, San
Bernardino County Fairgrounds, Vic-

C & C ORIGINALS
SQUARE DANCE PATTERNS

torville, CA-12956 Lucille Ave. , Garden
Grove 92641 (714) 530-9433
Aug. 31-Sept. 2-5th Annual Labor Day Jamboree, Oxnard Community Center,
Oxnard, CA
Aug. 31-Sept. 2-30th EAASDC Fall
Round-Up, Ketsch, West Germany
Aug. 31-Sept. 2-14th Annual Singles
Dance-A-Rama, Sheraton-Twin Towers,
Orlando, FL-3707 Calloway Dr., Orlando 32810
Aug. 31-Sept. 2-15th Annual Wy-Col-Ut
Dress has an 8 gore circle underskirt with an 8 gore gathered at
the waist overskirt, wth ruffle attached to bottom of overskirt.
The bodice has a yoke that fits slightly off the shoulder with ruffle
attached. Dress can be made with sleeves or without sleeves.
Patterns are multi-sized (5-7-8, 6-8-10, 12-14-16, 18-20-40.)
Patterns are complete with layout, cutting and assembly instructions. Ask for this pattern and other C&C Original patterns
at your local square dance shops. If unavailable, order direct.
DEALER INQUIRIES WELCOME.
Mail to: C & C ORIGINALS
Rt. 8 Box 78, Harrison, AR 72601
Pattern #

_

Size

Amount per pattern $4.00 No. (

)

Complete brochure 50
Postage & Handling
(see chart below)
Total amount enclosed
(U.S. funds only)
Name
Address
City

POSTAGE & HANDLING FEES
$1.25
1 pattern
2/patterns
$2.00
3 patterns
$2.50

100

Zip

State
4 patterns
5 patterns
6 patterns

$2.75
$3.00
$3.25
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THE ALAMO SQUARE AND ROUND DANCE ASSOCIATION
REMEMBER
THE
ALAMO
IANARnRPP
ADVANCE REGISTRATION

$10 PER PERSON

ALAMO JAMBOREE FESTIVAL
SEPT., 21-23 SAN ANTONIO CONVENTION CENTER

NirDS, C LOG G I NG
ADIVIANC,`E, C-1 , Fg.)U ■
MAI N ST R EANI,
— NATIONAL CALLERS/CUERS/DIRECTOR —
Lem Gravelle, Keith Gulley, Bill Haynes, Darryl Lipscomb,
Lee Kopman, Charlie/Bettye Procter, Shelia Popwell

SPECIAL CLOSE-BY
HOTEL RATES!

To Register: Send Names; Address; Telephone No.; Level Danced;
Expected Arrive/Depart Dates; Check or Money Order

(Reservations must be made
through Housing Director)

TO: ALAMO JAMBOREE P.O. BOX 5471, SAN ANTONIO, TX 78201
Please State If You Desire Hotel/Campground Information And JAMBOREE Schedule

8/D, Moffat County Fairground's Pavill- Dennis Abe, Box 283, College Park, MD
ion, Craig, CO-324 Clay St. , Craig 91625 20740 (official magazine of the National
Cloggers Association).
NEW PUBLICATIONS
M 2 Dancers - Bruce Franz, 460
Right after the June issue went to press,
four new publications reached our office. Lamplighter Pl. , Xenia, OH 45385 (special
Please add the following to your list of area interest newsletter of American Mensa).
square dance publications:
The Yellow Rock News - Jon Sanborn, 661
The Isthmus - Jerry & Barb Kloehn, 12900 Middlefield Rd., Salinas, CA 93906 (publicaW. Forest Dr. , New Berlin, WI 53151 (news- tion of Monterey Bay Area Callers Assn.).
letter of the Wisconsin Advanced and ChalCORRECTION: Editors of Who, What,
lenge Association);
Where, When are Boots & George Oglesby,
The International Clogging Magazine - P.O. Box 592433 AM F, Miami, FL 33159.

Tom Perry

Josh Frank

Bob Kuss

New Releases
BTY 103 Stay Young by Pat Diamond
Current Releases
BTY 100 Ever Changing Woman by Bob Kuss
BTY 101 Makeup and Faded Blue Jeans by Josh Frank
BTY 102 Josh Frank First Edition (C&W Album)

Pat Diamond

Bounty is a new label for independent callers, founded by people with proven success in the recording industry. At Bounty, you receive
the profits from the sale of your records Call or write for morp information today

BOUNTY RECORDS • 117 Martha Drive • Monroe, Louisiana 71203 • (318) 323-8702
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THE DANCER'S FRIEND!
ludim•ras litvb arm ma a

- PMD-200

Variable-Speed Cassette Tape Recorder

Use it to record to practice!
Slow down those squares or rounds!
•
•
•
•
•

variable-speed ± 15%
one touch record
cue and review
auto or manual record level
record level / battery
strength meter

■ built-in Electret
condenser microphone
• aux. input allows you to record
direct from caller's sound system
• impact resistant Levan case

PMD-200
$184.95
Vinyl Carrying Case. . . . $19.95
PMD-220

$249.95

also has:
• memory rewind/replay

Use your VISA,
MasterCard, or
American Express for
same day shipment

• EQ and bias controls for use
with metal oxide tapes

V ISA

• ambient noise control

In U.S. — No Shipping Charge!
Foreign — Add $10 Surface
add $35 for Airmail

SQUARE DANCE RECORD ROUNDUP
957 Sheridan Boulevard
Denver, Colorado 80214
303 238-4810

LET YOUR
SQUARE DANCE CLOTHIER
HELP YOU

You'll look your best outfitted from head to toe by those who carry the finest in square dance
apparel. Look for a store in your area. Keep the list on hand for easy reference when traveling
away from home. You can count on being clad in the very best when you allow square dance
clothing dealers to help you Dress for the Dance.
RUTHAD PETTICOATS
8869 Avis
Detroit, MI 48209
Al & Eleanor Muir

* ARIZONA
BUTLER & SONS
8028 North 27th Ave.
Phoenix, AZ 85021
(602) 995-8480

* CALIFORNIA
AUNTIE EMM'S S/D APPAREL
9244 Magnolia Ave.
Riverside, CA 92503

ELAINE'S OF CALIFORNIA
11128 Balboa Blvd.
Granada Hills. CA 91344

4200F 62nd Ave. N.
Pinellas Park. Fl 33565

71 N. San Tomas Aquino Rd.
Campbell, CA 95008

MORRY'S — CLOTHING
11911 Santa Monica Blvd.
West Los Angeles, CA 90025
(213) 478-9595

BOOT HILL S/D APPAREL
6357 Hollywood Blvd.
Hollywood, CA 90028
(213) 461-5433

HILLTOP FASHIONS
QUALITY WESTERN SHOP
1894 Drew St.
Clearwater, FL 33575

6246 Decatur St.
Omaha, NE 68104 (402) 553-9601

* NEW JERSEY

THE SQUARE FAIR SHOP
1560 Grove Park Blvd
Jacksonville, FL 32216

224 Highway 18 (201) 828-5666
East Brunswick, NJ 08816

.

THE CORRAL, John Pederson, Jr
41 Cooper Avenue.. (201) 229-2363
W. Long Branch. NJ 07764
Member NASRDS; Visa & MC

• GEORGIA

C & M WESTERN WEAR
3820 Stewart Rd.
Doraville, Georgia 30340

MADELYN FERRUCCI

Creations

Brewster & Lake Rds.
Newfield, N.J. 08344

• ILLINOIS

ROMIE'S D& WESTERN
3827 El Cajon Blvd
San Diego. Calif. 92105
Phone (619) 280-2150
.

SQUARE DANCE ATTIRE
7215 W. Irving Park Rd
Chicago, IL 60634

* NEW YORK

IRONDA S/D SHOPPE

.

115 Catalpa Rd
Rochester. NY 14617
.

WARD'S WESTERN WEAR
1045 W. Philadelphia
Ontario, CA 91761

* COLORADO
CHRIS' S/D CORRAL

2990 Roche Drive South
Colorado Springs, CO 80918

SQUARE DANCE REC. ROUNDUP
957 Sheridan Blvd.
Denver, CO 80214

* KANSAS
BUTTONS 'N BOWS S/D SHOP
3167 So. Seneca
(316) 524-6235
Wichita, KS 67217
Send $1.00 for catalog.

DOROTHY'S SQ. DANCE SHOP
3300 Strong Ave.
Kansas City, Ks. 66106
Catalog $1.00 — refund with 1st order

WHEEL AND DEAL SHOP. INC
Rt. 115, Yarmouth Rd
Gray. ME 04039
Catalog $1 00—refund with 1st order
.

it..11101._
HORSE

* FLORIDA
CHEZ BEA S/D CREATIONS

ROCHESTER SHOE STORE
K-Mart Plaza
Mattydale, NY 13211

NORTH CAROLINA
PEARLS OF RALEIGH
2109 Franklin Rd.
Raleigh. N.C. 27606

SOPHIA T's

MAINE

4 Glastonbury Ave.
Rocky Hill, CT 06067

* MICHIGAN

ARROWHEAD WESTERN

650 N.E. 128th St.
North Miami, FL 33161

433 North Washington
Royal Oak, Michigan 48067

LENORE'S PETTICOATS

THE DANCERS CORNER

P.O. Box 607
Deland. Fl. 32720

1232-42 High Street
Lincoln. NE 68502

HICKORY HILLS S/D SUPPLIES

THE JUBILEE S/D &
WESTERN WEAR SHOP

* CONNECTICUT
CRAFTY CLOTHES

PROMENADE SHOP

• NEBRASKA
SQUARE COUNTRY WESTERN

2228 Wealthy SE
Grand Rapids, Mich. 49506

Rt 9, Box 273A, Hwy. 70E.
Goldsboro, NC 27530
* rNLJI"
%./111%J

DART WESTERN SHOPPE
419 So. Arlington St.
Akron, Ohio 44306

F & S WESTERN SHOP
1553 Western Ave
Toledo. Ohio 43609

M & H WESTERN FASHIONS
13002 Lorain Ave
Cleveland, Ohio 44111

SQUARE DANCING
MAGAZINE
MAY BE PURCHASED
AT THESE STORES

STORES handling square dance clothing are invited to write
SQUARE DANCING regarding a listing on this page.
* SOUTH CAROLINA
THE SILVER SPUR
8027 Greenville Hwy.
Spartanburg, SC 29301

ELLIOTT'S WESTERN SHOP, Inc. * SOUTH DAKOTA
Main St. (614) 826-7478
ZITTERICH'S S/D SHOP
New Concord, OH 43762
2412 W. Brookings
Sioux Falls, SD 57104

SQUARE TOGS

11757 Hwy. 42
Sharonvilie, Ohio 45241

* TENNESSEE
MISS MARIE'S FASHIONS
1506 Old Waynesboro Rd.
Lawrenceburg, TN 38464
Catalog $1.00 — Refund with 1st order

* OKLAHOMA

C BAR S TOO, Inc.
4526 N W 50th St
Oklahoma City, OK 73122
.

* TEXAS
THE CATCHALL
1813 Ninth Street
Wichita Falls. Tx_ 76301

* OREGON

PROMENADE SHOP
11909 N.E. Halsey
Portland, Or. 97220

* PENNSYLVANIA

FORD'S FLUTTER WHEEL
1630 Lilac Drive
W. Middlesex, PA 16159
(412) 528-2058

HAT TA BOOT WESTERN WEAR
1359 East College Avenue
State College, PA 16801
Phone: (814) 237-8725

BOBBIE SHOP
84 Jackson Ave.
Meadville, PA 16335

YELLOW ROCK SHOPPE
315 Mockingbird Trail
Mesquite, TX 75149

C BAR

S
5632 E. Mockingbird Ln.
Dallas, TX 75206
(214) 823-5712

FAWCETT'S S/D SHOP

412 W. Sam Houston
Pharr, TX 78577

TERESA S/D APPAREL
4818 Louisville Ave.
Lubbock, TX 79413

TERESA S/D APPAREL
3204 Uranus Ave. Rt. 4, Box 1560
Odessa, TX 79763

THE SQUARE DANCE SHOP
1602 S. Monroe
Amarillo. Tx. 79102

* VERMONT
TONY'S TACK SHOP
2000 Hinesburg Rd.
So. Burlington, VT 05401

* VIRGINIA

LIW WESTERN APPAREL

Rt. 4, Box 19
Elkton, VA 22827
Phone (703) 298-8676

PETTICOAT CORNER
8816 Hwy. One No.. Richmond
(Mail—Glen Allen, VA 23060)

TRIPLE R WESTERN WEAR
250 W. Broad St. (Rt. 7)
Falls Church, VA 22046

* WASHINGTON

CIRCLE UP FASHIONS

8229 South Park
Tacoma, WA 98408

* WISCONSIN

PETTI-PANTS UNLIMITED
4400 Windsor Road
Windsor. WI 53598

* CANADA

LOU-ANN S/D ACCESSORIES

12348 Fort Road
Edmonton, Alberta T5B 3A8

Dealers: LOOKING FOR A GOLD MINE?
The big question is, "Could you handle more business?"
7- There are literally thousands of square dancers scattered
HELP -i1 across North America and around the world who are in the
RA / market for square dance clothing. Your listing on these pages
each month will bring you in direct contact with anywhere
itnif
xi..., v."
from 60,000 to 75,000 of them. If you can handle a greater
volume of business each month write us for rates and information. Listings cost only a fraction of a penny per reader —
you'll be amazed!
SQUARE DANCING MAGAZINE advertising
462 North Robertson Blvd., Los Angeles, CA 90048.

The S/D Shopper's Mart
Int? P.„itroex.,

*OWN 10112

BASIC and MAINSTREAM
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Amounts in parentheses indicate shipping
and handling charge.

sQuArtz DANCING
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2. BASIC/MAINSTREAM

HANDBOOK

3. PLUS MOVEMENTS 4. INDOCTRINATION
HANDBOOK
HANDBOOK

75v per copy
$60.00 per hundred

35V per copy-$30.00 per hundred

1. THE CALLER/TEACHER MANUAL thru Mainstream. Expandable loose-leaf edition $29.95
($4.00)

5
5. ROUND DANCE MANUAL by Hamil-

7. 1984 YEARBOOK
limited supply $10.00 (650)
8. SQUARE DANCING Magazine Binders
Red with gold imprint; sturdy & attractive $4.25 (1 or 2 $1.75; 50v each additional)
9. NON DANCER PROMOTIONAL FOURPAGE FLYER $5.00 per 100, Min. order
($1.75 per 100)
10 & 11 TEMPORARY NAME TAGS-indicate
which-$3.25
per
100,
Min.
order (70v per 100)
12. AMERICAN HERITAGE POSTERS (blue
& red) $1.60 per dozen, Min. order (700
per dozen)
13. JOIN IN POSTERS (black & white) $1.10
per dozen, Min. order (700 per dozen)
14. JOIN IN POST CARDS $4.00 per
hundred, Min. order ($1.00 per 100)
-

-

ton $6.00 (65q)

6. CONTRA MANUAL by Armstrong

$6.00 (650

SPECIAL INTEREST
HANDBOOK LIBRARY
$1.00 each or 6 for $5.00
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

Club Organization
One-Night Stands
Party Fun (Planning)
Square Dance Publicity
The Story of Square
Dancing by Dorothy Shaw
20. Youth in Square
Dancing
AN AMERICAN HERITAGE !

n1.)
0

NEY1 WHERE'S MY CORNER?

9
IMPORTANT: Pay the shipping & handling
charges shown in parentheses ($X.XX) and
we will adjust to the actual charges and bill
or credit you accordingly.
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BASIC CHECKLISTS
CLASS ATTENDANCE RECORD
I
CLASS ROSTER
CLASS LESSON PLAN
Cost of these forms is $1.00 per
dozen, minimum order of 1 dozen of
one form. (60q per dozen)
25. BOB RUFF TEACHING RECORDS
(with calls and written instructions) 4
records in this series $8.95 each LP
6001—Level; LP 6002— Level 2; LP
26. SQUARE DANCE DIPLOMAS
6003—Level 3; LP 6501—Party Danc27. ROUND DANCE DIPLOMAS
ing to Level 1
15v each, Minimum order 10
Mot 41.14%.■ “4, h.,'
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29.
MIKE
COZY
$11.80
($1.15)

28. PLASTIC RECORD SLEEVES $15.00 per hundred ($2.50)

IMPORTANT — SHIPPING COSTS — Please add the following amounts on the items listed: BASIC/MAINSTREAM HANDBOOKS 1 to 6 books 75V; 7-12 $1.00; 13-26 $1.60; 27-50 $2.20; 51-100 $3.50. ALL OTHER HANDBOOKS 1 book 37V; 2-10 65V;
11-25 $1.10; 26-50 $1.45; 51-100 $2.30. DIPLOMAS (either square or round dance)10-70V; 11-20 95v; 21-50 $1.50; 51-100 $1.85.
RECORDS (Bob Ruff Teaching Series) 90v for 1 or 2; $1.10 for 3; $1.35 for 4; add 15v additional for each record over 4. Actual
postage will be charged on all foreign shipments. NOTE: In many cases it is far less expensive and much faster to ship by United
Parcel Service. We would have to have your street address rather than a post office box number to ship via UPS.

The Sets in Order AMERICAN SQUARE DANCE SOCIETY
SUBSCRIPTION AND ORDER FORM
G
No.

462 North Robertson Boulevard • Los Angeles, California 90048 • (213) 652-7434
Qty

Description

Cost
Each

Total

ADDRESS

New ❑

CITY

❑

Each

Qescriniion

Qty

Please include postage. See box above.

Please send SQUARE DANCING
Magazine for 12 months. Enclosed is
my membership fee of $10.00 to The
SETS IN ORDER AMERICAN
SQUARE DANCE SOCIETY.

Renew

Cost
No.

NAME

STATE

Calif. add 6% Sales Tax (on purchases other than subscriptions)

ZIP

Total (Enclosed) $
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A=Z Engraving, 92
Alamo Jamboree Festival, 102
Anina's, 92
Armeta, 92
Authentic Patterns, 66
B 'N' B's International, 90
B & S Square Dance Shop, 88
Badge Holders, 90
Balloon Baron, 62
Beck, Don
Birdie's Run, 74, 80
Blue Engravers, 63
Bonnie's Stitchery Boutique, 108
Bounty Records, 102
Brahma Records, Ag
C & C Originals, 100
Calico House, 65
California Poetry Publications, 68
Callers Record Corner, 72
Callers-Cuers Corner/
Supreme Audio, 98
Chaparral Records, 80
Charmz-Reaction, 65
Chicago County Records, 77
Chinook Records, 96
Clinton Sound by Miltech, 2
Coast Shoes, 68, 101
Davis, Bill, 99
Dell Enterprises, 67
Dixie Daisy, 95

Please tell them you saw their ad
In SQUARE DANCING Magazine.

Dress for the Dance, 104, 105
Earle Electronics, 109
ESP Records, 83
Fann Burrus, 86
Fine Tune, 69
Four Square Dance Shop, 71
Fun Valley Resort, 4
Golden, Cal, 64
Gordon Bros. Shoes, 112
Gorski, A., 68
Happy Feet, 84
Hi Hat Records, 75
Hilton Audio, 52
Holly Hills, 82
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JoPat Records, 81
Kalox Records, 84
Kopman, Lee — Tapes, 82
Kush, J.R., 81
Lamon Records, 86
Local Dealers, 73
M & W Records, 91
Mail Order Record Service, 91
Merrbach Record Service, 61
Micro Plastics, 91
Mustang Records, 92
National S/D Directory, 90
Neil Henson Co., 70
Obercruise, 6
Old Pueblo Trader, 74

Ox Yoke

Ponderosa Records, 94
Prairie, Desert, Mountain. Ocean, 5
Peters, Bill, 75
Rawhide Records, 71, 111
Red Boot Records, 99
Re Roc Rambler s, 62
Red River Community House, 69
11.1 Specialties, 77
River Boat Records, 98
Roofer's Records, 70
Ruff, Bob/Wagon Wheel
Records, 62
Ruffles Originals, 87
Sewing Specialties, 76
Shirley's S/D Shoppe, 72
Shopper's Mart, 106, 107
Simkins, Meg, 67
Square Dance Record
Roundup, 103
Square Dance Time/J. Murtha, 95
Square Tunes Records, 85, 100
Steppin' Out, 97
T & C Enterprises, 63
Thunderbird Records, 66
Triple Western Wear, 89
Trimmer, Gene, 94
Unicorn Records, 89
Vee Gee, 88
Wardle, Allen/Record Catalog, 90
Western Squares, 64
Weber Shoes, 78, 79
Yellow Rock Shoppe, 91

Square Dancers:
say it with cross-stitch!
Now there are colorful counted cross-stitch
patterns that reflect your special hobby of
square dancing. We've created six designs that
you can easily incorporate into your square dance
costume or use to make unique Bermuda
handbag covers, pillows and pictures. Each
durable single sheet chart is in color; so
it's easy to follow. Charts are multiple-size
for cross-stitch cloth and can be used for
needlepoint canvas as well.

Bonnie's
Custom
Boutique
P.O. Box 24025
Department CB,
Cincinnati, OH 45224
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DEALER INQUIRIES
INVITED
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INTERLOCKING SQUARES
The geometric configurations
represent squaredancing and
round dancing, in star-spangled
red, white and blue, to nicely
coordinate with DO-SA-DO.

SQUARE DANCING, July, 1984

FROM THE SOUND LABORATORIES OF
EARLE ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING

AMPLIFIER
* 150 Watts Peak Power into 4 ohm load with
Automatic Overload Protection from short circuits-Instantaneous operation after short is removed-No long waiting period for thermal switches to reset
* 2 Mic.inputs,each with HI-Z,LO-Z impedance switch
Each Mic.channel volume and tone controlled
* Wireless Microphones may also be used
* Easy to read dials
PHONOGRAPH
* Phano volume control with Bass and Treble controls
* Dual stylus for 33-45 and 78 RPM records
* Tape/Music jack on rear panel
* MUSIC MASTER jack for control of music level from
microphone remote control unit
TURNTABLE
* Three speed 33,45,78 RPM (variable plus/minus 10%)
* EXCLUSIVE V.F.D. Variable Frequency Drive (Pat. Pend.)
* HI-TORQUE Hysterisis-Synchronous Drfve Motor for

Fast Start and Constant Speed
* Large 8 1/2" Turntable with illuminated stroboscope,
Foam record pad and 45 RPM record adaptor
* Will accept and play up to 12" records
REMOTE CUE
* Starts or stops music from Mic. remote control
* IN STOP mode: Record slow down is not audible
* IN START mode: Fast start-up, delayed music fades in
* No need to lift stylus from record
* Fully compatible with wireless remote control units.

WRITE OR
PHONE FOR
INFORMATION

MONITORING FACILITIES (on rear panel)
* Mic. 1 Voice Output
* Mic. 2 Voice Output
* Phono
Music Output
Full program output
* ALL
* Stereo taping ability (Voice on one Ch.,Music on other)
POWER
* 120 Volts A.C. 60 Hz. (Amplifier fuse protected)

* 3-wire recessed grounding plug on rear panel
* 3-wire power cord furnished
* 3-wire grounding outlet located on rear panel
will accept rectangular 3-way tap for accessories
* Cover will close with 3-way tap plugged in
SPEAKER CONNECTIONS
* 2 Cinch-Jones S-302 AB sockets with gl pin GRND.
* Fused for DC power protection to speakers
CABINET
* Sturdy all plywood construction (No particle board
to chip or crack)
* Covered with TOP QUALITY FABRIC SUPPORTED VINYL

* Trimmed with Polished SOLID BRASS corner hardware
* Chassis: Pearl Gray front & rear; Charcoal deck/sides
* 4-Spring mounted floating feet for floor vibration
* Cover and base close tightly to afford weather protection to amplifier during transport and storage.
Size...13k" x 151/2" x 64"
* Weight...20 lbs.
* 2 Year full warranty coverage

EARLE ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING
P.O. BOX 1292_ BEVERLY HILLS.CALIE90213
PHONE ( 213 ) 938 -8808

SQUARE DANCING, July, 1984
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Take the Golden Gate

ridge toMexico.

1985 SQUARE DANCE CONVENTION AT SEA

MARCH 9 - 16, 1985
** WITH THE RAWHIDE RECORDING STAFF **

Dick
Waibel

Doug
Saunders

Shannon
Duck

A tit
Jim
Brown

Dale
Houck

Leo & Reatha
Lange

AtioHand America to Mexico
Ships registry
* SAIL and DANCE ABOARD THE WORLD's NEWEST OCEAN LINER - the ms NOORDAM Netherlands
Antilles
• San Francisco to Cabo San Lucas • Puerto Vallarta • Zihuatanejo/lxtapa • Acapulco
• 8 Days-7 Nights • 5 Sumptuous Meals per day - plus a late night buffet
• Swimming • Skeet Shooting • Tennis • Golf • Jogging • Deluxe Gym
• Spectacular Broadway Reviews • Live Music • First-run Movies • Casino
• Deluxe Accommodations • No Tipping • Holland America's crew works for your smile - not your cash,
because they follow a strict no tipping required policy

* FLY FREE FROM MOST MAJOR U.S. GATEWAY CITIES
• Extend 3 days in Acapulco- still receive free airfare home to most gateway cities
* FANTASTIC 5,000 SQUARE FOOT HARDWOOD SQUARE DANCE FLOOR
• Shipboard Square Dancing and Workshops during the voyage with the RAWHIDE STAFF
************************************************************************************************************

REGULAR PRICE
CAT "H" INSIDE — $1,400
CAT "E" OUTSIDE — $1,680

* RAWHIDE PRICE *
INSIDE — $1,189
OUTSIDE — $1,299

YOU SAVE!!!
$422 per cabin
$762 per cabin

************************************************************************************************************

FOR A FREE BROCHURE OF FURTHER INFORMATION — PLEASE WRITE OR CALL
RAWHIDE RECORDS • 675 E. Alluvial • Fresno, CA • 93710 • 209-439-3478

SCAT TRAVEL of HEMET • 28087 Bradley Road • Sun City, CA 92381 • 714-679-2394

—GRUNDEEN'S WORLD of SQUARE DANCING

"Her feet hurt!"

The BEST SQUARE SHOE
in All America
At This Price
COMPARE AND
YOU'LL AGREE

Widths A-B-C-D-E-EE-EEE
Sizes 6-12
Colors — Black orBrown
We pay postage anywhere

A!! Leather — Top Qualify

GORDON BROTHERS
2488 PALM AVE.

BOX 841 - HIALEAH, FLORIDA 33011

